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EAEDTACK DEVICES AND YIELDS 

Shot 

Yucca 
cactus 
Fir 
Butternut 
Koa 
W&o0 
Holly 
Nutmeg 
Yell- 

-IPolk 
Tobacco 
Sycamore 
Bore 
Umbrella 
hhple 
Aspen 
Fsalnu! 
Linden 
Redwood 
Elder 
oak 
Hickory 
Sequok 
Cedar 

Dogwood 
Poplar 
Scoevola 
Pl8OniJl 

Juuiper 
Olive 
Pine 
Teak 
Quince 
me 
Tie 

Device Sponaor 

WD 
LASL 
UCEL 
LASL 
LASL 
DOD 
LASL 
UCRL 
LASL 
LASL 
IASL 
UCRL 
LASL 
DOD 
UCEL 
UCRL 
USL 
LASL 
UCRL 
LASL 
USL 
UCRL 
LASL 
UCRL 

UCRL 
UCRL 
u&L 
LASL 
UCRL 
UCRL 
UCRL 
DOD 
UCRL 

rnD 
UCRL 

Eqected Yield Actual Yield’ 

13 to 14 kt 17.5 f 1.5 kt 

1.75 bft 1.30 * 0.09 Mt 

7.5 Mt 9.9 * 0.6 bit 

‘Corrected to Februarv 1959. 
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Chapter 1 

OBJECTIVES, DEVICES. AND WEAPONS 

1.1 LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY 

A total of 14 full scale tests and one safety test were carried out by 
LASL in Operation Hardtack. Two of the tests were heavily instrumented 
and for this reason were fired on land. The other 13 were fired on barges 
to facilitate readiness and minimize contamination problems. The devices and 
yields are given on page 9. 

1.2 UhWERSITY OF CALIFORNZA RADIATION LABORATORY 

During the course of Operation Hardtack, 15 devices designed by UCRL 
were tested. Diagnostic measurements were obtained in all cases. Of this 
total. two were tests of small devices with yields of three. 
were and the remainder 
varied Measured yields 
are given on page 9. 

1.3 DEPARTMEST OF DEFENSE 

cnder the authority of letter, file WPWT/960, Chief, Armed Forces 
Special Meapons Project, &ted 2 June 1953, Subject: “Tests Involving Nuclear 
Detonations Participated in or Conducted by Agencies of the Government of 
the Cnited States Outside the Continental United States, I1 the AFSWP respon- 
sibility for the preparation, operation, and post-operation phases of Operation 
Hardtack was assigned to the Commander, Field Command, AFSWP. 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff authorized AFSW’P to plan and implement, ln 
coordination with the various services and the AEC, the following: 

1. -4ppropriate test programs to bs conducted in conjunction with the 
following detonations: 

a. 
b. 
C. 

d. 
e. 
f. 

2. The 

VHA balloon-borne - 
UHA (25O;OOO A) missile-borne - 
1’HA (125,000 ftr missile-borne - 
Deep underwater - 
Shallow underwater 

selection of the appropriate nuclear devices. 
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The Chief. AFSWP. formulated these plans and also a number of separate 
projects t$%&$mducted on selected development detonations. 

The Director. Test Division. WET, a staff agency under the Commander, 
F Command, AFSU’P. was assigned the functions of detailed planning and 
fi implementation of the DOD Weapons Effects Program, Operation Hardtack. 
T approved military weapon effects test projects in Programs 1 through 6, 
and 8 and 9 are outlined below and discussed in Chap. 2. 

Colonel l?I’:*&son, USAF. was assigned as the Technical Director 
to the DCS/HET. FC, AFSWP. and acted as Deputy Commander, Task Group 
7.1, during the operation. The DOD Weapons Effects Programs were organ- 
ized as Task Unit 3 of Task Group 7.1 and commanded by Co1 K. D. Coleman, 
USAF. 

The DOD program participation in Hardtack was of greater magnitude 
than in any other Pacific Operation. 

Program 1. This program was designed to determine air blast, under- 
ground shock, and underwater shock parameters and effects. Primary par- 
ticipation included the underwater shots, Wahoo and Umbrella: three surface 
shots, Koa, Cactus. and Fig; and the VHA shot, Yucca. Underwater and air 
blast pressures from the underwater events will be used as input data to 
determine safe delivery ranges for ships and aircraft, and to support the 
target response projects of Program 3. Ground shock measurements from 
the surface bursts will determine design criteria for **hardI’ underground 
structures and missile sites. Afr blast data from the VHA shot will provide 
data to check theoretical estimates of energy part&ion at high altitudes. 

Program 2. The objectives of this program were: 
1. To determine the gross radiological hazards resulting from under- 

water bursts. Included were free-field measurements, deck and selected 
compartment contamination measurements. and measurements of ingestion 
and inhalation of contamination entering the ship via ventilation and combus- 
tion air systems. 

2. .To collect neutron energy spectrum data to supplement the present- 
ly inadequate knowledge of neutron energy spectra from thermonuclear weap- 
ons . Prompt neutron measurements were to be determined from a WA small 
yield weapon and from two UHA large yield devices. 

3. To measure radiation in the nuclear cloud from selected large yield 
detonations to obtain better data concerning the contribution of radioactive 
debris to worldwide contamination. 

4. To determine prompt neutron and gamma radiation and fallout con- 
tamination from a subkiloton device. 

Program 3. This program was designed for determination of the ef- 
fects of underwater bursts on surface and subsurface vessels, and for the 
study of different types of land structures under various loading condftions. 
The information obtained by Programs 1 and 3 will be used to aid in formula- 
tion of operational doctrine. particularly insofar as delivery ranges and 
tactics for both surface and subsurface vessels are concerned. The informa- 
tion obtained on the response of ship structures will be used to provide 
criteria for future designs. Data obtained from various earth-covered flex- 
ible arches tested under both long and short duration air blasts, and deep 
reinforced concrete slabs tested under blast load@, will be used to deter- 
mine construction criteria for future underground structures and for the 
study of the response of various types of land structures to afr blast from 
surface detonations. 
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Program 4. The objective of fhis program was to determine the ex- 
tst of cborioretinal damage caused by exposure to a high altitude, high lleld 
nuFtWr. detonation at distances from zero to 300 nautical miles from ground 
zero. 

Program 5. This program was designed to determine the effects of 
nuclear weapons on aircraft structures. Nuclear weapon delivery by manned 
aircraft is often affected by the weapon’s blast and thermal effects on the 
delive. ,&xaft and by nuclear radiation on the crew. Test data have in- 

%ia dicated t blast input and skin temperature rise can be predicted within 
satisfactory limits, but that predictions of aircraft response to the blast and 
computation of thermal Input is much less reliable. In order to perfect 
delivery tactics where safety margins are critical, manned B-52D, A4D-1, 
and FJ-4 aircraft were to fly several missions each, collecting data on the 
results of various inputs. 

Program 6. This program was to study effects in four categories: 
1. Electronic equipment located at various distances from the zero 

point was to collect data to determine the feasibility of using the electro- 
magnetic pulse from a nuclear burst for long and short range detection, and 
to sttidy the fireball and nuclear cloud with radar for determining ground 
zero and yield. 

2. Investigations were to be undertaken of the ionization effects of 
high altitude detonations, particularly as they might effect communication 
systems dependent on the ionosphere for propagation. 

3. Investigations were to be made of the deleterious effects on fuzes 
and their components of gamma rays and neutrons from nuclear explosions, 

4. On the undemater shots, experiments were to be made to deter- 
mine the feasibility of using nuclear explosions for cleari= of mine fields. 

Program 6. This program included the evaluation of laboratory methods 
of scaling thermal effects with weapon yield. Probably the most import&t 
part of the program participation was the investigation of the little known 
thermal phenomena and the parameters which have a direct relationshtp on 
the damage-producing thermal effects from the fireball of high altitude 
detonations and the prediction of those parameters for other heights and 
yields. Included was to be the photographic measurement of the ff reball 
radius vs time history of high altitude detonations. Also, thermal measure- 
ments were to be made from a subkiloton device. 

Program 9. This was a general support program designed primarily 
to provide photographic coverage for all interested TU-3 projects. Two 
numbered projects. 9.2 and 9.3, were assigned the mission of providing bal- 
loon and missile carriers, respectively, for the three high altitude events. 

1.4 SASDM CORPORAI7ON 

Program 32. The mission and designed purpose of Program 32 of 
Operation Hardtack for the Teak and Orange events was to measure pheno- 
mena of interest to the Atomic Energy Commission, to develop and test 
instrumentation techniques compatible with phenomena associated with large 
nuclear bursts at very high altitudes, and to measure effects of interest to 
the Department of Defense. 

The measurements of particular interest to the Atomic Energy Com- 
mission penained to the phenomenology of the warhead.‘ 
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.“& The 
tstudy of instruihentation techniques consisted in determining how best to 

er these data in addition to diagnostic measurements of device perform- 

7 
e. 

Of particular interest to the Department of Defense were the RF at- 
tenuation studies, which consisted mainly in recording signal strength from 
transmitters csrMe& aloff by rockets to various position in time and space 
around the burst points. 

Most of the instrumentation was in stations positioned by rockets. 
Radiofrequency telemetry and recovery systems were used as means for 
gathering data. 

In addition, Program 32 provided the warheads and assisted in evalua- 
ting the fusing aad firing system. 

gram 34. Program 34 included ten Ssndfa service projects, which 
were performed primarily for elements of Task Group 7.1. 

Project 34.1 measured the functlonfng of Zippers and HE transit time 
on 29 shots. Also, it trfed an experimental early alpha system on 15 LASL 
shots. 

Project 34.2 supplied the device, fame, and awdliary systems used to 
detonate the DOD-sponsored, balloon-carried Yucca shot. 

Project 34.3 procured, assembled, and checked out the devices used in 
the underwater DOD shots, Umbrella and Wahoo. 

Project 34.4 measured microbarographic blast waves, primarily on 
Teak and Orange, but also on most of the other Hardtack shots. 

Project 34.5 provided the Zippers and auxiliary system for LASL and 
UCRL on 28 shots. 

Reject 34.6 provided systematic support to UCRL. 
Project 34.7 studied the prompt nuclear radiation rate effects on weap- 

on materials and components exposed on the Quince and Fig events. 
Project 34.8, 34.9, and 34.10 made measurements on the Quince and 

Fig events sufficient to delineate the gamma radiation fallout and to define 
a fallout model associated with a 
pattern. This permitted evaluation 
their lfmits. 

for use with any wind 
of militarily significant intensities and 
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Chapter 2 

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMS 

2.1 TASK UNIT 3, DOD PROGRAMS 

Program 1. Blast and Shock Measurements 

The thirteen projects of F9ogra.m 1 investigated blast and shock para- 
meters and effects produced by two underwater shots, two surface shots, and 
the VIiA shot. The general objective was to define the environments pro- 
duced by blast waves from nuclear detonations, both to increase our under- 
standing of basic phenomena, and to support projects measuring effects pro- 
duced by blast waves. 

Areas of particular interest were underwater and air blast pressures 
produced by shots Wahoo and Umbrella, underground shock phenomena pro- 
duced by shots Koa and Cactus, and blast wave characteristics (including en- 
ergy partition) of shot Yucca. 

Ground Shock 

The entire DOD effort on study of ground shock phenomena was con- 
centrated on two surface shots, Cactus and Koa. Complete air blast lines 
were installed on these shots also so that the air blast input contributing to - 
underground effects would be known. Shot Cactus was chosen to provide a 
low yield tie-in of underground data with slmilar data obtained on Operation 
Plumbbob at NTS. Shot Koa was instrumented so that comparisons (Cactus 
vs Koa) could be made between data from low and high yield shots under 
similar soil conditions. 

AU five projects participating on shots Cactus and Koa successfully ob- 
tained the larger part of desired data. Results of individual projects are 
summarized below. 

Air Blast. Complete air blast data were obtained on both shots. Over- 
pressures ranged from psi at 470 ft to psi at 7868 ft ground range 
on shot Cactus and from psi at 1830 ft to psi at 6024 ft on shot 
Koa. Dynamic pressure data at 3-ft heights require further data reduction 
before results can be reported. Maximum overpressures from both shots 
when scaled to 1 kt at standard sea level conditions agreed well with a 1.6~kt 
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free air pressure curve. Seither shot shis.*ed any evidence of a precursor: 
in the case of Koa. this was contrary to predictions. Cactus overpressures 
show an slow and as yet unexplained decay for the first 25 to 40 

t 

Free-field Ground Accelerations and Relative Displacements. Instru- 
m tation to measure accelerations at various depths to 100 ft and relative 
d.i lacement between the ground surface and the 50- and lOO-ft depths was 
installed on both shots at ranges corresponding to predicted pressures of 600, 
200, and 100 p-mound accelerations up to 1120 g on Koa and 616 g on 
Cactus were recorded. Acceleration wave forms were more complex than 
those obtained at NTS; wave forms were influenced considerably by energ 
transmitted through the earth from ranges closer to the burst. Horizontal 
accelerations were higher than expected. Peak vertical accelerations showed 
a more rapid decay with depth than at h’TS at similar pressure levels. Rel- 
ative displacements were smaller than those observed at h’TS, largest being 
less than 5 in. 

Craters. Cactus crater dimensions of 180 fi radius and 36 ft depth 
agreed well with predictions. Koa crater dimensions of 1825 A radius and 
160 ft depth were significantly larger than predictions; it is believed the 
large water tank surrounding the Koa device may have increased the energy 
coupling with the ground. 

Simulated Structures. Twenty steel drums with aluminum drumheads 
were buried at depths down to 20 ft at the 200-psi level on both Koa and 
Cactus. Results from the few drums recovered at this writing and from lim- 
ited electronic data available indicate soil pressure decreased with depth to 
10 ft and then rose to surface level values at 20-ft depths. As at IYTS. the 
more flexible drums sensed the least pressure. 

Shock Spectra. Gages consisting of cantilever springs (called “reed 
gages”! were buried at expected ground surface pressure levels of 75 to 200 
psi. Each gage recorded the response (displacement) of reeds having resonant 
frequencies of 3 to 300 cps. aesults indicate that soil characteristics have 
a significant effect on shack spectra. Cactus results appeared to be similar 
to those obtained during Operation Plumbbob, but response of gages on Koa 
was generally lower than expected. 

Air Shock at High Altitudes 

Theory indicates that the effect of increasing the burst altitude reduces 
the energy appearing as air blast. On shot Yucca, the objective was to deter- 
mine the characteristics of a blast wave at altitudes of about 90,000 ft in 
order to provide an accurate basis for scaling to higher and lower altitudes. 
Five canisters containing gages were to be suspended by a nylon line at 
ranges of 750 to 3000 ft from the device. Blackout of telemetering due to . 
ionization was expected at zero time, but data were to be recorded and trans- 
mitted continuously for several minutes after the burst. Canister functions, 
including turning on the recorders, were to be controlled ,by a command 
transmitter aboard the USS Boxer. This project did not attain its objective 
because of failure of the transmitter about 2 min before shot time. One 
pressure record from the 3000-A canister was obtained from the direct 
transmission but appeared to be spurious. 
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Bl%t and Shock Ph enomena from Underwater Shots 

Seven projects investigated free-field blast and shock phenomena on 
undemater shots Wahoo and Umbrella. Their primary objective was to ob- 
tain the free-field input data needed for determination of safe delivery and 
critical M ranges for submarines, aircraft, and surface vessels oper- 
ating in the vicinity of underwater nuclear detonations. In general, there 
was a rather thorough amount of information available on free-field blast 
and shock phenomena from HE tests. The only two nuclear underwater tests, 
Crossroads Baker and Wigwam, however, had left many basic questions un- 
answered. The blast and shock projects therefore were generally aimed at 
confirming and expanding Crossroads Baker and Wigwam results, providing 
a tie-in between data from nuclear and HE tests, providing input data for 
ships 9 damage projects, and gene rally increasing knowledge of underwater 
explosion effects. 

Deep Water Shot, Wahoo. Underwater Pressures - The Naval Ordnance 
Laboratov and Naval Electronics Laboratory collaborated in measuring un- 
derwater pressures. Their main objectives were to confirm Wigwam results on 
scaling for isovelocity conditions and to study the effects of refraction. Pres- 
sure data were obtained at five to nine instrumented stations; peak pressures 
ranged from 100 to 1800 psi. There were four target ship stations: an ade- 
quate number of pressure-time histories (at various depths to 1850 ft) were 
obtained at the EC-2 (2346 ft) and the DD-593 (8887 ft). Only a few peak 
pressures were recorded at the DD-4i4, while at the DD-592 no data were 
obtained. The data generally confirmed Wigwam results. Thermal gradients 
showed considerable effect on the pressure field at the 8887-ft range and 
also influenced peak pressures at depths less than 300 ft at the range of the 
EC-;“. The pressure-t:me data will be thoroughly analyzed, primarily by 
SEL. for refraction effects, using the shot time underwater temperature field , 
provided by ONR-Hydrographic Office personnel. ONR-HO obtained its esti- 
mate of shot time underwater temperatures on the basis of bathytherrnograph 
(bt, readings from the DD-393 at H-15, H-5, and H-l min and pre-shot bt 
data taken from three points in the array starting on D-7 day. 

Air Overpressure - The NOL installed three near-surface gages on 
vessels in the array and self-recording gages on two balloons at heights of 
500 and 1000 ft. Records were obtained from two gages from the balloon 
station at 3-113-e range and two surface gages at 2346-ft range. Records 
showed two distinct pulses; it is believed the first pulse resulted from under- 
water shock transmitted across the water-air interface and the second from 
bubble effects. Maximum pressure recorded was 0.21 psi at 30-R elevation, 
2 346 -ft range. Peak pressures showed general agreement with predictions 
based on HE results. 

Surface Phenomena - The Scripps Institute of Oceanography measured 
water waves and NOL studied all other surface phenomena, i.e., spray domes, 
plumes, base surge, etc. Photography from four aircraft and several surface 
stations was the principal means of data collection. With the clear weather, 
photographic coverage was excellent. Film analysis in progress at this 
writing is expected to provide thorough documentation of the phenomena of 
interest. Surface phenomena bore a marked resemblance to Wigwam. Water 
waves containing approximately 4% of the weapon energy were observed. 

Hydrodynamic Yield - The Armour Research Foundation failed in its 
attempt to measxe the close-in propagation of the shock front. .The technique 
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used by Aa r was the previously successful Wigwam method. The lack of 

1 
stable platform was the principal cause of failure. 

L 

L 

!Shallow Lagoon Shot, Umbrella. Underwater Pressures - NOL success- 
ly measured underwater pressures at 16 stations. Records obtained at 

distances of @l$.t42.8000 ft from surface zero, at depths from 10 ft down to 
130 ft, covered the pressure range between psi. Peak pressures 
were in agreement with theoretical predictions and HE results. Peak pres- 
sures decayed with distance at a significantly higher rate than would occur 
in free water. The main shock was preceded by a small gradual increase 
in pressure which was induced by ground shock. At close-in stations, near- 
ideal wave forms were observed; at 30004 range and beyond, wave forms 
were complex. A cavitation pulse was obsel-ved at all stations at 7504 range 
and beyond; maximum cavitation pressure measured was psi at 18844 
range. 

Air Gverpressures - NOL used a combination of 32 rockets, five bal- 
loon stations, and seven surface stations to document the air overpressure-time 
field at ranges up to 8000 ft from surface zero and altitudes up to 15,000 ft. 
Nine of 20 rockets recovered yielded usable data; eight additional rocket 
records may yield usable data after further evaluation. Five of the seven 
surface stations and one balloon station produced good records. Surface data 
showed good agreement with predictions based on HE results and indicate the 
use of 100% efficiency in scaling HE data to the nuclear case is reasonable. 
Peak pressures from rocket records were low compared with HE predictions. 
Maximum pressure recorded. 1.86 psi, was at 2500 ft altitude at a range of 
2000 ft from surface zero. 

Surface Phenomena - NOL investigated surface phenomena in general 
while SIO concentrated on water waves. EG&G provided excellent photograph- 
ic coverage of surface phenomena from four aircraft and several surface 
stations. NOL obtained good records of temperature and humidity changes 
at five stations within the base surge. These records show well-defined tem- 
perature changes which correlate well with arrival of base surge as visually 
observed. SIO successfully measured the water-waves from a number of 
stations and by a variety of means. The most interesting of these measure- 
ments came from three stations about lTO0 ft from surface zero. They in- 
dicated that the highest wave was the first of the wave train. It was steep 
fronted and had a 22-R span from crest to trough. 

Hydrodynamic Yields - ARF attached two strings of blast switches and 
one doppler system to a taut cable running outward from the Umbrella de- 
vice with the aim of measuring the time interval between closures of the 
blast switches and the rate of phase change of an rf signal fed into the dop- 
pier cable. Data were received in the zero LCU and telemetered to a re- 
mote location. Records were obtained for the blast switches only as the dop- 
pler cable was crimped during installation. Preliminary data analysis yield- 
ed an effective hydrodynamic yield pressure-distance curves 
from which hydrodynamic yields are determined, however, showed an as-yet 
unexplained deviation from the slope expected on the basis of Wigwam results. 

Crater Dimensions - OKR and HO measured the Umbrella crater by 
means of preshot fathometer survey and a postshot lead-line and fathometer 
sul-vey. A crater of about depth and diameter was found. 
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w 2, Nuclear Radiation and Effects 

Program 2 included ten projects, which could be duped into four cate- 
gories: (1) underwater detonations, (2) high altitude detonations, (2) develop- 
mental ahots, and (4) nuclear radiation from a very low yield device of par- 
ticular interest to the Army, (discussed under Quince and Fig Rerulta). 

“_ Ir;-l‘< 

Underwater Shots, Wahoo and Umbrella 

Shipboard Radiation Vulnerability. It was the object of this study to 
document the gamma radiation phenomena generated aboard thrme target de- 
stroyers by ehote Wahoo and Umbrella. &th total gamma dore and gamma 
dose rate histories were measured by flIm w do8imetry and gamma in- 
tenaity time recorders (GITR’s), respectively. Unehfelded GITR etations and 
fllm badgee supplied data on radiation at locatfona reprerenting major battle 
station& underwater GITR inatrumentatlon rupplied data on mdiatfon in the 
water; and directionally shielded GI’Ml rtationr mounted on deck rupplied in- 
formation on radiation from remote sources. 

Radiation hietorier were obtained on only one destroyer during shot 
Wahoo becauee of ship’ 6 power failures on the tar0 other destroyers. Ftadia- 
tion histories were obtained on all three ship8 durfng ehot Umbrella, although 
some data were lost becauee of shock damage. Preliminary reeulte indicate 
that weather-deck dose buildup ranged between 600 r received within 0.5 min 
at 2,000 ft from surface zero and 45 r received within 2 min at 6,000 ft. 
Doee reductions by factors lee8 than 6 were obtained for all compartment8 
above the waterline, and doee reduction factors greater than 9 were obtained 
only in machinery spaces below the waterline. Tnrasit radiation appeared to 
repreeent a high percentage of the total radiation observed aboard the ehipe. 
In the one ca8e where data were obtained, the underwater radiation did not 
contribute to the total radiation meaeured aboard ship. Data on gamma ioni- 
zation decay wa8 obtained for the period from 0.1 to 24.8 hr after Umbrella. 

Shipboard Contamination Ingrese. This was a etudy of the external and 
internal radiation hazards exteting within typical interior compartments of a 
destroyer-type vessel a8 the result of the ingress of contaminant from near- 
by underwater nuclear detonations. Four compartment8 of the DD-592 were 
Fnetrumented with total and time-incremental air eamplete, surface eamplere, 
animals (mice and guinea pige), and GITR’o. Rates of air flow for ventila- 
tion and boiler combustion for the instrumented compartmenta were controlled 
so aa to be repreeentative of those expected under nuolear-attack conditione. 

Due to the failure of aMpto power on the DD-592 during shot Wahoo, 
oaly surface gmpler and animal data were obtained. The failure of a pmj- 
ect timing circuit during shot Umbrella resulted in lose of time-dependent 
air sampler data although total air samples were obtained. 

Estimates of the internal doee due 1~ inhalation in the teet compartment8 
during Wahoo indicated that the doree were below the thretiold for acute ex- 
poeure but that poeaible chronic effect8 might he produced. Similar estimate8 
for Umbrella indicated that dosee were below the threehold for chronic effects, 
with the possible excegCion of the internal dose received in the engine room. 

Umbrella estimates of the external dose rater In the tset complrLmente 
due to ingress of contaminants showed them to be a emall fraction of the 
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compartment’ s total dose rate. 
This study was to document the radiological 

ting from underwater nuclear detonations. The gross garn- 
m fields from shots Wahoo and Umbrella were defined by means of GITR 

z! 

rumentation located on coracle platforms, as well as on the major target 
8. These measurements were supplemented by those of total gamma 

dose made with floating film packs located throughout the target array. In- 
cremental collm of rsdtoactfve materlal deposited from the resuitant 
base surge and cloud permitted resolution of the gross gamma fields into 
initfal, free-field, and residual doses and dose rates. Underwater probes 
were used to obtain information on radiation from radioactive materials sue- 
panded in the water. 

For Wahoo and UmbrelIa, it was found that nearly all the total gamma 
dose occurred within 15 mfn after zero time and was due to the passage of 
air-borne radioactive material. However, the records of gamma dose rate 
versus time obtrrined from the two shots show pronounced snd characteristic 
differences in the transiting gamma fields. Gamma doses in excess of 100 
r occurred within the first 15 mln at downwind distances of less than 16,500 
ft for Wahoo and 11,000 ft for Umbrella. On both shots the dossge due to 
deposited radioactive material on the ships md coracles was from lfght to 
fnsigniflcant. A study of the downwind gamma data showed that a dfetance 
of 
In 

approximately 23,000 to 28,000 R from surface zerc should be maintained 
order to assure a total free-field dose of lees than 25 r. 

EIiah Altitude shot. Yucca 

Neutron flux snd gamma radiation measurements for the Johnston L- 
land part of the Operation are covered i.n the summary pertaining to Teak 
and Orange. 

Measurements of the neutron flux spectrum and total prompt gamma 
ray flux resulting from tht detonation of shot Yucca, a burst at an al- 
tltude of approximately 90,000 ft were planned. 

All data were to have been recorded and subsequently telemetered to 
a record&g ground station. The instrumentation was contained In a canister 
suspended 2,750 ft below the nuclear device by means of a nylon line. Due 
to Eailure of the command transmitter, which controlled the canister operational 
functions, the instrumentation was inactive at aerc time, and no data were 
obtained. 

Projects Participating during Developmental Shots 

Neutron Flux Measurements. This was a program to document the 
neutron ftux and spectrum as a function of distance for two shots in the 

To a&eve thfe objective, the project participated during 
shots Yellowwood and Walnut. The measurements were extended during the 
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field-se of the operation to inciudt shot Quince. and this participation is 
covered in the portion of this report relating to that detonation. To make 
the necessary measurements, threshold activation and fission detectors were 
exposed at various distances from the Yellowwood and Walnut zero points, 
These detectors included gold, cadmium-plated gold, plutonium, neptunium, 
uraniurs;m%fur, and zirconium. Since land masses of sufficient size were 
not available for displaying the detectors at desired distances, a buoy line 
was used. The line extended from 917 to 4100 yd from Ground Zero for 
both shots. Due to the radiological situation that existed after these detona- 
tions, recovery could not be effected until DC1 day. As a result, only limited 
neutron flux and dose data were obtained. Early results indicate that the 
neutron dose for shot Yellowwood was lower than predicted by a factor of 
2.3 and the Walnut dose was low by a factor of 2.0. 

Fallout Sampling. The objectives were to determine the relative con- 
tribution of certain isotopes to both local and world-wide fallout and to use 
this information, if possible, to determine the fraction of total bomb debris 
deposited in the local area. The project was divided intc two separate ef- 
forts: (1) the collection of early cloud samples by means of newly developed 
rocket samplers, and (2) the collection of residual cloud samples and fallout 
debris by aircraft. 

The rocket sampling was to have been accomplished with rockets de- 
veloped by UCRL Project 21.3. Gas and particulate sampling of the residual 
cloud was accomplished by B-57D aircraft under the technical supervision of 
WSL personnel. Fallout samples were collected at various times after the 
detonation, based on predictions furnished by the Fallout Prediction Unit. 
These collections were made at an altitude of 1000 ft by WB-50 aircraft. 
The fallout collection was supervised by personnel of the U.S. Naval 
logical Defense Laboratory. 

Radio- 

The project participated during shots Koa, Walnut, and Oak, as it was 
desired to obtain a comparison between the fallout from land surface and 
water surface detonations Because of various technical 
problems, satisfactory rocket samples were not collected from shots Koa and 
Walnut. and this portion of the project was canceled prior to Oak. Successful 
B-5;D and WB-50 samplings of the Koa fallout were made; however, early 
analysis of the samples indicated they had been contaminated by debris from 
shot Fir, fired the previous day at Bikini. For this reason, project partici- 
pation was extended to include Oak. Successful sampling was accomplished 
during Walnut and Oak. Collected samples were returned to the continental 
laboratories for analysis, and the resultant data were not available at the 
time this report was written. 

Program 3. Structures and Equipment 

The objective of this program was to provide information on the effects 
of nuclear bursts on ship structures and equipment, and on various land 
structures, under certain conditions that had not been heretofore investigated. 
Five of the eight projects were concerned with the response of ship structures 
and equipment to underwater bursts, and three were concerned with the re- 
sponse of land structures to air blast. 

Prior to Operation Hardtack a series of tests was run employing HE 
charges against the destroyer DD-592 off Santa Cruz Island, Calif., in Jan- 
uary 195s. A series of four large. specially shaped (tapered) HE charges 
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weighingfrom 1400 to 4400 lb was planned to simulate underwater nuclear 
attack agalRW&he DD-592. The tests were carried up to the threshold of 
shock damage. but stopped after detonation of the third charge to avoid the 
gobability of serious damage to the DD-552 prior to the Hardtack full scale 

r)l clear tests. me results indicated that the shock wave pressure satisfac- 
torily simulated the ini?ial shock waves from a nuclear detonation. 

Four unmwd major target ships, three destroyers, and an EC-2 
merchant ship $$re instrumented and exposed to the Wahoo and Umbrella 
underwater detonations. In addition, three manned fleet operating ships, 
submarine SSK-3, and destroyers DD-72E and DD-826 had a small amount of 
instrumentation aboard and were also exposed to Wahoo. The SSK-3, un- 
manned, and a four-fifths scale submarine model, Squaw 29, were also ex- 
posed in Umbrella. The shock response of equipment as well as equipment 
foundations (which included hulls, bulkheads, decks, and superstructures, was 
recorded by 323 velocity-time meters and self-recording shock-spectrum 
gages and 40 high speed motion picture cameras. The following tentative 
conclusions with respect to damage to machinery and equipment may be made. 

1. The minimum safe range for delivery of an antisubmarine weapon 
by destroyers is 3000 ft for Wahoo conditions and 2400 ft for Umbrella con- 
ditions . Damage or malfunction of particularly deiicate equipment, e.g., 
some types of electronic equipment, may occur at even larger ranges. 

2. The range for moderate damage for delivery of an antisubmarine 
weapon by destroyers is between 2300 and 3000 ft for Wahoo conditions, and. 
less than 2400 I? for Umbrella conditions. 

3. The minimum safe range for a submarine is 2500 ft for L’mbrella 
conditions. For Kahoo conditions. 10,000 ft is conservatively safe; later 
analysis will permit determination of the minimum safe range. 

4. The safe range and moderate damage range for submarine and sur- 
face targets is determined by shock damage to ship’s equipment rather than 
by hull damage for both Umbrella and R‘ahoo conditions. 

Gages and recording centers were installed on the three target destroy- 
ers and the EC-2 merchant ship in order to document the basic hull response 
of these surface ships. A total of approximately 170 gages recorded veloc- 
ities. displacements, deflections. pressure, strains. rolling. and pitching. 
The hull damage was significant but less than expected on the attacked side 
of the EC-2 and negligible on the target destroyers. The following tentative 
conclusions were reached: 

1. From the standpoint of hull deflectlon the following safe delivery 
ranges for destroyers have been demonstrated: 2900 ft under Wahoo condi- 
tions and 1900 ft *under Cmbrella conditions. So statement can be made at 
this time, from the viewpoint of hull deflections, concerning the minimum 
safe delivery ranges except that they must be considerably smaller than the 
above values . 

2. The estimated horizontal lethal ranges for the EC-2 from the 
standpoint of hull deflections are ITOO f: for Wahoo conditions and 1300 ft 
for Umbrella conditions. 

3. Check points for small scale, CERD model experiments were ob- 
tained from both Wahoo and Umbrella. 

For Cmbrelia, the submerged four-fifths scale submarine model, Squaw 
29, at a range of 1600 ft was instrumented with strain gages; pressure gages; 
deflection gages: high-speed cameras; and roll. depth, and flooding indicators. 
The hull was piastically deformed but did not rupture. Four of the ten ex- 
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terlJ& ballut tank8 ruptured and all were wriou8ly dlahedq re8ultlng b 8ome 

lor~oyanoy. The SSK-3 ~8.8 rubmeqed at peri8oope depth ti operated 

by it8 crew at 18,000 is from Wahoo rurface zero. In Umbrdl8, the S9K-3 

~88 unm& and located bow-on at a range al 2900 ft. No pem8,neat hull 

deformationa occurred from either rhot. The following praltmlru&y ooncl~- 
riona may be made: 

l,,+&8age for modem hull damage to a rub--lib Squaw U&F 

Umbrella condition8 I8 1600 ft at a depth of SO ft. 
2. A co~ervatively safe range for the SSK-3 hull tier Wahoo con&- 

tionr ir /1000 it at a depth of 50 it: later ady8ir will permit detemination 
of the minimum oaf8 r8nge. 

3. The SSK-3 under Umbrella conditiorrr at 2900 ft range rrrd at a. 
de@ of 50 feet wu 8hown t0 k wall bepd the mlnimum 8afe xxnge for 
hull dam8ge. 

Fallure criteria for prefabricated, oor~gated 8taeL flexible arch-8hell 

8tructurer COrdned within nOn~-8@MitiVU Oorthwork OOd&U=tiOM Of 

coral Eaxi simul8tlng pu%lly undOqgrouml8 wrw88 8tudi8d. Three 

8tNcture8 were te8ted in the so- to 18o-pd puk overprerrure region frlin 

a 1.4 Mt 8-0 8bot to d&e- emptrictiy the -8mM0 of luoh r- 
-8. A fourth 8tNCtrW W88 b8ted in the 9+pCri peti OlWmlW88U@ rO#On 

from a 170kt 8-0 8hot to determine the &e&8 of 8hOrt-dUlXtion blut 
loading on a rixaihr 6tnacture ad environment. The 25-11 8pM by 48-it 

lo-gsee akh-8hell Structure 8ubjeCted to 90 p8i p88k OVerpre88urr, putirlly 

coll418ed on the rfd8 8w8y from grmuxi mro. The CoLlapee apparently wu 
inMated by be8riq frilure of the 8heu p-8 at 1 bolted horizontal 808m 

apprordmately 5 ft above floor levetl on the coll8peti ride of the 8trucm. 

The fOuO* IW8tit8 Were noted On the other three 8tNCture8: 

1. A 25-it apan structure GUI the 38-n rpan by 409ft l-gage arch- 

ahell etructure, subjected, reepectively, to 78 and 100 pri peak Overpre88ure 

from shot Koa Suffered a COmpieb CObpS8 8ymIXI8triCtily about the CIWWn. 

A third 25-ft 8p8Il 8tNCture subjected t0 180 p#ii pt?& OVeI’pre88IUe COupred 

completely. 

The dynamic behavior of d88p (thick) reinforced concrete 8lPbr in the 

high overpre88ure regione of 175 to 600 p8i wa8 8tudied to provide the ba8i8 

for e8tabu8hing design Grfteti for ma88iV8 reinfOrCed COnCrete 8tNCture8 

under blaet load8. Thirty 008-WZly and 15 two-way 818b8 mounted flu8h with 

the ground eurface were teeted. The C18Sir SW W88 6 feet 8ad the tiO8 of 

depth to epan varied from 0.15 to 0.78. &C8u88 Of 8xr?e88iVe poet8hot rodl- 

ation at the riab location, data recovery ha8 not been completed. However, 

preii&Mry I’e8uit8 LndiCate thnt the I’ellfet8IlC8 Of the 818b8 t0 hi@ blad 

prerrurer WB8 COMiderab1y greater &all e-ted. 

Program 5, Aircraft St~cture8 

Th8 Air Force wlL8 COnCerned with determining the 8tNCturd X’e8pOn88 

of a B-SPD aircraft 8ubj8Cted to eide load8. Thir determination had a8 an 

&mate Obj8CtiV8 the definition Of the delivery oapability Of the a&Craft for 

muitiple delivery taCtiC8. A m of a@88 with l%8peCt to ground zero 

hpm 35’ head-on to 180’ tail-to in pzimuth, including three different elevation 

-188, W8re Utilized in V8r@iI& the anSly8i8 pnd PrsdiCtfOM. It Wu COn- 

eluded that the data Obtpfned Wate 8uffiCi8nt t0 V8rlfy th8 method Of 8d5’8f8 

used to predict 8tNctura.l 8id8 load8 from which the nuclear weapon dellvery 
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4lqJd~~ple delivery tactics could be defiMd. 
The I, spanawed a project i.n which two AID-1 rfrcdt partlcipnt& 

J p in eever8l ehote in order to measure weapon in-puts end structural 

i? 
l poneee to high ylsld weapons. The final objective was the correlation of 

data with tbt of the Plumbbob tests in order to define the high yleid 
(m-n range) weapon dellvery capability of the A4lH. From the prelim- 
inary dota ohhc-la-tt was determfned that measured 8tre8888 were consistset 
with prmdictloM obtbed from the 8nalytice.l techBtque8 employed. xt is en- 
ticlpated that additIonal data obteined from wing pre8eure inetrumentaUon 
will u&t ia further refl&g the dynemic analysis. Thermal inputs were 
QblutiY 8 ubrfrntirlly lower than predicted, although the bmperature repose 
calculatIon8 beeed upon measured inputs in genenl showed good oorrelatfon. 
It we.8 conclude&that the data 0-d. when combined with that m 
ti Cperation Plumbbob end tin aircraft performuw, 8 chamct8ri8tic8,will 
p8nntt tb d8flnitioa of the nuclear weapon dolivery m@ility of the A4D-1 
sircraft. 

Effecta input rod etructuril reeponre of two FJ4 pkdrdt were meae- 
,ured. The iaform8tion obtained wu coam&r8ud ln lnpute and effect@ fram 
higher yidda in order to correlate with d8t8 oblned tram the lower yleld8 
of Plumbbob rod confirm tlm Cle.88 D delivery capablli~ of the airerafL 
hi general, emellent oorrelation of blast reeponeo data was obtaUd, veri- 
fying the dynamic an8lyele techniques used for predMing rtnrcturrl re8poaeee. 
E wu comluded that response data have been obfriasd over 8 8ufEciently 
wide reage of yleide and iachience englee to permit l ubeequent de%ition of 
the Clue D delivery capability of the FJ4B alrcreft. 

Program 6. Test of Service Equipment and hfateriale 

This program hed a wide caoge of project station locations: Wake Ia- 
l& and Eniwetok, Bikini, Kwajalein, Kuede, Wotho, and Ronge~lap Atolls. 

ti project to study the wave form of electromagnetic pulse from a 
nuclear detonation used two sites: Kuaaie, 420 miles from Eniwetok, and 
Wotho, 240 mflee from Eniwetok. The objective was to meke broad-band 
meaeuremente from 0 to 10 b5c at ranges up to 460 miles. The meaeure- 
mente were not expected to be radically new. Although improvements in 
equipment were Incorporated, the primary concern of this project was to 
increase the cataloging of wave forms. Thedata,tichareingoodagree- 
ment with wee obtafned during Operation RedwIng, indfcate that devfce 
yield and range and the presence of a second stage can be determined from 
wave-form parametere. 

Another project, with stations at Wake Island and Kuaale, studied iono- 
rpherlc effect0 of large-yield surface deton8tioru. h agreement wiih re- 
8ulU of Cpemtlon RedwIng Project 6.3, the energy reeponelble for the first 
disturbance in the ionosphere above Kumie wu propagated with a mean 
velooity of 20 km/min. Also corroboratfng prevloue results, the second 
me resulted from energy propagated with a mean velocity of about 
13 km/&. The first effe& has been postulated to be due to a compres- 
eional wave and the eecond to a hydromegnetic wave. The feet that the 
first effect was seen approaching but not receding is indicative of the shape 
of the ion+.ieneity varktfon ulbocfated with the dbtubmcs. 

Two projects partlc@ated during &ot Umbrella to obtain effects data 
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_a$hility of using nuclear weapons a8 a naval-mine countermeaeure. 
One of them, rponaored by the Naval Ordn8nce Laboratory wae to determine 

t 

the range8 at which typical rtockpfle bottom mine8 would k neutralized by 
a rhallow-water burst. To ret up the experiment, a total of 120 miner, 
coB8i8tlng of mines MK-25-2, MK-39-O. bfK-60-0, MK-s2-1, MKd2-2, 
MIC-SZ-3, e m-62-6 were laid in the Eniwetok Lqwn, north of ground 
yro, &Mf&ancer of 1400 to 8100 ft. Th8 operation of 23 of the miner 
~rt~~esgrerrtsrth~tho~rtuhich~~~ted)wss 
monitored during the shot by m08n8 of 8 8yutem of internal mord8n de- 
rign8d to begin recording when the miner were 8rmed ti to continue re- 
oording until the miner were recov8red. Thedepthofwaterrtthemfns 
fbld mried between 120 and lb0 ft. The rerults of the teat ladhate that: 

1. At dlst8ncer of 1086 th8a 1600 ft from ground zero for we8pon8 
oompusble in yield to that of rhot Umbrella, 100 per oent olearanoe of 
mine8 may be e%pected. 

2. At dbtancer between 1600 8ad 2000 ft, 67 per oent of the bIK-26- 
2’8 suffered component dam8ge 8uBcient to reader the miner inoperative. 

3. At dbt8acer b8lmeen 2000 axi 2000 it, 43 per cent of the IldK-250 
2’8 tired component d8znage rufflclent to remier th8 mine8 Inoperative. 

The Navy bflw Defen8e L8boratory wu the 8pOll80~ 8gency of the 
other project participating in underwater exp8rfmmntaUon. The over-all ob- 
jective of the project wa8 to determine the fea8ihlllty Of en@- nuclear 

we8pO~fkxwide8reamineCbar8nce bylafiuememean8. The 8pecifioob- 
je~Uve8 Of thf8 pmj0d were to (1) meuure and reoOrd the ~piftuds, du- 
ratlo& and extent of mine actuating innWlIOe8 (pre88ure, aCOWtiC, a& mag- 
netic) that may be generated 8t the 8ea ba#am by the eX@O8iOn of a low 
yield nuclear weapon in 8hallow wrbr (apprordmob ly 150 ft depth): and (2) 

. determine the reaction of certain tnetrumented naval mines to the influence8 
generated. 

T7iree LCU fn8trumentation platform8 were located at di8t8ace8 of 
3300, 20,160, 8ad 44,750 ft from the Umbrella surf&e zero. kutrumentatlon 
Wa8 provided to ObtaiIl the tfme-pI’e88ul’e hirtol’y ~8lAlting from the 8hot, 
including prersure change8 due to wave8, 8well8, and the ohock wave: the 
time hi8tory of the m8gneUc field chsnge8: the time history of the sound 
prerrure level, 2 cp8 to 40 kc; the time ht8tory of dfrplrcement of the bot- 
tom: the mine react&n, including euch item8 8.8 Murmh cofl output, p&t8 
volt8ge rl8e, prerlrure switch opening, firer, and %MAuJ~~; and correlation of 
alI influence me88urement8 8nd mine rerotions with rerpect to time. 

From the Umbrella lot the foIlowing tentative conclu8ion8 were made: 
1. ThO 8hOt wa8 not 8ignifiC811tly effiXUv0 in curing MK-2S-0, KK-25- 

2, MX-SO-O, and MK-36-2 mine8 plPnted at the three inetrumentation plat- 
form8 to register 5re actuation8. 

2. One magnetic look wa8 received by eu?h operattve M&25-~ and 
m-25-2 mine at Platforin8.1 ami 2. Tho8e at Pi&form 3 reCeiXid none. 
The m-tic look8 occqrred at,a we that would indicate th8t they probably 
m8ulted from ground motion or’ the effect8 of the w8ter shock w8ve. 

3. fl MK-25-2 mtM8 received look8 a8 a lV8& Of pre88uX’e Wave8 
generated by the 8hot. ’ 

4, Anucount8rmine actuation8 were recorded for nine aCOU8UC miner. 
A fire actuation WM recorded for one. Ba8ed on the time of oo~urrence, it 
ir probable that the ground-trsuumitted presrux~ wave8 wefe re8ponsible for 
8ome, or all, of the actuaUon8. 
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A fifth project, qmmwed by tbe Mantoad Ordnance Fuze Laboratorg, 
8tudied w of nuolear radiation on electroni fuze component8 and 
matarirlr. Electronic component8 were placed in 8pecial te8t circuit8 to 

06 

T 

the property to be meuured. The 8lgn8lr were fed into a mag- 
-m recorder, which reoorded the performance of the component8 during 

detonation. h addition, the telemetering point8 of a Corporal fuze 8yr- 
tern were monitored, plld departure from normrl operating level WM record- 
ed on the tape.‘- x5-=. 

Neutron dorager of’ 
r were recorded at expeflmental dation8. 68 a re8ult, rome noteworthy 
changer in electronio gear were ob8erved: 

It may be tentatively concluclea that: 

1. Almort all elec:tro& component8 may ruifer deletarlou8 effect8 
d&a 8 nuclear deton8tioa which c8naot be debat8d by rimple meuurementr. 

2. my tnnrlent effestr would not have been noted in reactor experl- 
ment8. 

3. Trandent auceptibfflty WM directly dependent on the degree of 
exgorure. 

4. Dat8 from a number of diode@ ahowr that they may be reliably 
employed to dircharge a Bring capacitor at the t&no of a nuclear detonation. 

6. A Corporal fuze ryetern would be highly 8u8pect in a nucleu en- 
vironment . 

Program 8, Thermal Radiation ti Effect8 

It wa8 tbe purpo8e of the program to (1) study the effect8 of megaton 
r8nge atomic weapon8 on material8 ti to evaluate a &in el~nulant a8 a 
8UbtitUte for animate 8kiYi in these 8tude8; (2) obtain 8pB&‘O8COpfC me-- 
uremenk of thermal irr8diaaCe aa a function of time on a high altitude buret; 
(3) mea8ure the fireball rim of a high altitude bur8t aa a function of time 
by photographio mean8: (4) obtain a photographic record of the early time 
epectra of a high altitude burst with high time and spectral reeolution: (6) 
make mea8urement8 of the 8ize. perristence, and 8pectral irradiance of the 
fireball in the i&a-red from a high altitude burst: and (6) 8tudy material 
ablation from rpecimenr Wide the fireball, ~IMZI tert the neutron vulnerability 
of variou8 materlalr to be u8ed in the Teak aad Orange experlmentrr. 

For the very b&h altitude event, 8hot Yucca, two RB-36’8 were modi- 
fled to 8erve a8 btnamentation platformr. SpecU window8 and 8helver were 
provided for the ln8trumentation and epecial wiring wu inrtalled. The air- 
cndl were provlded with special radar equipment to tnck the balloon a88em- 
bly aad porttion them8elver. The AOC-CIC aboard the USS Boxer, which al- 
80 8erved a8 the balloon laun&fq platform, warn utilized for control and aa 
a b8Ck-Up pO8itfoning 8y8t8m. &&b aiX’CroiL were Weli pO8ftiOMd 8O that all 
inrtrumentr had the bur8t in their field8 of view. Excellent record8 were 
obWned by all projeotr whorre in8trumentation wa8 &board. 

In addltion to it8 participation on shot Yucca, Project 8.6 also made 
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infxti measurements on shots Butternut and Koa as instrument checks 
and H%&ain correlation data. A P2V also participated on events Butternut 
and Koa for instrumentation checks and to obtafn data for correlation of data 
from a surface detonation with those from shots Teak and Orange. On But- 
ternut the monochromator failed to function properly, but the mapper func- 
tioned satisfactorily. On Koa both instruments operated well. No data were 
received &sm the canister instruments on the drag line- 

Tentative conclusions which can be made at this time are: 
1. The Yucca shot appeared timewfse as a detonation of one-tenth its 

actual yield. 
2. The time to normal second msximutn scales directly as the rela- 

tive density to the one-third power. 
3. The apparent yield scales directly as the relative density to the 

two-thirds power. 
4. The radius of the fireball at time to second maximum scales in- 

versely as the relative density to the one-sixth power. 
5. No definite indication was received of a change in partition of en- 

ergy since the apparent change was not sufficient to be conclusive. If there 
is a change, it would appear to soale inversely as the relative density to the 
0.031 power. 

The exp8riments on effects of atomic weapons on materials and evalua- 
tion of a skin simulant were carried out on shots Yellowwood and Walnut. 
Approximately 30 skin simulant sp8cimens in various configurations, includfng 
bare and blackened unclothed samples, samples clothed with contact and 
spaced fabrics, and samples with various apertures were exposed. Time- 

temperature histories of the specimens were recorded. In addition, recording 
calorimeters and radiometers were used to measure the thermal radiation 
incident at the station. 

Ablation and neutron vulnerability studies were carried out on shot 
Cactus. For the experiments on ablation of material, two specimens designed 
to determine the rate and depth of melting of a spherical surface were ex- 
posed on a lOO-ft tower so as to be within the fireball. These specimens 
contained instruments for measuring and recording the time history of the 
temperature of unprotected metal at various depths, specimen acceleration, 
late fireball overpressure, and shock arrival time. lkro additional specimens 
spaced 10 ft apart and rigidly connected were placed on the ground at a dis- 
tance of 250 ft to m’easure the speed of sound inside the fireball. These 
specimens contained transducers and recorders for measuring the time of 
arrival of weak shocks from a series of small explosions set off at succes- 
sive times after zero time. From these measurements it was hoped to cal- 
culate a time history of the gas temperature of the fireball. 

As yet, no results are available from these studies. In the case of 
the neutron bombardment experiment, the radiation level in the area precluded 
immediate recovery. When the level of activity diminished, a search of the 
area was made, but the instrument carrier could not be located. 

Program 9, General Support 

The mission of Program 9 was to provide documentary and technical 
photographic support to participating DOD agencies. The documentary sup- 
port consisted of both still and motion picture coverage of project activities 
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to depict the scope of the project’s effort and to show significant result8 of 
their effort!Q&&istorical and report purposes. still photography for illus- 
trating preliminary and final reports was conducted by TG 7.1, TU-1. Mo- 
ti 

3 

picture coverage to be used in the production of a weapon effects film 
W provided by JTF 7. Technical photography, such as high-speed, time- 
la se, and function-of-time photography, was furnished by TU-5 (EC&G). 

During the planning phase of Operation Hardtack, it became evident that 
the needs of th&;Ydiffous projects for photographically collected data would 
fall on the five military effects events: two high altitude rocket detonations, 
one high altitude balloon detonation, and two underwater detonations. Because 
of the varied nature and location of the detonations. more extensive and 
sophisticated camera installations were needed than on any prior operation. 
As the test series proceeded, additional shots Of military interest were added, 
which further increased the complexity and number of camera stations. 

For the high altitude balloon detonation, BB-36’s were used with back- 
up camera installation mounted on the USS Boxer. For the Teak and Orange 
shots, the RB-36 ’ s were used with backup surface and ground stations. 

me photographic equipment used for all three high altitude detonations 
consisted of streak, high and medium speed motlon picture, rapid sequence still, 
and Zenith cameras, utilizing both color and black and white film. 

The photographic instrumentation for the two underwater shots was 
basically the same for each shot. The stations common to both shots con- 
sisted of a camera station on Barry Island, and one on Igurin Island: an 
LCU camera station anchored in the lagoon; an RB-50 aircraft directly over 
surface zero at 25,000 ft altitude: three C-54 aircraft orbiting at 20,000 ft 
range at altitudes of 1500 ft, 9000 ft. and 10,000 ft: and one RB-50 aircraft 
which provided vertical aerial photographic coverage of the target array be- 
fore and after each shot. 

For the Wahoo shot, an additional camera station was installed in the 
hold of the EC-2 to record effects of a deep-water detonation on the ship’s 
structure. 

For the Umbrella shot, in addition to the basic installations, a camera 
station was installed on a barge 20,000 ft from surface zero: another camera 
station was installed on Mui Island to photograph rocket firings. and a tri- 
metrogon camera array was’ installed on an H-19 helicopter to photograph 
wave action at two surface instrument platforms. 

In addition to the major portion of the photographic effort on the five 
military effects shots, a somewhat smaller effort was expended on some of 
the AEC diagnostic shots. A camera station was installed to record the ef- 
fects of the thermal pulse on certain materials. Several aerial photographic 
surveys were accomplished of craters produced by land surface detonations: 
aerial surveys were accomplished to locate strings of gages placed in the 
water prior to several shots; and aerial mosaics were photographed of 
Johnston Island and all the islands of Bikini and Eniwetok Atolls for planning 
purposes. 

Before the five original military effects shots had all been detonated, 
two additional shots of DOD interest were added to the program: 

surface bursts on the island of Yvonne at Eniwetok Atoll. This 
necessitated the establishment of two camera stations to cover the events 
and the addition of some still and motion picture documentary coverage. 

Xn all, about 66,000 ft of original 35-mm Eastman color negative film was 
exposed from which a military effects motion picture film report will be 
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prepared after the operation. For historical snd report purposes, Apple- 

-3500 black and white still negatives were exposed during the opera- 
tion. 

Very High Altitude Carrier Systems 

Program 9 also provided support for the three high altitude detonations 
on Back%. Yucca (Eniwetok-Bikini area, burst height about 90,000 
ft), Teak (Johnston Island, burst height dwut 250,000 ft), and Orange 
(Johnston Island, burst height about 141,000 ft). 

For Shot Yucca, Project 9.2a supplied the warhead, the fusing and 
arming equipment, the radio-command system, and function monitoring for the 

Project 9.2b provided the carrier to deliver the device and 
associated instrumentation to altitude. This wss a 128-it, 2-m& polyethylene 

balloon. Test flights from various launching sites conducted during the 18 
months preceding the shot had shown that la-h from an aircraft carrier, 
with a deck wind velocity of nearly zero, was the most reliable method. 

The USS Boxer (CVS-21) departed Bikini Atoll at 1900 on April 27, and 
at 1125:OS on April 28 the balloon wad launched. ‘I% total weight of the 
system was 1295.5 lb, including a pylosd The latter consisted 
of the device sad five canisters containing in8trumenStion for measuring 
pressures, thermal snd gamma radiation, neutron flus and electromagnetic 
pulse. The device was suspended 568 ft below the balloon ti the canisters 
from 750 to 3000 A below the device. T&e device was detonated at 1440 on 
April 28. 

Because of command transmitter failure prior to shot time, no effects 
data of significance was received from the suspended canisters: however, 
participating aircrsft did obtain data for determining energy partition and 
extending scaling laws to include low yield detonations up to 100,000 ft. 

For shots Teak and Grange, Project 9.3a was assigned the task of 
readying and firing the two Redstone missiles, each equipped with. 

Each missile was also equipped with four instrumented pods - 
mounted on the surface of the thrust unit: these were explosively expelled 
during the powered phase of the trajectory so as to be in pre-determined 
positions at burst times. The Redstone missiles were adapted speciftcally 
for these shots, and several flight tests of the modifications had been con- 
ducted. 

On shot Teak, the burst did not occur where intended because of fail- 
ure of the missile to program. From preliminary data, a vertical trajectory 
was assumed. Lift-off was at 2347:14.99 and burst occurred at 2350:05.597 
LST on July 31. 

On shot Orange, the missile programmed about as planned. Lift-off 
was at 2327:34.498, and burst occurred at 2330:08.607 LST on August 11. 

On both shots, all except necessary key personnel were evacuated to 
ships during the morning and afternoon of shot day. Indications of missile 
performance were provided the Missile Flight Safety Officer, as well as 
means of taking corrective -action in the event of malfunction, i.e., command 
destruction of the fuel tanks and, in the case of Orange, a means of pre- 
venting arming of the warhead. 

Quince and Fig Results (Programs 1.2, and 8) 

The Quince event, planned as a ground surface burst, was 
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added to the Hardtack schedule in June 1958. Because of its nature and 
possible tactical interest, three new Program 2 projects were created and 
an exfsv]Etended in order to document the nuclear effects. Three 
projects of Program 34 (Prajecte 34.8, 34.9, and 24.10) were placed under 

7 

tddcal direction of Program 2. These are discussed in Sec. 2.4. 

gutnce As a result, the Fig event was added 
to the schedule ‘and detonated on August 18, 1958. The yield was 

Project 1.4, Crater Measurements, measured the size of the crater 
produced by the:-*“‘- There were no project personnel in 
the EPG, as only a contnrctor survey was required. It was found that the 
crater produced was elLiptical in shape, with the long axis routirhlv corres- 
ponding to that of the device. The diameters were respectively, 
measured from lip to lip. The depth was belti grade with a 
lip shove grade. At the time of measurement, D + 3 days, there w& evi- 
dence of earth slides which resulted from severe rains that had occurred 
sinoe the detonation. The crater was briefly observed on D + 1 day, prior 
to the slides. Based upon this observation a& the measurements made a 
day later, it is estimated that the original crater was deeper and 

3maller in dismeter from lip to lip immediately following the det- 
onation. 

The objectives of Project 1.7, Overpressure Measurements, were to 
document the overpressure measurements resulting from a* 

ti verify or extend exlsting scaling laws. The instrumentation con- 
sisted of 36 stsndard PT arrd Q gages containing pressure capsules located 
at ranges from 40 to 700 ft fnxn ground zero. As the yield of the device 
was uncertain, it was necessary to provide the above instrumentation to ac- 
comodate a wide range of pressures. 

The Fig device produced a nuclear yield of ‘;a8 measured by 
radiochemistry. Twenty-eight of the 36 instruments provided good records. 
Some failures were experienced due to undetermined causes at the close-in 
raases. It is felt that these could be the result of heavy ground shock and 
,motion, which in some instances shattered the glass recording discs. Pres- 
sures recorded varied from 

The points plotted sgainst curves scaled up from b@h explosive 
and down .of nuclear yield showed a reasonably close fit. There 
was, however, a minor deviation in the slope of the recorded curve which 
cannot be explained without further study of the records and investigation of 
possible sources of experimental error due to the closeness of the instru- 
ments to the detonation. Preliminary field analysis of the data indicates 
that, using existing scaling laws, pressures can be predicted for 
detonations with reasonable accuracy. 

Neutron flux measurements made by Project 2.4 were discussed in 
some detail in the Program 2 portion of this report. During the field phase 
of the operation, project participation was extended to include the Quince and 
Fig events and had as its objective the documenting of the neutron flux and 
spectra for the Two neutron lines were established to ob- 
tain the desired data. Orre was in the direction of the extended long axis of 
the device and ran out to a distance of 1039 yd, and the other was perpendic- 
ular to the device’s long axle and extended for a distance of 900 yd. 
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xject 2.9, Qamma Dora Meamrement6, wa# a new project approved 
for the ahot. BIJ objective was to measure gamma dow M a function of 
t&m and’ dirtance from the device. The baa+ type o_f batrument was the 
NBS fib badge. The film badgea were displayed along ground liner to give 

total gamma doee vemua distance. Also, they were umd In film do&meter 
tram~d&dcer which expored individual film badger for known time perioda. 
The periodic exporure of film badger over an extended time interval permit- 
ted a determination of the initial ad reridual dose rater. Film badger are 
being pmcereed axI data are not available at this time. 

Proje4zt 2.10, Reridual Radiation, was also created qmciflcally for mr- 
ticipatlon on Quinor aad Fig and had the objective o documentisg the xx&dual 

J gamma field intaxmitier produced by the rurface de nation of the device. 
The required data worm obtained by meazu of mdiologlcal rumeye conducted 
both on the ground by monitoring taame and from the air by means of a 
probe lowered to a S-ft height from a helicopter. The reeulk idkate the 
radiation intmmitiee at the lip md cratar of ahot Fig were -0 10,000 r/hr 
at I? + 30 min. which would necerritate avoidance of thi.e area by troopa td- 
lmnclxlg at au early time. ‘I% area mntm&aM by Wlout to levelr of 
military significrurce was leer than expected by a faator of 26 accordirrg to 
th~~aeuk 8caung laW8. 

The early decay meaaurementa chow thst the normal flrrion product 
decay rate, +*, ir not applicable for a period from H + 1 to B + 3 hr. 
&stead, the decay rate ir t’las, which ir titer. Flowever between H + 3 
ti H + 24 hr. the decay rata wa8 only t’“*u, which ir rlower than the nor- 
mal flrrion oroduct decav rate. 

The third newly approved project, Project 2.11, had the mieeion of 
making gamma, neutron, and thermal measurements aa a function of altitude 
for this event. A polyethylene balloon was moored 300 ft from ground zetror 
and appropriate instrumentation wa8 expored at various altituder up to 1500 
ft by attachment to the balloon mooring cable, Fleeion foils were too actlve 
to count at the EFG and will be counted in the 21. Film for gamma dose 
meamrementa ir being developed. Due to mechanical difficulties caused by 
adverse weather conditiona, no themal measurementa were made. 

Project 8.7, Thermal Measurement& measured the radiant expoeure 
in ml/cm* and the thermal irradiance ln cal/cm*/aec at various distancea 
from surface zero for the subkiloton device. Instrumentation conelet& of 
seven CWL Thermhtor Calorimeters located from 150 to 600 ft from sur- 
face zero: two NRDL Disk CalorImetera located at 450 and 900 ft from our- 
tie zero: ti four NML Radiant Exporure Metera located at 350, 450, 600, 
ad 750 ft. rerpectively. The CWL Instrument data were recorded in aa 
instrument shelter 1200 ft from surface zem; the NRDL instruments were 
t4df-cOIitoined. No data are preeently available from the NML meterr, which 
have been forwarded to NML for reading ti calibration. The CWL Ther- 
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mi8tor Calorimeters rectxded radiant exporurer from 

by czvL_. 
The NRDL thermal data agreed with thaw taken 

Program A: Bla8t and Atmorpherlc Meuurementr and Vulnerability 

s!GC! 
c ,lLL.*f=- 

T&la program was divided into’ four dhtinct project8 and each will be 
discumaed Mparately. 

Project 1.7 had u itr objective the documenting of surface and near- 
aurikce air blaet, premure-time meoaurementr. Standard PT tad VLP relf- 
reoording pre8rure gauger were employed, and electronio record&g gagea 
9 a 6kaln-type preroura transducer provided back-up detection. Sta- 
Uona were located on Johuton Island, ux3 rbaud ehipa. Ground level ~_a- 
l ures varied from about 3romTeakqrtarlantrangeof 
to fromGrangeat8rl8ntrangeof The prerrure VaI- 
WI me~urid at the r-0 and near rurface won coniiderably lower than 
were predicted. A8luming a :*ld for both rho& tbs prea8ure meau- 
urementa Mica&d ,wr cent blast efflcieacy at these altiMer 
in comparison to the standard 45 to 50 per oent for 8ur%ce or near-rurfbe 
&aaAtfOM. Them percentages, baaed on the modined sach8 aoaling laWI* 
Wcata quite a reducuon in blast effioleney for high altitude detonation. 
Lack of veri5ed ading procedure8 for these very high altitude0 preoluder 
the porribility of drawing ftrm concluaioM at this time. 

Tbs objective of Project 9.ld WM to obtain rupportiq atznorpberk 
data for shot Teak. Instrumented Nike-hp 6oundiq rocket8 were fIred, 
and the falling ephere tecllntque wan used to determine density, preraure, 
and temperature 88 a iurrction of altitude befween 200,000 and 500,000 ft. 

The sphere contalned a tran8ft time accelerometer to measure drag 
acceleration, a telemetry system to relay accelerometer tran8tt timer to a 
ground station, and a DPN-19 beacon to provide, in conjunction with a MSQ- 
lA tracking radar, epace porltion data. An IBM 650 computer was available 
to resolve the mw data to rolutiona for den&y, temperature, and pressure. 

All four bounding8 were un6uccerrfuL ti flrlng of oubaequent round6 
was canceled. Component failure0 within the ephere were the primary rea- 
eon that upper atmosphere data were not obtained. 

Project 8.6 had aa ita objective the obtaWng of information concerning 
weapon inputa and corresponding structural effecta during high altitude detona- 
Uone of nuclear weapon. The data would be useful in evaluating the effect- 
lveneea of nuclear warheada u the energy 13ource for destruction of an fn- 
coming ICBM. A jeffleonable instrumented pod ww affixed to each of the 
Teak and Grange Rdstone mir~Ulee. The pods, ejected prior to burnout, 
were plaoed in cloee proximity to the device at bumt time and were designed 
to be recovered. A two-e- parachute eyetem slowed water entry to pre- 
clude hydrodynamic impact damage, and varied devicea were ixustalled on the 
pod to facilitate ita location. Aftat a lo-hr daylight search by air and sur- 
fme craft the hunt for the Ormgu pod was abandoned. 
cowered. RBCOM~~ wu ruccerrful on Teak, however, 
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The objective of Project 2.6 was to provide data on neutron flux @ri- 
marfly 14 Mev neutrons) versus range from 8 megaton weapon detonated af 
a very high aItltude. The iastrumentrtion, in t&roe pocb for each shot, was 
carrfed aloft by the Be&tone mirrfle snd ejected baU8Ucally at predeter- 
mined ranges. The neutron spectrum wss measured by the tima-of-flight 
method with specirl_.a@n&@n_ being given to the 14.2 Mev neutron group. 
Various types of detectors measured fast .&d rIow m, buck- 
ground and prompt gamma rayn, gamma ray dare, ~IXI Interference effects, 
such aa electromagnetic disturbsnces. The detector outpti were electron- 
ically encoded, commutated, and recorded on a magnetic tape recorder. 
The latter was programmed to record for 120 mbec after the prompt gam- 
ma ray pulse and to switch repeatedly to a playback condition to telemeter 
the recorded information to a telemetry statlon fn the missile control buuker. 
The objectives of this project were apparently accomplished. Gamma ray 
measurements were consistent from pod to pod. 

The 
observed fluxes were wlthln less than one order of magnitude of expected 
values. The extraction of further data (including all that on the 14.2 Mev 
neutrons) required oscilloscope camera methods and film processing facilities 
not available in the fleld. 

Program B: Ground Studies of Thermal and Electromagnetic Phenomena 

The work of Program B during shots Teak and Grange involved six 
projects. 

Project 4.1, supported by thermal measurements from Project 8.1, 
studied the limiting distances at which chorioretinal burns might be caused 
by very high altitude detonations. Rabbits were exposed to shots Teak and 
Orange at stations located on Johnston islaf& aboard ships, and in aircraft. 

It was found that a very high altitude burst is particularly effective in 
producing chorloretinal burns because of the rapidity with which thermal 
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energy is delivered to the eye before it can be protected by blinking. This 
is in con&~ to low altitude detonations, where the delivery of thermal en- 
ergy is elo*and the attenuation greater. The limiting horizontal distance 

% 

ground level for minimal burns was found to be 300 nautical miles for 
at 250,000 ft altitude and 225 nautical miles fozf /at 140,000 ft. 

e size and severity of the lesion correlated with disfonce. Correspondingly 
greater limiting distances would apply if the exposure was at altitudes where 
there would bsppeportionally less atmospheriu attenuation All burns pro- 
duced within 160 nautical miles would have produced permanent 4ury or at 
least a segmented visual defect in msn. Visual acuity would have been re- 
duced to from 20/100 to 20/200 if the hiOn ehould occur on the macula. 

Projects 6.5 and 6.6 utilized ground hued service radars to study the 
feasibility of determining fireball and cloud parameters, respectively, for 
very high altitude shots. Both hsd pursued similar objectives during earlier 
surface shots at Eniwetok. 

The returns from shot Tesk were of short duration axI did not appear 
until about II + 1 min, irdlcating initial absorplion followed by reflection 
from the region of high electron density caused by the fireball. Although 
therea.restUlatWldam problems, location snd yield determination for sur- 
faoe bursts using ground radars appears feasible; however, insufficient data 
were obtained to determine whether such detection is prsotical for very high 
altitude bursts. 

The cloud detection experiment during the earlier surface bursts was 
a continuation of work done on Cperations Greenhouse, R&wing, and Plumbbob. 
It appeared that X-band radar was applicable to cloud detection for surface 
or near-surfsce bursts. For these, the rsnge of detection is the line-of- 
sight distsnce, the deteotion duration is four to six times longer in humid 
(EPG) areas than in arid (NTS) areas, and cloud paramete rs can be meas- 
ured within the accuracies of the equipment. For bursts above a 90,000~ft 
altitude, the lack of sufficient moisture or particle density and the level of 
electron density precludes detection of the cloud by X-band, ground based 
radars. 

Project 6.11 measured the absorption and induced ionization effects of 
very high altitude detonations with an aim toward resolving anticipated prob- 
lems of high powered ICBM detection radars. Five discrete frequencies from 
10 to 1000 MC were utilized in specially constructed radars. Riometers 
were used to detect absorption by measuring any depressions in the inte- 
grated cosmic noise; with these, 30-, 60-, and 120-MC frequencies were used. 

It was found that increasing the altitude of the shot radically increases 
the ionization and absorption effects in the region of 10 to 1000 MC. Shot 
Teak, and to a lesser extent shot Orange, strikingly resembled a man-made 
auroral display observable both visually and with radio equipment, similar to 
the natural aurora that has been studied with the same techniques in Alaska. 
At altitudes such as that of shot Teak. considerable high frequency communi- 
cation blackout occurs, and absorption on the order of minutes occurs near 
the shot even at ultra-high frequencies. Clutter from the shot-caused aurora 
would bs of concern to a rsdar operating in the vicinity. 

Project 6.12 investigated the nature of radio frequency attenuation 
through the ionized region produced by very high altitude detonations. Rockets 
carried L- and S-bsnd pulse carrier radio trsnsmitters to above burst alti- 
tudes. Definite changes in signal were noted as the transmitters entered the 
region of the burst, although the signals were not completely lost. It was 
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that such signals are attenuated, but not to the extent that prior 
calculations had predicted. 

Program C: Airborne Measurements of Thermal and Electromagnetic 
Phenomena 

TZGvere six projects in Program C: four investigating thermal 
phenomena (Projects 8.2, 8.3, 8.4, and 8.6) and two studying electromagnetic 
effect8 (Project8 6.10 CLld 6.13). six aircraft were used, three equipped with 
thermal instrumentation axi three with electromagnetic equipment. All proj - 
ectr were succesrful on both shotr. 

For shot Teak there was a ringle thermal pulse lasting 
Most of this energy came from molecular emission be&a rather 

than from the blackbody radiation common to rurface or near-surface bursts. 
The infrared radiation WM intense but brief--&out in duration. The 
maxtmum rafitu6 of the Wrared fireball waa abort The thermal 
pulse from shot Orenge showed some of the charscteristics of a eea-level 
ahot. There waa some evidence of a minimum and a second m&mum. Some 
of the energy was rsdiated in a continuous spectrum, in addition to spectral 
bandr similar tc those from Teak. The inirued emirsion la&d shout 

WI the infrared fireball radius reached a maximum of about 
Radar echoer from the ionized cloud were received by two ot the air- 

craft. Returne were observed on UHF band radars for a period of about an 
hour for both Teak snd Orange. 

Cne of the aircraft also carried atmospheric sound@ equipment and 
measured disturbarrceo of the ionosphere produced during both shote. It was 
found that the electrical properties of the ionosphere were disturbed in ex- 
cess of 4 hr out to distances of several hundred miles. 

2.2 TASK UNIT 1, LASL PROGRAMS 

Task Unit 1 carried out experiments to determine device performance, 
to measure physical quantities of interest in weapon design, and to under- 
stand the mechanisms by which the various effects of the devices are pro- 
duced. In CperaUon Hadtack new methods were used to determine the con- 
figuration of the active material during the reaction period. 

Programs 10 and 18, Fireball Physics and Thermal Radiation 

The objectlver of these programs were: (1) to determine the yields of 
the devices by observation of the various parameters associated with fireball 
hydrodynamics: (2) to measure the time interveI_ between primary and eec- 
ondary reactions in two-stage devices by optical meana: (3) to study the 

. phenomena taking place in the rarified air on two high altitude shots of about 
l p.eld: and (4) to measure total thermal radiation and thermal power on 

cne LWO very high altitude detonations. 
Oscilloscopes and photomultipliers with optical narrow paes filters were 

used to record gamma-induced light from the sir about two-stage devices. 
Photomultipliers and oscilloscopes with high time resolution were used for 
observations of narrow bands of the optical spectrum. 
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EPO. 
Table.AJ,..,J,..ta yield8 obtained by 

Total thermal radiation measured 

Program 10 for ahote fired in the 

on Teak; 

Although time interpal was measured, the value obtained ir probably 
low by about 10 per cent. The Teller light which provider time interval in- 
formatlon originater at approximately 25 to 30 km above sea level, where 
themrtngrmMrayfluxil*pped. The Blow Wparent rise time of the 
rather we8k primary r@nal and unfavorrble 5eometry related to the error 
in I~JM poeition may have caueed a delay in the recorditq of the first s@al. 
E ir e*cted tbat a cormctlon can be aPWd after further analyeir. 

Tbre~ofthee~rim4nlrderr~to~tbsthi~d~ 
objective of the two progruar were unfavorably affected by the burst location 
error. 2peclflually, informaticm on the very early development of the fireball 
WAM not be oMained, rince none of ti 0ollimaM fnrtnunent channeb covered 
the true &r8t looation. However the limb a& ho-called %nvelope epacee” 
Wn radii of 4 axi 12 km yielded interertirrg time-rerolved qectrowopio 
datafortlmerupto5minafterthehwt. They require muah rpeclnc at- 
tetion md analyair. Generally one can say that tbs reuoldr wfll provide in- 
formation on the fluorercent yield of grmmr ray md x-ray exaited air, on 
the energy deposition in the air versun dktanoe from IGIrce axl thus in- 
directly on IGIcce strength, on tranoition proceraeer in the medium and low 
energy deporition range, on @LO temperaturer and cooliq~ rater, and about 
early reoombination procereeo. CM record 6howr neutron flux effects on 

‘air. Cureory frupection of the rpectrograma and orcilloscope traoer indf- 
cater higher temperature8 snd a greater degree of ionization at a given radius 
than expected and thur larger dimenaiona of the luminous fireball. This ir 
borne out by the obeervation that the emirrion by molecular species at 12 lan 
from laust center wu of almoat equal magnitude am the originally expected 
IligrSl from the 8-km loaatlon. Closer in, ringly and doubly iu atomio 
apecier chow up where the appe- of molecular epecier was expected. 
~tbsotherhrndtherea~iodicrtionsthsttheco~areaofthsflrebrllwas 
lerr bri&tt than predicted, indicating a higher rate of cooling by radiation 
flon toward0 the edger. 

The projeot pluu to analyxe high epeed photograqhic data for x3uLius 
vereua time pnd brlghtnerr versus time information. The combined informa- 
tioa may auffioe to check and revire current theory axi provide a reasonably 
comprehe~ive mxierata&ng of h&h altitude fireball phenomenology. 

After failure to otnain early fireball core data from Teah ehot, an at- 
tempt was made to o&ain arch data from Graxge, althuugh one had to ex- 
rutry high r9action rater, namely of the order of at lea& per 

. b%ny fnrrtnuaentr wep8 therefore pointed at the burst location aad 
oet for higheut porrible time rerolution. Unfortunately the ahot was fired 
ux&r deteriorating weather coxxlitionlr, resultixq in a mean diffuse optical 
transmiseion of only 6 per cent; the tranemission for the collimated obeer- 
vation channel8 was even less. Instrument a& station performance was 
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shot 

~Cactw , 
Eoa 
Butternut 
Holly 
Yellowwood 
Mapolla 
Tobacco 
Bose 
walnut 
Linden 
Elder 

LleCpOk 

6caevola 
Pleonla 
Wahoo 
Umbrella 

z”, 
TABLE 2.1 

1 1 

YIELDS OF DEVICES PIBED BY LASL 
(Vllluee are in kilotone unleee deeignatad Mt) 

Device 

Badiochemlcal Ylelde BwY-mtc 
Fleeion Yield Total Yield Yield 

lbCOllUWdBd 

Yield 

18.2 f 1.8 16.8 f 1.6 17.6 f 1.6 
1.20 l 0.08 .Mt 1.8 l tj.08 Mt 

-8.8 f 0.b ut 8.8 f 0.6 ‘Mt 



good. NW NRL-operated instrument failed; at the LASL end 67 orcil- 
10rm C- recorded out of a porrible 61, and Bowen 8peotrograph 
C 

4”” 

I8 opex7&d. 
The total thermal radiation recorded on Orange was 

The time-interval mrement 
encountered rimilar difficulties a8 on Teak, except that they were more 
wvere. Both m and secondary rigAs were recoded, but because of 
8cattew in the deep cloud layer the time amear of the primary light pre- 
vented the initial 8harp rise required for a valid measurement. However 
unfolda of the otherwise well-written reco&~ should yield a useful number, 

Th8 majority of the 8pectrogrsphrr and c8mera8 rsgirfered either weak 
aignalr or none. However, three in8trument8 (two NRL, one LASL) recorded 
relatively late time information which appear8 Valuable. Al80 m8ny photo- 
electric channe~l8 wrote a readable rignal. There data dercribe qualitatively 
the fire- behavior from approximately 1 m8ec on, Although information 
for earlier time8 i8 ZkOt entidy SbsaIlt, it i8 Vev 8ketChp. NeVeIthele88 

then3 ir a fair ch8nce that one will arrivb at a useful qualitative picture of 
ae ffrsbrll development, e8peCidly if ths ~rO8COpiC data &Jni8 

cmbe~lemsntedbg~~i8oftbsEG~hi~8peedphotographlorecOrd8 

trLbn from rtrplPlrs8. 

Program 11, ?&diOChemfStIy 

The objective8 of Program 11 were (1) to determtne the flrlrion yield 
of the device, (2) to a8certain when po88ible what nuclear reaction8 take 
place !n the device, (3) to 8tudy 8~CifiC a8pEd8 of the reaction8 by radto- 
chemical tracer8 placed withAn the detice, and (4) to determine the pr~duc- 
tion of epecific activitiee in certain area8 of the devfcee arieing from mate- 
rial8 included in them by de8ign neceseity or by intent. 

Sample8 of radioactive material from the cloud were obtained by manned 
aircraft equipped with speoially deeigned 8ampling tank8, Radiochemical anal- 
yses were made at LASL to determine the fraction of the bomb included in 
the sample and the number of fieeion events. The fiarion yield wa8 deter- 
mined from theee data. Analyees were made to determine the production of 
various radioi8otopee of Merest from the bomb material8 or from detector 
eample8 placed in or near the device. 

The result8 of mea8uremente of fleeion yield8 by varioue method8 are 

included in Table 2.1. An investigation of water eamplee taken from the 
lagoon 8hOrtly after Walnut shot ehowed marked fractionation, indicating that 
8uch ramplee were nd an adequate replacement for aircraft eampling. 

Program 12, External Neutron Mea8urements 

Program 12 wa8 delrigned to determine the configuration of the active 
material of cem devices during the nuclear reaction8 by the Pine% tech- 
nique, whereby a neutron collimating rpinholetq ie placed between the device 
ard detector. A pinhole camera image of the deVice fe formed on the de- 
twtor, which ir a rrandwlch 
tron8. The rample may be 
counter or placed 8gain8t a 

image* 

Of VadoU8 IZUAteX'ial8 to be activated by the neu- 
cut into segment8 and counted on a scintillatioa 
photographic film to produce an autoradiographic 
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-.. Piaturelr were obtained showing c-ration of active material8 
f=pxWariea and two secondarlee. Further details will be given in 

f 

project report. 

Program 13, Reaction Hi&q 

+. %&ram 13 measured alpha aa a function of time for the flallion de- 
vicer rrad primarier in order to determine whether they worked properly,. 
and in ca8e they did not, to aide in diagnolring the trouble. It aI80 made 
meammmentr imlicating the Waxuit time” for the HE implolrion axi time 
from load rfng pulse to very early gamma lewlr in the device. 

Alpha detectors, each conaieting of a pbtic fluor and photocell or 
photomultiplier combtnation in 8 light-tight can, were mounted at appropriate 
diatamxr from the device8 to give a wtde range in sensitivity. The rignalr 
were oonducted over coaxial cabler, which were 8hfelded againat gamma, 
neutron, d electromagnetic radiation, to ctmerets bunkrr. Thew signals 
then were dt6played on a uerier of high 6peed oacillo~copes together wtth 
timing frequenoies and were recorded by camera& similar detectors, very 
near tbs device, gave rignalr whtch were telemetered by a wide hand ultm 
high frequency kanrmitter-reoeiver combination and recorded on orolllorcoper. 

For de&alla on result8 of the @ha meaaurezae~ ti reader ir referred 
to the project reporttr. 

Program 14, Phonex-Pfnex 

The objective of Program 14 was to obtain neutron spectra at a number 
of positiona on the secondary of a two-atage device. Neutrona were 
allowed to form an image of the source on a hydrogen-contain@ thin pktic 
foil by meana of a pinhole placed in a mile-long vacuum pipe. Recoil pro- 
tons from this foil passed through a collimating system and were recorded 
on nuclear emulsion plater. Tracka were counted and measured to determine 
the spectrum of the incident neutrons. 

Program 15, Photo-Physics 

Program 15 wa6 coxkted to obtain radius versus time data for 
hydrodynamic yield determinations, to determine the nature and behavior of 
a nuclear detonation by photographing the light produced during the initial 
stage8 of the detonation, ard to study the reaction rate in the secondary of 
a two-stage device of megaton yield by meuu of gammae and neutrone 
emitted from the secondary at various poeitione. 

Framing camex~ were operated from several photo stationa on each 
ehot to record the growth of the fireball. Very high speed streak camera6 
were u-d to record the hiotory of the light arising near the bomb in the 
firat few microsecond6. A pinktole in a mile-long vacuum pipe was ueed to 
collimate gamma raya a& neutrona onto a pla8tic fluor. Light from the 
fluor we photographed with high speed lltreak cameraa to record the gamma 
versus time history and the arrival rate of the neutrons. The latter xnahee 
possible the determination of the neutron spectrum at variour places. 
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Program~mperature Measurements 

f 

The purpose of Program 16 was to determine the temperature inducet 
in a two-stage device by the explosion of the primary. 

Program 17, Electromagnetic Measurements 

This program measured the time interval between primary and secondary 
reactions of two-stage devices by electromagnetic stgnals ard studied the sig- 
nals in order to determine the mechanisms by which the various stages of 
the signal are produced. The electromagnetic signals accompanying nuclear 
detonations were picked up by an antenna axi recorded on fast oscilloscopes. 

2.3 TASK UNIT 2, UCRL PROGRAMS 

Program 21, Radiochemistry 

The main objectives of Program 21 were to determine the fission yields 
ami the relative thermonuclear aad fission efficiencies in different regions of 
the UCRL devices. Samples of the particulate debris were collected after 
each test and analyzed in the 21. Gaseous samples were collected on selected 
shot8 snd were analyzed for short-lived products in the FA where necessary; 
the rest were sent to Livermore for analysis. 

Airplane sampling was used on all tests; rocket sampling was attempted 
on several. It was hoped that rockets could be used to supplement and per- 
haps later obviate the need for manned aircraft. For the present, at least, 
sampling aircraft seem to be here to stay. 

Results are shown in Table 2.2. 

Program 22, Reaction History 

Program 22 had the responsibility for Pinex as well as the reaction 
history measurements on all UCRL events. Devices were fired from four 
different locations with measurements as follows: 

1. Tare, Bikini. The three events (Nutmeg, Hickory, and Juniper) 
fired in the Zuni crater were extensively diagnosed. Coverage included 
measurements of high explosive transit time, high explosive pins, alpha 
versus time, boost time, boost temperature and yield from Koala, Pinex, 
and secondary interval time, where applicable. Pinex was the only entirely 
new technique employed although several new problems arose from the use 
of barges, e.g., effects of barge motion on collimation and the effect of water 
shine on neutron measurements. 

2. Charlie and Fox, Bikini. Seven events (Fir, Sycamore, Maple, 
Aspen, Redwood, Cedar, and Poplar) were fired from various north Bikini 
locatfons . Several remote diagnostic schemes were developed for these shots: 
(1) alpha was measured by a photoelectric telescope which picked up light 
from a fluor wall mounted on the shot barge, (2) high explosive transit time 
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d pSVii&vere obtatned by a pulw telemetry rystem, (3) stage interval 
timer were meae~ured from Teller light by sweeping camera6 and 8 photo- 

I 

eleutrlo tele#ov, aJxi (4) interval tlnles were meamlred by an elWtromag- 
=tfopdehmu= 

3. Jr;abt, Eniwetok. Three UCRL ereti (Doffwood, Olive, md Pine) 
were fiM oil Janet. Edgerton, Gemaeahauaen 8 Grier, Ino., provided the 
eleetra& &i&&5 for tb following di8gnomtlo me8aum~td: (1) peak pri- 

w 8lpb on Da#wood rrd olive, (2) woondary alp& on Dogwood, (3) time 
inknil~n~~prtmuieronPins,~(4)~eoaobryMe~tlms 
Oati-. 

4. Yvom~, Eniwetok. The la& two UCRL ahotr (Quinoe d Fig) were 
fIred 011 Yvonne. EG&G opmatud tb diqmoatio 6tation. Cowhte alpha 
vmrmu thm moves and high exploefve trannit tlnrs data were Obtabd. 

The rmult# 0f thew eagmrimenk are 0cmtaWd in tb prelfminq shaZ 
report8 4 fn the Y8rlaw technical reportr written by the 2roupe involved. 

Program 24, Phonex 

Plqraln24wa8oonduotedto me8mllvthenumherandenelgydWrl- 
Wonofthe~ le8ving the 8urfaoeo of devioea on the Atf8ple pad 
Hiokory event& The neutrona were deWotedbyobaervingpmtartra&eleft 
in maolear track emulriorm by protona ejeotecl from a thin polyuthyim radi- 
ator. The number of neutrona was determtn#i from the density of pm 
txaok8 in the emnlaion coupled with the ti geometry of the experiment. 
The energlee of tbs neutrona were determined from the range1 of the protm 
in tl~ emulrion. In order to proteot the emulrionr from bl86t slrd ruiiatiaar, 
tbs cameraa were placed in heavily shielded oollimatora. For tbs bfaple 
event, thrse such collimatora were placed on Fox at diatanaer of 500, 700, 
axI 900 yd from the device. For the Hickory event two colllmatore were 
plaoed on Tare at distanoea of 240 and 400 ‘yd. The emulrionr were au&err- 
fully recovered from all stations arvl will be prooerred & a& at Liver- 
m0fd. 

2.4 TASK UNIT 4, SC PROGRAMS 

p;rogram 32, Doorknob 

The original intent of Program 32 was to meat~ure the neutron, x-ray, 
total thermal, aad gamma ray en&Won from a nuclear device 
buret at an altitude of 250,000 ft. Additional meaaurementm wexv inoorporated 
in the program 81 techniquea became available for attempting them. These 
were a sampling of the radioactive debrir, optical; coverage of the lxmt, and 
a ~ment of RF attenuation ami refraction caulred by the ionization of 
tlm 8iWephere. 

m teohniqner designed to accomplish the misrion of the program axl 
the 8pealffo me8~ment8 and iMtrumentation involved are a8 follows: 

1. 2tationa for meanrrfng the neutron, gamut ray, x-ray, ami total 
thsrm8l emirri~ were put at kvcdfled looationa by one- and two-et8ge 
rooket-propelled in8trument carriera. The propulsion unite were modified 
L&mrae rolid propellant motor& The auxiliary hardware was derigned 
specifically for theee teat& The carrlera were unguided, rail launched bal- 
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bte.wlthv8ri8tloMfnweightanddrrrgfor8lutudecontrol. 
mtatiom were located at 40,000, 60,000, 60,000, ad 80,000 ft a&i- 

tude cureatly beneath the blrat, a.d at 30,000 ft from tbs bunt along the 
bomb 8xlr a& perpendfculu. to ft. 

Each carrier had a 226 to 236 MO bad telemetering oyatem abard 

with from four to eight aubcarrierr. Tb FM-FM receidng and mmding 
atatitniTwMlouatod near the lawh rite m Johnston Blrad. 

All rfx c8rrierr cont&ed tnaeducere for meuurlng neutraa aad v 
ray flwr. The neutron t mr con&ted of aotivatlon foila tbrt were 
c~byrroisLillomstsrcl~tdurln(tbshlltimsoftb,~~. Gunm8 
ray8 were meuuvdudowratebyeciWllometenandutotaldowby 
rilver+ctMted phoephorglur md a deadto~r. 

h addition, the two UtaffoM 30,000 ft from the h-8& me- x-r8y 
8ndtotalthermlinputr8t their lco8Uoru. Both truudu0erauUlisad~8tlc 
c8l0&.Wt4ltr ~re,ri6t8aoerrirrro- in a four-arm bridge. 
TbtCt8lth-&lUlWUXb#Ol=bdbg8pOhhOdd- Cm manted inride 

l t- Corn. TbX~~lWJll3flltWdthmughbO~lli~di~C8OfSO 

uxl70 mil thicknerr. The remeiain# 0-w lmphqpd upak tb cslorhneter. 
~rerixcrrrierrrlroooadriabd~~bformsuuring~~ 

flux ami material~sampler for effecte ev8luatia~. The me we= derfgned 
for parwhute rekdatioa uxi for Iwovwy from tb ooean. 

2. TheRedmtoaecarrNdWo4KBfedhgnodio8yatemrfor~ 

HEtraa8lttimePnde8rlyalphoftheprimuybomb. Thiaayrtsmuithe 
WE fulJJg ayetern wu monitormd by 226 MC telemetry equfpment. 

All 6lx B carrierr md the W we- tracked by two 
MtDCYT (radio Wrferometer poeitiaring eymtem) ataticu for zalative pori- 
tionlng of tranducerr axI the bur8t. The t~mitterr hoard e8ch carrier 
#rved 80 tb beacon. 

3. Two radiochemical lW¶lplfng noeem were to be CarTfed through the 
Teak debrfe by two stager of the modified LaCrosoe motora. These umpled, 

. ee&d, sad lowered to the water a collecti~ cf the buret residue for labo- 
ratory andyeia. 

4. A ayetern for measuring wind velocity at 260,000 ft altitude wae 
derigned to permit adjustment of the zadchem rampler trajectorier to increue 
the likelihood of eending the sampler through the densest debrir. Thlr 
measurement was made by carryin 6 cm chaff to altitude cn a Deacon-Arrow 
XI rocket, ejecting the cha!Y, and tmckhg it with a MSQ Radar. 

6. The RF att8nuation measurementa were made by carrying eight 
tranemittero (faur operating near 226 Mc sod four near 1500 MC) aloft a 
eight two-stage rockete a& recording received rignal strength 8t two rem- 
rate locatione. 81x of thew carrier8 went Deacon-Arrow II comblnatione 
8xl two were Viper II-Arxuw XI combl~~&fone. 

6. Optical inetrumentption included high epeed and 1-r #me pho- 
tography through three different narrow brnd filters, a htgh retsolution apec- 
tl’El XTSOrd, phte C-N hCated at erch m EitStim for bCdiOIh Of 

burnt p~aitian, and black and white aul color documentary photography. 
7. The warheada ueed & the h&h altitude #hot8 weru mcdified, in- 

etalled, chscked out, IUKI a.rmed by Prcgnm 32. 
All equipment ueed on Teak operated u derigned with the following ex- 

ceptioae: 
L The two radchem samplers appeued to suffer structural daUWe 

at the time of wcapd-etnge burning, became unstable, and fell back to the 
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- 3. Thediqd8cedbur8tpo~wuartridetbs~ofthe~llMre- 
cdvhg tbs 4 Igm _&gnoatic rtpd ud no fnfonlwlon war redvud. The 
rllplrl,~~~-~~rttbr~lrlnertrtlolqmd~rrtiooafthir 
ryrbm w8a verlfbd by tlu 200 MC monitor telemetry. 

4. ‘hro of the inmtrument Mere, tb, SO,OOO- and 80,000-t rtrtioru 
wer,oa2 reawered. TheRFrQn8l8lndio8tedtbechuteeopelmtedun8- 
hotorlly,hrttblaag~~in~~for~r~oaabr~podr 
m8yhavmamwedtbewtwnowrtotak8onw8ter8xlrllk 

Thedi8plmedhuetcaueedthe8tatloaetObeeam&derablyoumdeof 
theiamdedlIlterwt8mu,hItitappe8refh&mmtoftbede8lreddat8wlll 
bfor&&oluing~mtb,mordr8adtb8faar~~rednlmer. msmolad 
ofoJmmldat8108thmnotbeendetermlaed8ttbfetinw. 

AfterTeek,Pmgnm32rumkedto~petefntbe~ehatto 
8laqerextenttlsawuori#nUlyi&mkL NoattemmUaa~me& 
or iaetmment auriere we= orlgimlly eolm&led for Onage. 

Tb msuuramsnk d -on~yr#8mptedaQor8aga 
ted 8x9 aa follorre: 

1. FGV mdobem umplere. 
2. Thme iartmment oarrlezn, one rrt 80,000 d: eltltude ami 86,000 ft 

horlsay dfeplaoed from the hurt, rrvl two at bunt altitude, m 40,000 ft 
north ami one 40,000 ft west of rir sero. 

3. Eight Deaeao-Arrow II RF attemation rocket& 
4. m tracking of the three instrument carrien, two of the beaoon 

curiere, aui the Redstone. 
5. Tbe 4 IUKc diagnostic meaourement. 
6. Pbato coverage u on Teak plus documentary coverqe from French 

Frigate Shoal& 
7. Wuhead. 
Equipment operated and rem&a were obkimd a8 followr: 
1. Tbe tam ramplera were recovered, krt only the aemple oollected 

40 met after buret contalmd my activity. Amlymls by LASL will determine 
if thir was adequate. 

2. Telemetered data from the three imtnament carrlem appears ratia- 
frctory. Tbe at8tion 40,000 ft north of tlM tnumt wae not recovered. 

3. 0nly wven RF attenuation rocket8 were fired. Three 22S MC eys- 
temm recoded goai dat8. The 1600 MC reeultr are not yet Imown. 

4. AQDoTtnckillgwugood. 
6. The4ICModirgnortic Jmeaeummentr g8ve txaM1t time rad may 

give 8 figure for errly alph8. 
6. The photo coverage was lomt because of cloud coverage. 
7. The w8rkmd appuvmtly opel7lted u e%pected. 

Project 34.1 wae reqmnlble for the telemetry of high-time-maolution 
d8ta relative to revezml area8 of interest. Of primary knpoztmoe among 
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re data on the functioning of Zippers and included: (1) tlm8 from 
is8 to a Iamwn rate of neutron production 

I 

and (2) the duration of the neutron pulse af thle or IL higher rate 
and th& total number of neutrons produced. Coincidental with the Zipper 
monitoring was a measurement of HE transit time, or time from X-unit pulse 
to a known point in the period of the nuclear detonation. The Zipper meas- 
urem8m made on 29 shots with one failure due to unknown causes. 

was monitored on two shots using detectors supplied by 
LASL. On two ahots for UCRL, simultan8ity measurements between the fir- 
ings of two primaries were successfully made. On two sho(r data on pin 
switch closures were telemetered snd turned over to the interested people. 
Gn a third shot, Quince, the raster osoillo8cop88 failed; therefore, no pin 
switch information was obtatned. The Zipper information was obtained from 
517 oscilloscopes. 

An exp8rimental early alpha syst8m was tried out on 15 LA8L shots 
with at least partial success. The int8rpretation of th88e data is naC yet 
complete. Th8 system opentes by telemetry of two narrow pulses corres- 
ponding to two known gamma levels or gen8rations. Th8 tim8 between the 
pulses divided by the delta is an atrsrage alphs for that period. The making 
of these measurements and fnterpretation of th8 data was complicated con- 
siderably by their t~mission over chann818 already crowded with oth8r 
data. 

The responsibility of Project 34.2 was to apply the device fuse aad fire 
d ,insUppOrt Ofth8 ~D-8F#OMOX'dV9l-J'hi~dthld8 

balloon test, Yucca. This test device consisted of q_ 
pressuriz8d and hermatically sealed, and fus8d with a radio com.mauI system 
backed up with a bare-controlled timer. The radio commarul system also 
supplied signals to actuate the canister deployment, weapon reel out, and 
emergency cutdown. Cutdown signals were ‘also supplied by the fuse backup 
time and two clock timers. 

Badio comma& and monitoring of the system was accomplished from a 
trailer van control station located aboard the USS Boxer. The EG&G timtng 
system was utilized to initiate the arm and fire sequence. After five proof- 
test flights during Hardtack, the Yucca system was launched on April 28, 1955 
at 1125 hr from the flight deck of the U3S Boxer at 164’3O’E longitude and 
11*45’N latitude. At launch plus 8 min. altitude 7000 8, the five instrument 
canisters were deployed by radio command, and at launch plus 13 tin, 
12,000 ft, the Yucca device was reel-deployed by radio command. The 
balloon-borne system reached a floating altitude of 86,000 ft at launch plus 
88 min. Later a delay was requeeted by TG 7.4. Yucca was detonated by 
radio command at H-hour prime, 1440 hr, at 12’37’N latitude and 163’01S’E 
longitude. 

The yield for Yucca, estimated from the history of Brings, was 
given by B. E. Watt, LASL, as. The only major operational problem 
encountered during the test was caused by radio interference with the fuzfng 
command system. After all unnecessary radio circuits below 300 MC were 
closed down, all interference disappeanzd. 

The objective of Project 34.3 was to procure, assemble, and check out 
th8 devices for the two underwater detonations, Wahoo and Umbrella, spon- 
sored by th8 DOD. 

Procurement of the needed parts included the design and purchase of 
the Watertight d8viC8 cases, the Ibmd8IVVat8r Signal cables, and the U8CeSI3aI’y 
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firing *~.exnbly equipment. Electrical equipment for both checkout a& 
firing was msed aa regular device components or derigned and fabricated 

project personnel. 

“pl 

Nuclear components were obtained from standard pro- 
d on through the AEC. 

Cne of the major phases of the project’s activities was cooxdination 
w&h DOD agencies and other support groups to devise a workable emplace- 
ment and Um gyatem. This included ~ part in various conferences 
axi tests from the initial planning stages through preliminary sea trials of 
the suspension system and dry run activities prior to detonation. Checkout 
amI assembly were completed prior to placfng the devices in firing position. 
The device case and underwater signal cables were water-pressure tested 
before acceptance from the manufacturer. The electrical equipment for firing 
was tested on numerous dry nms for satisfactory operation. The two devices 
were detonated satisfactorily without any major difficulties or delays. Some 
trouble was en-red on the Wahoo event from fairly rough seas which 
made the zero instrument platform (LCM hull) very unstable. This was not 
only uncomfortable for personnel but created very unfavonble working con- 
ditions axa5 aused deterioration of equipment. These conditions were cor- 
rected on the Umbrella event through the use of a larger platform (LCU hull) 
in an snchored position. 

A few trouble spots developed in the fabrication of equipment such as 
the zero instrument platform, which was to be used by several agenciee. 
Theses conditlo~ were brought about by poor coordfnatlon between the users 
and fabrication sgencies. 

For any future test of a similar nature, the following recommendations 
are offered concerning the activitlee of Project 34.3: 

1. Although the emplacement, euspeneion, and firing eystem a8 ueed 
during Operation Badtack was employed successfully on the two underwater 
events, a different system, which should include a more stable platform for 
the aero firing and instrumentation system, would be desired. 

2. More time should be allowed for the various support groupa to 
determine their requirements and procure and fabricate special equipment. 
This action would permit better coordination for preparation of facilities. 

The primary purpose of Project 34.4 was to measure blast waves from 
the Teak ami Orange events. High temperatures or wind speeds in the up- 
per atmosphere may cause portions of a blast wave to be returned to the 
ground at great distances. Wcrobarograph stations at Johnston Lslapd; 
Lualuale!, C&u; and French Frigate Shoals were to record these refracted 
sounds, arrival time, and incidence angles. From these records it is an- 
ticipated that winds snd temperatures at 100,000 to 180,000 ft. where the 
blast waves were returned to the grour& may be interpreted. 

The secondary purpose of Project 34.4 was to measure blast waves 
genersted near the ground at the Eniwetok Proving Ground. These waves 
are bent by refraction as they propagate through the upper atmosphere and 
were recorded at microbarograph stations Located at Eniwetok, Bikini, 
Kwajalein, Utirik, Wotho, and Ujelang. 

The microbarograph station at ,Johnston Islami recorded an overpressure 
of : Arrival time for the blast wave at 
the recording instrument was approximately 193 sec. These data were ob- 
tafned for the Teak event and together with the Orange data will he evaluated 
in terms of wind speed and temperature. The same will apply to the re- 
corded data from Lualualei and French Frigate Shoals. The microbarograph 
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dabfrom Eniwetok are being forwarded to Sandia Corporation for evaluation. 
mject 34.5 was responsible for supplying Zippers, an external mitia- 

I 

tion device, to the LASL and UCRL weapon assembly groups. The Zipper8 
were opented succesrfially on 27 nuclear shots and ory) safety Got. 

A new Zipper, 8 102, wa8 used for the first time on Cperation Hard- 
tack. It proved to be a reliable snd versatile unit well ruited for fleld use. 
Speoif&~&@il8 8,xi operating charscterirticr for the 8 102 Zipper can be 
obtained by referring to the 8uxih cO1pr8Uon publication, “Operating hIan- 
ual for the 8 102,~ 1411-186. 

Txsilerr at Eniwetok and Bikini that conkLnsd tati Wpd were umd 
to prepare the Zfppera prior to h8tallaUon 8t tlm zero rite. 
interval genentor with sn accuracy of 5 m)rreo was umd U a-time rtrndrrd 

A rflver counter wu wad to meuure 
totd neutron output. Cscillo8cope picture8 were taken of the output of a 
sointilMor-photomultiplier tube in order to provide neutron pulre rhaper for 
evaluation. 

At the sero rite the Zipper8 were installed‘ in mount8 provided by the 
weapon assembly pup. After mstaUaUon the Zipper8 were checked on dry 
runs, at which time the neutron output was monitored by portsble 8cintilWors 
snd by Projeot 34.1 using high time resolution telemetry. 

Individual Zipper books containing rpeoifio information on each shot 
have been completed. These books will be available for reference at Sandia 
Corporation, 5231. 

Project 34.6 had responsibffltie8 in three distinot aml unrelated sreas 
as follows: (1) 8ystematic8, which consisted generally of an inUmate arxl 
current knowledge of the complete device, firing rrystema, with staff advisory 
responsibilities to the Commander, -ok Unit 2: (2) procurement, test, epd 

. field support for X-unit cables for all UCRL events: ami (3) detonator elec- 
trical test prior to, during, and after aseembly of the complete device. 

The eyatematics function was a ‘Yirat time” venture and wa8 conceived 
by CTU-2. Sandia furnished this support at the request of UCRL. This 
function was particularly valuable in the preoperational period snd was chief- 
ly one of coordination between various %teiconnected*~ agencies during the 
pla=@~ phase. In the operational period this fruw?tion, although still valua- 
ble, suffered somewhat from manpower shortages, inasmuch a8 the other two 
function8 are absolutely necessary to a shot and eyetematios ie not. 

For future operation8 it seem8 that the Arming and Firing Coordinator 
would be in a better poeition to handle the function with a minimum of dupli- 
cation of effort. It was valuable, however, for the systematic8 coordinator 
to be located physically near UCRL in order to better hsndle the valuable 
preoperational phases. 

The detonator test function ie eelf+xplanatory. Electrical tests were 
made on loose detonator8 or detonator cable assemblies at the request of 
any of the device field teams, and generally at four steps in the history of 
the device as follows: (1) prior to device assembly, (2) after device assembly 
and prior to transfer to seten, site, (3) after transporting to zero site, aad 
(4) at pre-aim. 

The X-units used on thin operation were MC-530 or MC462 war-re- 
serve quality. The stock unite were slightly modKied, tested by SCLB and 
UCRL for eimultaneity, and then forwarded to EPG for use. All X-units 
performed as expected; there wers no failures. On one particular shot, 
Juniper, Project 34.6 designed, built, teet,ed, and fielded a hydrogen-thyratron- 
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nmd x-unit,_ which, when coupled with equipment from Rp)eot 34.5, provided 
a pmf flrlng rignal for the Raynex experiment. The Paynex 

vice wan ruccerefully detonated with the requested degree of time accuracy. 

L 

The objective of pmject 34.7 participation on the Quince event was to 

prompt nuclear dare rate effeota on weapon material8 a& Components. 
+h intuest timr from the need to reduce the vulnerability of nuclear 
weapona to o$her ,pAar burrta and eavlronmenta, and tim observed in- 
st8ncer of var&on in radiation damage criteria between in-reactor expoeures 
M compared with prompt nuclear buratr. 

SpeAmen8 of tran&tora, dioder, capacitors, rerirtorr, plaoticr, semi- 
conduoUng materials, detonators, and high explo,tioe materiala were expored 
topromptnucleardoreraterintherangefron. The effeot 
produoed in theu, 8pecimena will be compared to effeota produoed in similar 
epeoimena expo8ed in reactor8 to the 8ame total neutron doBe at much lower 
rater. 

The afme of Project 34.6/2.14a were: (I) to mribs the neoea#ary mu- 
urementa on Quince event to delineate the fallout gamma &iation yield pro- 
duced by a landlaurfaoe detonation of a fission weapon with a yield between 

(2) u&g data collected by thir projeot and hy Projeotrr 
34.9 and 34.10, to comtruct a kllout model for we with any wind pattern 
and evaluate extreme0 in militarily rignificant intenaitier for the 8ame yield 
v: and (3) to define the attendant plutonium co ntambtion problem. 

The rite for Quince event wan Runit (Yvoaw) Islad of Enivetok Atoll. 
Only about 400 ft of land in the prevaiw downwind direction was available 
for radiation monitoring, neceeaitating placement of bulk of the iadrumenta- 
tion in the lagoon. There were 92 lagoon Mations, 46 land station& and 8 
reef Mona. The lnalk of the fallout instnamentation consisted of sticky pan 
fallout collectorr. These were mcnmted on amall buoy in the lagoon and 
on ateel pipes in the reef area. Afterexpo6ur8,thepanawerecountedln 
a fixed geometry. Lagoon and reef pan reading8 were calibrated in terms 
of full yield intenaitier by dose rate metimente over the available Iand 
and flat-topped barge8 which were anchored in the lagoon. D-e mte read- 
ings on laad and on the barges were made by hand-monitoring and hy auto- 
matic recording instruments. 

Since Qulnce: it was decided to 
measure fallout from Fig, u&ng the same array of instrumentation. Fig 
event produced fallout intensities greater than 100 r/hr at B + 1 hr. cover- 
ing an area which extended 100 ft upwind to lea8 than 1000 ft downwind and 
150 ft croeewind. Beyond 400 ft upwind and 2600 ft downwind, Wensitiee 
were less than 1 r/hr at B + 1 hr. 

Project 34.9/2.14b was reeponeible for photographing the cloud produced 
by the Quince and Fig eventa. The main objective wan to determine the 
cloud dimensiona a8 a function of time. These meaeurementr were neceesary 
to aselst Project 34.6 in constructing a kllout model. 

Ihat produced by Fig stabilized at 5460 ft approximately 6 min 
after zero time. bfaadxnum diameter, was 1900 ft, rtem height was 75 per 
cent of the total height, and the puff diameter was 1.35 timer that of the e&em. 

One of the objective8 of Project 34.10/2.14c was to measure the pre- 
shot wind conditions over expected cloud heighta for Quince and Fig 80 that 
shot time could be eet to aaaure that expected fallout would be adequately 
eampled by the instrument array of Project 34.6. A second objective war 
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..&,aeasure the postshot wind conditions to aid in construction 02 a Fallout 
mm Pxoject 34.8. Both objectives were completed satisfactorily. 

2.S PROGRAM 40, HADIOHIOLCGICAL SURVEY 

The objectives of Program 40 were to determine the amounts and clis- 
trib&o#‘of’ radioisotopes in the sea water, soil, and biological material at 
the test site, in the northern Marshalls, eastern Carolines, and other islands 
westward to the P&us. 

Pretest surveys were conductad at Eniwetok arxl Hongelap Atolls to de- 
termine the isotope content ami the amounts of residual radioactivity from 
the previous test programs. 

During the operation, soil, plsnts, and animals were collected from the 
islanda of Eniwetok and Hikini Atolls s& from the reefs snd lagoons for 
measurement of radioactivity, EmpiuWs wa8 placed on samples of food, 
water, plankton. and soil. Selected samples were snalyzed for isotopic con- 
tent. Observations on the rat popStion at Jazrst I&xxi, Eniwetok, were 
continued to evaluate the soil-plant-rat relationship. 

wsten-185, an isotope not previously detected at Eniwetok Atoll, was 
found on plant leaves (7.9 x 10s d/m/g dry weight) and soil (13 x 10s d/m/in.*) 
esmples from Belle Islam% and lower levels were detected St Janet, Vera, 
Heith, snd Henry. T&e isotope wa8 plea present on samples from Bildni, 
Ujelsag, and Hongelap Atolls and on plsnkton collected nearby (Report UWFL- 
57, 1959). The levels of the other radioisotopes in the same sampIe were 
also determined. 

The U.S. Hydrographic Office, Office of Naval Research, Naval Medical 
Research Institute, and the Laboratory of Hadiation Biology, University of 
Washington, undertook a cooperative program on shot Wahoo aboard 'tie u59 
Hehoboth (AGS-50) to measure the amount, kinds, and movement of radio- 
active materials. The methods used included survey readings, automatic 
monitoring Sear installed on the ship@ s water systems, a deep water scintil- 
lation probe, and radiochemical separations on samples of water, plankton, 
snd flsh. 

The lnitlal sumey showed that the major radioactivity in the water ex- 
tended one mile southeast from target zero 80 min post shot (500 mr/hr) 
and about 3 miles west within 2 hr. In this area the radioactivity was most- 
ly above the thermocline (100 in). At 48 hr post detonation, the major part 
of the radioactivity at target zero was below the thermocline. After 33 
days the detectable boundaxies of the radioactive water mass extended west 
fmm target zero at least 50 miles arsl to a depth of 300 meters. The 
plankton contained principally NP*~, Mo~‘-Tc#~, Tei%lzz, rud U*=. Present 
in lesser amount8 were Ce i4i_p+i, HuiR@? ~‘~O_Lai40, and zrQ@. 

Fish had essentially the same radioisotope content as the plankton. Shrimp 
aad squid contained Np*” and Te1s2-11St but no detectable MO~-TC~ (UWFL- 
58, 1959). 

In order to evaluate the distribution of tallout outside the arena of the 
EFG, measurements were made and sample8 collecfed at the weather Stations 
on Ponape, Kusaie, Tarawa, Ujelang, Utirik, Hapingama~, snd Wotho 
Atolls. The highest level8 of activity were found in samples from Ujelang, 
Utirik, Wotho, and Hongelap Atolls. The radioactivity at the other sites was 
not appreciably above background. 
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w of the economic importance of tuna fbhing in the Western 
Pacific, a-t wm umiertaken to sample commercial fishery catches 

iKded 

in Japan since this appeared to be the best means Of obtahing the 
ver8ge required to sample the area. From a total of 572 fish, 2722 satll- 

I were taken, including specfmens of dark and light muecle, ekin, liver, 
h&t, kidney, spleen, stomach, stomach Content, intestine, gonad, gill, and 
bone. In wmples contafn.@ radioactivity, ZIP contributed 75 to 92 

per cent of the total, with Fe!‘, Fe“, Co“, COG’, Co“, and bf# aacountfng 
for most of the ramafnder. In no case were the levels of radfoactfvity 
greater than the mudmum permisaihle concentration for dri&ng water. 

Following the completion of the testing program, the region includfng 

the EFG sxi the area westward to Guam was surveyed to dekrmfne the 
axnount, kinds, and extsnt of radiological co~tamlnatlo~ of the weeten Pacific 
Cceaa. The survey was conducted in two sections: The USS Collett (DD-730) 
was used to survey the restricted area in August 1968, and the U88 Silver- 
stein (DE-834) wss used for the survey in September extending to Guam. The 
The lattsr survey included an ama boumied by 1020’ and 17’00’N and 

‘144*5ot and 161.51’E. 
The upper, mixed layer of the mean was sampled at stations on a 

grid at about 500mile intervals. Smples included water, plaukton, sad fish 
at depths to 300 meters. 

Uuriq the August trip W’” was found on plaakt~n (19 x 10’ d/m/g dry 
weight) collected 155 miles northwest of Eniwetok Atoll. This center of 
radioactivity had shifted 150 miles westward by the time of the secood sur- 
vey, and all the Wia had been lost from the plaakton. The major rema$ning 
radioisotopes were Co”, Bal*-Lalu, Zng, Co”, Co“, and ZP-Nb”. The 
leading edge of the rsdioactive body of water was 200 miles east of Guam 
Island by September 1958. 

Samples of crater material and sea water were collected in the target 
area of the Umbrella detonation and analyzed for rad.iolsotope content. The 
anions NP*~, U*=, TelS-IIS, Man-Tcm accounted for 90 to 98 per cent of 

the total radioactivity in the samples. The isotope content of particles 
greater than 0.5 micron from the sea watsr was different from that in the 

fraction smaller than 0.5 micron. 
The long range radiation ecology study at Rongelap was continued. 

Major emphasis was placed on studies of the soil-plant relationship, aquatic 
bird populations, sad mineral transport, as well as evaluations of the uptake 

of spsciftc isotopes by plants and animals used as food by the natives. 
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Chapter 3 

GENERAL ACTIVITIES OF TASK GROUP 7.1 

3.1 MISSXCN 

Parta of the mission assigned to JTF 7 by agreement between AEC and 
DOD were: 

1. ,Prepare for and conduct in the rprin# and eummer of 1958 testa 
of such experimental devlcer aa may be approved by the DOD or AEC. 

2. F%pare for and conduct in amoclatlon with the ahove test8 experl- 
mental measurementa neceemary for the rucceuful completion of the testr 
as approved by the DOD or the AEC and buch weapon effect8 programs aa 
may be approved by the DOD or the AEC. 

3. Maintain the EPG aa a clored area within the capabilfty of forcer 
available. 

4. Assume respox~~ibility for safety of populated ialanda relative to 
hazards introduced by the operation. 

In order to accomplish their mission, JTF 7 arraigned the following IV- 
sponsibflitiea to TG 7.1: 

1. Position, arm, and detonate the nuclear teat devices as authorized 
by CJTF 7. 

2. Conduct such experiments on each nuclear explosion as are needed 
to fulfill the technical requirements determined by appropriate authority with- 
in the AEC azni/or DOD and are in addition operationally feasible. 

3. Provide such technical informatior, guidance, and services tc all 
participating elements of the Joint Task Force 88 may be required for the 
conduct of their respective mieeions. 

4. Ascertain and transmit to the appropriate headquarters the require- 
ments for servicer tc be furnished to TG 7.1 by other participating element8 
of the Joint Task Force. 

5. Submit check lists of tasks to be accomplished prior to, during, 
and after each detonation. 

6. Submit a written final report no later than 15 days subsequent to 
the last detonation of the Hardtack test 6eriee. 

3.2 OKGANXZATION AND COMMAND RELATIONSKIPS 

The organization chart of JTF 7, shown in Fig. 3.1, differed from the 
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Redwing chut by the omission of 8 dotted line Mlled “scienufic supervf8ion” 

the AEC to the Deputy Commander for 8cientific M8ttare to Task --s Gn, - 7.1 ad 76. 
The TO 7.1 organization for Hardtack, shown in Fig. 3.2, represented 

a change from the Bedwing organisation in the following respects: 
1. Task Units were reduced from twelve to six by abeorbtion of the 

assembly and documentary photography functions within the major Task Units 
U3d~.~~ArmlngondNrlng~ae~cfP1s~o~ce~adofa 
Task Unit. Task Units 1 to 4 remained major programma tic Task Unite: 
Task Unit 5 continued to provide all timing and firing s.tsi to do some ex- 
perimental work for Task Units 1, 2 and 3: ti Task Unit 6 provided the 
usual rad-arfs aervfces. 

2. Additionsl Deputy Commsmlers were provided, which somewhat 
facilitated independent operations in two locations, and later three, when 
Johnston IslamI wss added. 

3. On October 1, 1957, Gaelen L. Felt, CTG 7.1, tern&Wed his em- 
ployment at LASL, Don B. Shuster, of the SamLia Corporation, replaced him 
as Task Group Commander. As a result, each of tbe five major Task Units 
was mpre6ented in the Command ‘5ection. Neither the Commsnder nor my 
of the deputies performed sny special Task Group fur&ions for their pll’ent 
OrganWtions. 

4. During the operational phase, Task Unit 7 was added to take cam 
of a UN shot, which failed to msterialize. Beoause of the purpose and na- 
~of~rhot,~~~Pmountof~to~u?qui~,radthe~tthrt 
much of the preparation was outaide tb Task Forre organfsation, Task Unit 
7 bore little resemblance to any of the others. 

Cod relationshipe were closer to the mflitary pattern than they 
were to those for o~rations at the Nevada Test Site. However, ons fmpor- 
tant difference from normal military command relationships was that the 
TG 7.1 concept of operations and operation plans stemmed from the device 
snd weapon programs snd experimental programs of the L&oratories and 
the DCD, over the composition aml extent of which the Task Group and Task 
Force had little or no control. In the normal military operation the com- 
mander formulates plans from the very begInning of the operation; the plans 
of subordinates stem from these. Because of these differences and since 
support of the TO 7.1 effort was among the principsl functions of the Task 
Force and other Tssk Groups, their plans and operations depended in many 
ways on those of 7.1. 

The Commander, JTF 7, authorized direct relationships among the 
various Task Groups once he had established policy and major items of 
support. Ftelationships of TG 7.1 with the Joint Task Force snd with the 
other Task Gx%mps were good snd resulted fn generally excellent support 
for the accomplishment of 7 .l missions. 

Relationships within TO 7.1 were close and cordial. During the plan- 
ning stage the Task Group Commander and members of his staff made fre- 
quent visits to the Field Commsnd, AFSWP, CLld UCRL, and to Program and 
Project sites as necessary, to get first-hand information cn plans snd re- 
quirements aml to ensure operational feasibility, safety, coordination, and 
adequate support. Many visitors were received from the Task Units, Pro- 
grams and Projects. Necessary meetings were held at locations most con- 
venient for the bulk of the participants - Los Alsmos, Albuquerque, Liver- 
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se, Travis AFB, Cape Canaveral, and Ssn Dlego, to name a few. 
Wle 3.1 lists the key personnel of TG 7.1. 

3.3 PLANNING AND TRAINING 

grams, Schedules, a!xl’ Concepts. Planning for Operation Hardtack 
ess~started during Operation Redwing as ideas for lxnprovement of 
operations were generated by the partlclpants ln the test area. These ideas, 
for example, involved the use of Taongi to offset delays caused by weather 
rad fallout problems, and use of separati atolls by the two weapon lsbora- 
tories to improve the continuity of effort and reduue the excessive commuting 
between Blkinl and Enlwetok. 

By the fall of 1956, the DOD had decided on flve shots it planned to 
sponsor and on the major effects projects it proposed to carry out on Bard- 
tack. At the end of Jsauary 1957, the Enlwetok Plan&g Board considered 
those 6 shots plus 12 sponsored by LASL and 14 by UCBL as the total pro- 
gram for the 1958 EW operation. By June of 1967, the genersl ooncept of 
the operation hsd been evolved sad was published for plraniag guidance, ilet- 
lng a total of 27 shots. Thls lnltlsl shot schedule was revised three times 
before publication of the Task Group’s Gperatlon Plan in January 1958 and, 
prior to the first detonation of Bardtack, two more changes to the shot 
schedule were issued. During the entire perlod 10 revised shot schedules 
were publlshed, lfstlng the latest available lnformatlon on ready dates aad 
expected ylelds, with pertinent remarks as to zero locations and shleldlng 
for the dtfferent devices and weapons. 

Detailed plan&g for diagnostic and effects programs was, of courW, 
slowed down as a consequence of the constantly changing shot schedule. It 
was further complicated by the competition for the experimenter* 8 time when 
he was deeply involved ln the Plumbbob operation in Nevada. Late decisions 
on whether or not to use Taongl, and on establishing the start- date for the 
operation as either April 1 or May 1 also served to hinder planning. 

By the start of the operation, however, there had evolved the following 
more important concepts tiectlng operational planning snd determlnatlon of 
requirements: 

1. Both Blklnl and Enlwetok Atolls would be used as shot sites for 
megaton as well as smaller yield shots. UCRL would conduct its tests on 
Blkinf, whlle LASL would operate on Edwetok - each independent of the other. 

2. The DOD high altitude mleslle shots would be launched from Blklnl 
Island, and the high altitude balloon shot would be fired from the U88 Boxer 
between the two atolls. The two underwater shots would be detonated ln the 
vicinity of the southern island8 of Enlwetok. 

3. General evacuation of Blklnl Atoll would take place for four 
,shots, the UCRL sycamore and Poplar devices, and the two high al- 

titude &lsslle weapons. 
4. A capsbllity of conducting limited operations afloat while Blktnl was 

evacuated wvlld be matnlaled, as would an emergency evacuation capability 
for both atolls. 

Two major changes ln these concepts occurred &r the operatlonsl 
phase started. Most d-tic was the decision to transfer the BedsQne mis- 
sile shots to Johnston Isinr&i in order to reduce the flash blindness problem. 
Later ln the operation it also became necessary to transfer some of the 
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TABLE 3.1 

I 
KEY PERSONNEL OF TASK GROUP 7.1 

1 
I unit or section 

Commander ~‘.~4 - 

Deputy Commander8 

Deputy for AdmfnitWation 
Cla8rification, security Liailron 

and Technical Reports 

Arming & Firing Coordinator 

slfety 
J-1, Feraonnel and Admin- 

i8tration 

Military Executive 
J-3, Pluur and Operation8 

Aeefetant J-3 

J-4, Logistics and Supply 

J-6, Engineering, COMtNCUOII, 

andMaintenance 

TU-1 - LASL Plqrame 

Advieory Group 

Technical Aeeietaata 

J-l 
J-3 
J-4 
J-6 
J-7, Design 
photoeraphY 

Computers 

Name 

Don B. Shu8ter 
Walter D. Gibbinr, 
Bernard J. 0’ Keefe 
lb-neat A. Plnson, Col, USAF 
Duncan Curry, Jr. 
Philip F. Belcher 
Lucie D. Connolly 
John M. Hard&g 
Robert D. Krohn 
Willie V. Oxtlt 
Leelie M. Redman 
Edwin L. Je&na, Jr. 
Robert Burton 
Charler H. Stockley 
John P. Johnson 
Roy Raider 
Armaml W. Kelly 
Samuel R. Whit&m 
Robert C. Beiler 
Kenneth A. Noeeck, LtcOl, USA 
Emil A. Lucks, Col, USA 
James T. Avery, Jr., Cal, USA 
Robert H. Gattis, Cal, USAF 
John H. Wendell, CDR, USN 
Harry S. Allen 
Robert J. Van Gemert 
John W. Lipp 
Robert W. Newman 
Rea Blosclom 
Bob E. Watt 
R. Lee Aamodt 
Herman Hoerlfn 
Keith Bayer 
Alfred T. Peaalee, Jr. 
David A. Liberman 
Andrew M. Koonce 
Alvin L. Embry 
William B. Sayer, LTJG, USN 
Santo Italia, Maj, USAF 
John W. Lipp 
Rea Blossom 
James H. Hill 
Robert C. Crook 
Robert Perlee 
Paul E. Harper 
Reginald E. Martin 
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SC 
UCRL 
EGbG 
FC, AFSWP 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
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Wqqgm Aaeembly 
Rog?4hPIO 

t Project Fwject 10.1 10.2, 10.3 
r PrQgmlll 11 

Project 11.1 
Projee$~&&~ 
Project 11.3 

Rugram 12 
Project 12.1 

Pmgrun 13 
Project 13.1 
Project 13.2 
Project 13.3 

prognm 14 
prognm 15 

Project 15.1 
Project 15.2 

prooram 16 
Progrm 17 

Project 17.1 
mject 17.2 
Project 17.3 

Program 18 
Project 18.1 

TU-2 - UCRL Programs 
Alternate 
Amistant to Commander 
Advisory Group 

Rad-Safe 
safety 

Electrical Systems 

Device Syetems Coordinator 
Assembly Facility coos 

support staff sectioM 
COOtiMtOr 
Alternate 
Field Servicer 
L-4 
L-6 
Documentary Photography 

R. Keith Young 
Herman Iioerlfn 
Joseph F. Mullamy 
Donald Weatarvelt 
George A. Cowan 
George A. Cowan ' 
FaulR.Guthale 
Phillip F. Moon 
Chrrler 1. Browne 
R. Lee Aumdt 
Wendell A. Biggerm 
John 9. Ahlfk 
Robett B. atten 
Robert 0. Scharrer 
She9 N. Singer 
I.&la& K. Neher 
John Brolley, Jr. 
ArthurN.Cox 
Herbert E.Grier 
Roberts.Fffshugh 
Noel W. Glur 
Ralph E.PartMge 
R8lphE.F%rtlldga 
Maurlce Jamo 
Ralph E.Putrldge 
HermaaHoerlfn 
Harolds.staw8rt 
Frank Barrington 
Barry B. Keller 
Charles E. Violet 
Jerry Zenger 
Bar&i Brown 
John 9. Footer 
Kenneth Street 
Louis F. Wouters 
William E. Nolan 
John 0. Vineyard 
BNCe E. Linkoru, 
Walter Maupin 
Robert Tockey 
Walter F. Arnold 

It Wallace Decker 
Arthur Werner, Jr. 
Kenneth W. Copenhagen 

Vernon Denton 
Clifford M. Bacigalupi 
RolaIxi w. wallaedt 
Dmlel J. Murphy 
Robert B. Pstrle 
Raymond H. Jaeger 

LASL 
EGQG 
SC 
IASL 
LASL 
LASL 
LASL 
EGQG 

L+SL 
LML 
NRL 
NRL 
UCRL 
UCRL 
UCRL 
UCRL 
UCRL 
UCRL 
UCRL 
UCRL 
UCRL 
UCRL 
SC 
SC 
UCRL 
UCRL 
UCRL 
UCRL 

UCRL 
UCRL 
UCRL 
UCRL 
UCRL 
UCRL 



proprun 21 
Pioject 2r~~ 

~- Project 21.2 
Eg 21.38 

21.3b 
Rojbct 21.4 
Project 21.5 

proonm 22 
= a.-* 

Project 22.1 

project 22.2 

proetun 24 
TU-3 - DOD Program 

Ta&nical Amirtant 
OpOlWOM 

Requirementa Bmnc.b 
Admmatratlva omce 
Baporta Branch 
w- 
CO~LUllC8tlOM 

Jmw- mmudsr, Eniwetok 
Special A8efstant, Navy 
spedal Aseistant, A/c Mod 

DeputJr commander, Budnl 
Dir. for Delivery syetem 
Special Aseistaat, VIiA 

progftml 

Project 1.1 
Project 1.2 
Project 1.3 
Project 1.4 
Project 1.5 
Project 1.6 
Project 1.7 
Project 1.8 
Projeet 1.8 
Project 1.10 
Project 1.11 
Project 1.12 
Project 1.13 

prognrm2 

Project 2.1 
Project 2.2 
Pmjetct 2.3 

Robert IL Goeckermam 
Robert B. Goeckermmn 
Roger E. Bntzel 
Edward 8. Fledan& Jr. 
Edward B. Fleming, Jr. 
Floyd F. Momyer, Jr. 
Norman A. Bonnor 
Mpn w. IQWP 
William IL McMslrter 
Arnold F. Clprk 
Ervin C. Woodward, Jr. 
Jack N. 8heuer 
FrmcL C. Gilbert 
Kenneth D. Coleman, Col, UCUF 
willtam R. Banmood, Abj, USAF 
John C. McClure, LtCol, USAF 
John T-yaoa, LtCol, USAF 
Wllliam A. Mowery, LtCol, U8A 
Charler A. Swadzell, Ca#, USA 
Walter J. Miller 
George P. Fomyth, bfaj, USAF 
George Y. Adam, LtCoi, U8AF 

Edward M. Thornixuy, mj, USAF 
Thomas B. Wixlaor, bfaj, USA 
Charler R. Moorhead, Jr., U-1, U8A 
Frederick A.‘Depalma, A&j, UBAF 
Alfred Ii. Higge, CAPT, USN 
Convln G. Mendedall, CAPT, USN 
Jack 0. James, LtCol, USAF 
Harold Black, LtCol, USA 

Roger Ray, Mnj, UBA 
Harry C. Henry, LtCol, USAF 
John W. Kodie, LtCol, USAF 
Francis E. Shoup, l/L& USAF 
Elijah Swift, Jr. 
Peter Haaha 
Elijah Swift, Jr. 
Andrew w, Fatteeon 
Tom McMfllian 
Lewis W. Kidd 
Julius J. Meezaros 
Lawrence M. Swift 
Edward H. Bultmann, Capt, USAF 
Jack T. Pantall, Jr., Capt, USAF 
Fran& B. Parcel 
Jamee F. H&my 
James W. Winchester 
Gordon C. Facer, CDB, USN 
John A. Chtmemt, blaj, USA 
Michael M. Bigger 
Michael M. Bigger 
Evan C. Evans IIf 

UCRL 
UCBL 
UCBL 
UCBL 
UCBL 
UCBL 
UCBL 
UCBL 
UCRL 
UCRL 
UCRL 
UCBL 
UCRL 
FC/AFSW P 
FC/AFSW P 
FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSW P 
FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSWP 
FCi’AFSWP 

FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSW P 
FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSWP 
NOL 
NOL 
NOL 
ERDL 
NEL 
SIO 
BRL 
SRI 
AFSWC 
AFCRC 
ONBiARF 
AFBMD 
ONR 
FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSWP 
NBDL 
NBDL 
NBDL 
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Pro&&2.4 
proj- 
Project 2.6 
Project 2.7 
Project 2.8a, b 

fProgram 3 
*-. ~:. * 

Project 3.1 
Project 3.2 
Project 3.3 
Project 3.4 
Project 3.5 
Project 3.6 
Project 3.7 
Project 3.8 

Program5 
Project 5.1 
Project 5.2 
Project 5.3 
Project 5.4 

Pro-6 

Project 6.3 
Project 6.4 
Project 6.5 
Project 6.6 
Project 6.7 
Project 6.8 
Project 6.9 
Project 6.10 
Project 6.11 
Project 6.12 
Project 6.13 

Program 8 
Project 8.1 
Project 8.2 
Project 8.3 
Project 8.4 
Project 8.5 
Project 8.6 

Program 9 

Project 9.2a, b, c 

Jo& W. K&h 
David L. Rigotti 
Thomaa D. Ra~come 
Paul A. Caldwell 
Richard R. 8oule 
John F. Clarke, LCDR, USN 
Charles W. Gulick, Jr., LT, USN 
Heinrlch M. Shumr 
Gifford II. Albright, LTJG, USN 
Harry L. Rtch 
wllliam w. Mllrrop 
Harry L. Rich 
Edward II. Bultmaan, Capt. USAF 
William J. Flathau 
James J. Ibarna 
Frank E. 0’ Brlen, LtCol, USAF 
William R. Lou~berry, Capt. USAF 
Paul A. Anderson, ‘LCDR, USN 
Morrla A. Eamiol, Jr., LCDR, USN 
Frank E. 0’ Brie& LtCol, USAF 
Edward G. IiaU@m, LtCol, USA 
severino -z, 
Edward E. Conrad 
Felix J. Lavicim 
Gerald Carp 
Cecil w. Ba6tlan 
Glenn M. Davidson 

LtCol, USA 

Robert E. Lee, LCD& USN 
Burton D. Jones, l/L& USA 
George J. Gassman 
Lambert T. Dolphin 
Gerald Carp 
Verne L. Lynn 
William C. Linton, Jr., hlaj, USA 
Willard L. De&son 
Richard M. Brubaker, Maj, USAF 
Lewis Fussell, Jr. 
William B. Plum 
Raiph Zirkind 
Charles J. Cosenza 
William M. Sheehan, LtCol, USA 
William S. Isengard, Maj, USAF 
Arlo E. Gilpatrick, Maj, USAF 

Deputy Commander, Subkiloton 
Event Corwia G. Mendenhall, CAPT. USN 
Operations Robert L. Mckenf3on, Ltcol, USA 
Reqtirements and Construction John E. Thomas, Cap& USA 

FC/AFSW P 
FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSWP 

Adminietration 

Program A 
Project 1.7 
Project 8.7 

George R. Oebourn, CWO, USA FC/AFSWP 
William S. Isengard, Maj. USAF FC/AFSWP 
Daniel P. Lefevre APG 
Jerry J. Mahoney CWL 

(3wL 
CWL 

NRDL 
FC/AFSW P 
FC/AFSWP 
UERD 
NCEL 
DTMB 
UERD 
DTMB 
AFSWC 
WES 
BUSHIPS 
FC/AFSWP 
WADC 
BUAER 
BUAER 
FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSW P 
DOFL 
USASIGRDLAB 
USASIGRDLAB 
USASI;oILDLAB 
NOL 
MDL 
USASIGRDLAB 
AFCRC 
SRI 
USASIGRDLAB 
MIT, Lincoln 
FC/AFSWP 
NML 
AFCRC 
EC&G 
NRDL 
BUAER 
WADC 
FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSWP 
AFCRC 
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Program-B_@+, 
Reject 2.4 w 
Pro ect 2.9 

+ 

t 2.10 
Pro t 2.11 

Deputy Comer, John&on 
Ope~tiOM ‘I .* - 
Director for Delivery System 
Project 9.3a, b 
Requirementr 
LOgbtiC8 

commticatioM 

Claseification 

PbotognrphY 
AdministratIon 

ProgramA 
Project 1.7 
Projeot 2.6 
Project 8.6 
Project 9.ld 

Program B 

Pmject 4.1 
Project 6.5 
Project 6.6 
Project 6.10 
Px%ject 6.11 
Project 6.12 
Project 8.1 

Program c 

Project 8.2 
Project 8.3 
Project 0.4 
Project 8.5 
Project 6.13 

TU4 - Sandia Programs 
Deputy Commanders 

Scientific Advisor 
Administrative Support 

A-l, 3.4 
A-6 
Photography 

Program 32 

Scientific Advi 
Project 32.1 
Project 32.2 
Project 32.3 
Project 32.4 

.sor 

William 0. Sheehan, Capt. USA 
David L. Rigottl 
Manfred Morgenthau 
Manfred Morgenthau 
David L. Rigotti 
Harold Black, LtCol, USA 
Richard M. Elliott, LtCol, USMC 

Roger Ray, MO), UsA 
Glenn P. Elliott, Cal, USA 
Robert C. Vance, LT, USN 
Bill M. Saye, capt, USA 
George M. Adamr, LtCol, USAF 
Louis J. Cloutier. Capt. USAF 
Charlee E. Campbell, Maj, USA 
Leroy A. Swdgxaas, CWO, USA 
Joseph L. Delaware, LCDR, USN 
Julius J. Meruror 
Thorn- D. Han6come 
Charler J. Cownza 
Russell E. Loftmaa 
Edward G. Hall&an, LtCol, USA 
C. Edward Llndberg, 2/Lt, USA 
John E. make-, Cal. USAF 
Theodore c. wara 
Cecil w. BalBtlan 
George J. (%acrman 
Lambert T. Dolphin, Jr. 
Stanley E. Bania 
Harold Korbel 
Jack G: James, LtCol, USAF 
Harry W. Joner, Capt, USAF 
Francis E. Shoup, l/L& USAF 
Rfchard M. Brubaker, Maj, USAF 
Jack H. Knight 
Edd C. Y. Inn 
Ralph Zlrkird 
Verne L. Lynn 
Carroll B. McCampbell, Jr. 
George P. Stobie 
Clarence E. Ingersoll 
Melvin L. Merritt 

Clifford A. Blorsom 
Hugh R. MacDougall 
Henry G. Sweeney 

Morgan L. Krrunm 
Charles G. Scott 
Thomas B. Cook, Jr. 
Riahard L. Eno 
John A. Beyeler 
James L. Doesey 
Charles G. Scott 

WAFSWP 
CWL 
CWL 
CWL 
CWL 
FC/AFSW P 
FC/AFSW P 
FC/AFSW P 
ABMA 
FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSW P 
FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSW P 
FC/AFSW P 
FC/AFSW.P 
FC/AFSW P 
BRL 

WADC 
CDC 
FC/AFSW P 
FC/AFSW P 
Sch. of Av. Med. 
USASIGRDLAB 
USASIGRDLAB 
AFCRC 
SRI 
USASIGRDLAB 
NML 
FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSWP 
FC/AFSWP 
AFCRC 
EGbG 
NRDL 
BUAER 
MIT, Lincoln 
SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 

SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 



FAe$ 32.5 
SclslllJli Advisor 

> t Project 32.6 

! Scientific Advisor 

program34 

‘- .- _* 
Scientific Advisor 
Raddafe Support 
Project 34.1 
Project 34.2 
Project 34.3 
Project 34.4 
Project 34.5 
Project 34.6 

Project 34.8 
Project 34.9 
Project 34.10 

TU-S - EG&G Programs 
Deputy Colmlallder 

Technical Administration-Bikini 

Timing&Firing 
Radar Q Weather 

~otographY 
Photo Processing 

Alpha 

Communications 

Analysis 

Construction Administration 

Office & Security AdminIstration 

TU-6 - Rad-Safe 
Deputy, Eniwetok 

Deputy, Bm 

Instrument Repair 
Photo Dosimetry 

Program 40 

Ibid E. Henry 
John R. Banister 
Vincent G. Redmond 
Theodore P. Krein 
Harold R. Vaughn 
HarrsE.BaMeIi 
A. Dean Thornbrough 
Maynard Cowan, Jr. 
Iiamld L. Rarrick 
Robert 0. Scharrer 
Tom H. Takahashi 
Ira D. Iiamilton 
Robert A. Jeffrey 
Edwin L. Jenklna 
Walter A. b¶aupin 
Robett A. Tockey 
Raymond E. Butler 
Henry 0. Sweeney 
Demoan 0. Palmer 
Herbert E. Grler 
Lewir Fume& Jr. 
Franci I. Stmbah 
Donald F. McClellan 
Roderick G. Morrlaon 
Ralph L. Cutwrllrdar 
Michael 1. Warchol 
Ernest F. Wilson 
Frederick E. Bamtow 
Charles W. Wyckoff 
Robert B. Fatten 
William R. Poe 
Joseph B. Shrock 
F. Glenn Wilhelm 
Daniel F. Seacord 
Bruce M. Carder 
Donald J. Barnes 
Erick R. Spies8 
Jess C. Cauble 
M. Boyd Carpenter 
Frank E. James 
Edward J. Finn 
Edward K. Raschke 
Gordon L. Jacks, Maj, USA 
Fred E. Rose& Maj, USA 
Rudolph S. Buddee, Capt, USA 
Robert L. Harvey, LCDR, USN 
Ralph N. Whistler, LT. USN 
Robert D. Riggins, 2/L& USA 
George Zimmerman, SFC, USA 
AIlyn 8. Seymour 

Lauren R. Donaldson 

SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 

SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 
EGBG 
EGBG 
EGQG 
EGBG 
EGOG 
EG&G 
EC&G 
EC&G 
EGQG 
EGbG 
EGQG 
EGQG 
EC&G 
EC&G 
EGBG 
EC&G 

EG&G 
EGQG 
EC&G 
EG&G 
EG&G 
EC&G 
EG&G 
LASL 
let Rssu 

CMLC 
LASL 
LASL 
1st RSSU 
LASL 

AEC DBM 
UWAFL 
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UCRL shots to Enlwetok to take admuM@ of ik better weather conditions. 
Tm. a method of compiling detailed requirements, determining 

project phu, ad resolving the conflicting demands of participatfng -OS- 
ti md effecta programs, the Task Group obtained monthly SWUE @rogr888) 

m ~8 starting OLL Juns 30, 1957, from the 90-A projects. FoUawing re- % 
ce&t of the flrst report, the Task Group Commander held a meeting of Proj- 
ect Of&err at hadia Base late in July. Representatives from the Task 
Force awl the ‘&?&r-Task Groupe also attended the three day conference ~JMI 
heard each project announce its plan of operation and major problems fore- 
seenatthattime. 

This confersme helped to cry- the over-all pn>gram and, with 
the subsequent written monthly reports, planning progressed on a r8alistic 
butis ami firm requirements were placed on the Task Fome ti supporting 

Task Groups. 
Determination of Requirements. Inform&ion regsdng the expect4 

number of personnel to be present in the FA during Operstion Hardtack wss 
obtahed from the monthly statu8 repOrt8 rubmittod llJr the vpfiOu8 tit8 of 
the Task Group prior to fomrd movement. ti April, when the decision to 
move Tesk and Grange to Johnston Islsad was made, Task Units submiw 
new status reports, which refleoted their personnel requirements for that 
location. This decision radically changed the personnel phasing snd peak 
population8 at EPG. 

The population tlgures were subdivided by location in the following 
general categories: sites at Bildnf Atoll, sites at Eniwetok Atoll, 8ad tip- 
board space. Detailed compilations were pre@ showing the estimated 
weekly population at each location at the EFG. These estimate8 were useful 
in determining such things as camp locations, csmp rise, axl over-all camp 
support required of Holmes saxi Narver. Population estimates were based 
on shot schedules, construction schedules, program participation, and organl- 
sstion participation. Change8 in any of the above items caused variances 
between population estimstes and the actual operstionsl population. This was 
particularly true when shots were delayed or fired ahead of schedule. 

The total number of quarters requested in all camps except Parry and 
Enyu exceeded the total estimated population by ahout 10 per cent. The ex- 
cess was required to permit a few personnel who moved frequently between 
these locatlo~ to have permanent quarters in two camp8. 

Psrry and Enyu Island8 were co~idered base camps for their respec- 
tive atolls, and accordingly, permane nt space at these camps was requested 
for all personnel living temporarily at camps on other islands (except Eniwe- 
tok Islsnd). As in Operation Redwing, this proved espectally beneficial when 
the temporary camps were no longer habitable. 

Eniwetok Atoll was considered the base of opentione for the entire 
EPG, ami the largest portion of the Task Group personnel was located there. 
Bikini Atoll and Johnston Island were used as forward working areas for 
those unite participating in shots fired at those locations. A meum pop- 
ulation of 1351 was attained at the EPO on April 24, 1958, when 964 persons 
were at Eniwetok Atoll snd 3-8’7 were at Btkini. A total of 2665 indlviduale 
participted in the operation. A chart showing the total personnel present 
by week is shown in Fig. 3.3. 

Although the majority of personnel were present at Eniwetok and Bikini 
Atolls and Johmton Island, a few of ths project personnel of TU-3 and TU4 
were based at Rongelap, Kwajalein, Kusaie, Wotho, and Wake Island. These 
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projects were primarily concerned with long-range fallout, ionosphere re- 
cordings, wrograph, and electromagnetfc studies. 

Inasmuch as the DOD system for planntng support for overseas nuclear 
tes+ requires that needs be estimated long before the shot schedule is in 
an~riway firm, preliminary estimates of requirements must be based to a 
degree on the preceding operation; as expected, they change substantially as 

ptannfnP progresses . .._ 
Table 3.2 If& the initial estimates of military support items required, 

those actually supplied, and the purpose for which they were used, except 
for motor vehicles, which are discussed in a separate section. 

Training and Rehearsals. Tmning and rehearsals for Hardtack began 
fn the United States and contfnued overseau throughout the operational period. 
The training programs were designed to meet Task Group scientfflc, opera- 
tfonal, technical, and safety requirements at& fnso* as possible, to allow 
rotation of individuals without jeopardizing the programs. 

Xn order to make the maximum use of project Bad-Safe monitors, ap- 
proximately 250 were trnined at the EPG. TraMng courses were conducted 
at Parry, Eniwetok, and Enyu Mands begin&&g March 17, 1968. Courses 
were either 4 days or 1 day in duration. The training period lasted for 9 
weeks. Four chemical laboratory technicians were trained in basic radio- 
chemistry techniqws at L4SL. Seven instrument repair technicians were 
trained at the U. 5. Naval Schools Command, Treasure Island, and at LASL. 
In addttion, 39 men participated in the Bad-Safe program at NTS during 
Gperation Plumbbob on a training basis. Gther trafmng was provtded by the 
U.S. Army First Radiological Safety Support Unit in the normal unit training 
Program. 

In preparation for Hardtack, there were several firings of Redstone 
missiles at Cape Canaveral beginning in the summer of 1957. 

Practice launchings of the Yucca type balloon from the ground were 
conducted at Eniwetok during July 1957. When these proved unsuccessfui 
because of the surface wind velocities normally experienced at Eniwetok, 
practice launchings were made from the USS Boxer off San Diego from Sep- 
tember 9 to 11, 1957. With the Boxer steaming down wind at the surface 
wind speed, launchings were consistently successful and this was the method 
used during Hardtack. There were 11 rehearsal launchings of the Yucca type 
balloon from the Boxer at the EPG, including one with a dummy weapon and 
high explosive, before the Yucca shot. 

During the period from November 9 to 16, 1957, the USS Grasp (ABS-24) 
conducted two positioning tests for underwater devices off Gahu, T. II., in 
preparation for, and as feasibility studies of her Hardtack mission. 

Associated with the Teak and Orange missiles were pods, some of 
which had to be located and recovered from the ocean after the shots. In 
addition, there were several rocket programs, including sampling rockets, 
which required postshot location arui recovery of nose cones and other parts. 
Preliminary location and recovery tests were held at Salton Sea, Calff., on 
December 6 and 7, 1957, and off Point Mugu, Calif., between January 20 and 
23, 1958. 

A full scale Task Force rehearsal of the Teak event, to include token 
evacuation of the Bikini Atoll, was canceled when Teak was moved to 
Johnston Island. The Commander, Joint Task Force Seven,then decided to 
hold a full scale rehearsal of the Fir event, to include those parts of Poplar 
aad Sycamore which reqtired virtually complete evacuation of Bikini. The 
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TABLE 3.2 

MAJOR ITEMS OF MILITARY SUPPORT f, 
/ 
‘5 

Type of AircratI. Recommended Recommended 00Haad 0 
Ship, or by CTG 7.1 by CJTF 7 during 

Surface Craft Oct. 1956 Feb. 1957 Rardtack Purpose and Remarks 

DD 

DDR 

DE 
ATi 
ATF 

ASR 
APD 

AFDL 
YTB 
YTL 
YFNB 
YCV 
BC 

YC 
YOS 

LCU 

LCU 

1 4 

3 

7 1 
4 5 
7 1AR 
7 1 
1 3 
1 0 

4 Security patrol, weather obeervations, 
recovery operations 

1 Security patrol, weather observations, 
recovery operatloas 

1 Program 40 
5 aenenl towhg pad mooti* 
1 Support for underwater ahot programs 
2 Support for tierwater ahot programs 
1 &pport for undenvater shot programs 
0 T-port, telemetering station 

SERVICE AND HARBOR CRAFT, LANDING CRAFT, AND BMTS 

1 
? 2 

2 
1 

2 2 
7 7 

? 2 
1 YON 1 

8 10 4 

9 23 23 

eUpp0x-t M 7.5 marine operations 
Target army mooring, M 7.3 
TQ 7.5 port operations, Enlwetok 
SupjIort M 7.3 boat pool 
Helicopter landing barges 
To 7.5 - S helicopter barges, 1 cargo 

baqre, 1 fuel barge, 1 unaaesfgned 
TG 7.5 - 1 dredge, 1 unassigned 
Fuellog smaller units at Eniwetok 
TQ 7.5 houseboats for TG 7.1 sclea- 

Ufic pro]ecte 
M 7.5 boat pool. TG 9.1 recommend- 

ation baeed only on 7.1 needs 



Type of Aircraft, Recommended 
sht& or by CT0 7.1 

surfhoe craft Oct. 1966 

LCU 5 
LCM 29 

LCM 
LCM 
Water Taxis 

DUKW 
LCPL 

19 
3 
3 

45 

TABLE 3.2 (Continued) 

Becommended OnHand 
by CJTF 7 durtug 
Feb. 1967 Hardtack 

4 3 
31 26 

21 19 
12 12 

3 

60 48 
6 4 

PWpoee and Remark8 
. 

TO 7.3 boat pools 
M 7.5 boat pools. 2 LCM on kaa 

from Army for trtal purpoee+ Ex- 
cellent fact support for Arming Party 

M 7.3 boat pools 
Target array eupport, TG 1.3 
TO 7.5 hoat pool, Eniwetok; arming 

party eupport 
TQ 7.5 boat pool8 
1 CJTF 7 barge, 1 CTG 7.3 barge, 

2 SOPA Bikini 

SAMPLBUG, EFFECTS, AND SCIENTIFIC PBOGRAM AIRCRAFT 

B-67B (AF) 9+1 B-57C 10 10 Sampltng - -gram6 1110 21, Projeot 
2.6 

B-57D (AF) 2 6 6 Samplfng - Program6 11 & 21, Project 
2.6 

B-52 (AF) 3 1 1 Effe& - Project 6.1 
A4D-1 (Navy) ? 1 2 Effect8 - Project 5.2 
FJ-4 (Navy) 7 1 2 Effecte - Project 5.3 

C-54 (AF) 3 3 3 -gram photography 
RB-36 (AF) ? 2 2 Technical photography, Project 6.4 
C-97 (AF) ? 3 1 Project 6.10 
P2V-SF (Navy) ? ? 1 Project 8.5 
RB-5OE (AF) 7 1 2 Wahoo and Umbrella photography and 

land crater mapping 



Type of Aircraft, Recommended 
Ship, or by CTG 7.1 

Surface Craft Oct. 1956 

B-47 (AF) 

H-19 (AF) helicopters 

H-21 (AF) helicopters 
HB5-3 (USMC) helicopters 

-L-20 (AF) 

? 

12 

20 
12 

C-54 (AF) 5 c-131A 2+4 C-123 
WB-50 (AF) 10 

SA-16 (AF) 
UF-1 (Navy) 

7 

L-19 (AF) 2 L-21 

P2V-5F (Navy) 16 16 Air eurvelllnnce, danger area 

TABLE 3.2 (Continued) 

Recommended OnHand 
by CJTF 7 during 
Feb. 1957 Hardtack 

7 3 

SUPPORT AIRCRAFT 

6 

10 9 
15 15 
8 8 

7 
8 

5 
10 

7 
7 

3 

P 

Purpose and Remajka 

Indirect Bomb Damage Aeaeeement 
@used on Guam) 

Eniwetok inter-ieland airlift - Also 
Biklnt until arrival of USMC 
helicopters 

Eniwetok triter--�Ieland alrlift 
Blkinl inter-island airlift 
Inter-ieland airlift - 5 Eniwetok, 

SBiklnI 
Inter-atoll 8lrllft 
WeatJmr reconnaleeance (Special 

aampltng Projemt 2.8) 
Search and rescue, off-atoll support 
Augment SA-16 eervbe, proficiency 

fMw 
VIP and proficiency flying for General 

Gfficere 

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM SHIPS AND SURFACE CRAFT 

LST 1511 Q 2 YAG 1 0 

DD ? 7 

0 Recommended BuShip leave tnetru- 
mented after Redwing for possible 
Hardtack use. Not wed. 

3 #474, 592, 593, Target array, inatru- 
mented, not manned 



Type of Aircraft, Recommended 
Ship, or by CTG 7.1 

Surface craft Oct. 1956 

EC 7 

SSK 

SQUAW 

YFNB 

YC 
BC 
BC 
LCU bulle 

LCM hulle 

CVS (USS Boxer, Y21) 1 CVA 

AGC 

AV 0 

TABLE 3.2 (Continued) 

Recommended On Band 
by CJTF 7 during 
Feb. 1957 Bardtack 

7 1 

7 1 

3 1 

2 1 

18 8 
? 23 
1 1 
7 10 

3 2 

SUPPORT SHIPS 

1 CVHA 1 

1 0 

1 0 

*-, 

Purpose and Remarks 

#2, SS Michael Moran. Target array, 
inetrumented, not manned 

#3, USS Bonita. Target arw, innetru- 
mented and manned 

129. Target array, iaetrum@ted, not 
manned 

W12. Target array, inetrumented, not 
manned 

Target array, tnetrumented, not manned 
Bhot barge49 (22 actually ueed) 
Bad-Safe barge 
6 shot barges, 3 Project 6.8, 1 photo 

barge 
Zero site inetrumentatlon, Wahoo and 

Umbrella 

Moat command poet for CJTP 7, CM 
7.3. and 7.4; oommand and firing 
poet for CM 7.1; launcher for 
Yucca balloon; hellcopter base 

Command ship CJTF 7 and CM 7.3. 
Functions Combined on Boxer when 
it was decided not to provide con- 
tlnulng afloat capability at Bikini 

Command and firing ship CTG 7.1. 
Functiona combined on Boxer when 
it was decided not to provide con- 
tlnulng afloat capability at BiMni 
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4 
4 

Type of Aircraft, Recommended 
ship, or by CTG 7.1 

surface craft Oct. 1956 

TAP (USNS Aineworth) 1 

APA (USS Benville, W227) - 

LSD 1 2 2 

LST 3 3 3 

LST 887 1 3 1 
LSM 7 7 1 

LCPR 
40’ utility launches - 

TABLE 3.2 (Continued) 

Recommended On Hand 
by CJTF 7 during 
Feb. 1957 Hardtack 

1 1 

1 2 

2 2 

7 2 

i 

! 
F 

P 

1 

Purpose ond Remarke 

Houetng afloat at Bildnt; CT0 7.6 
afloat cqmmand Poet 

Emergency evacuation Enfwetok; houe- 
ing for 7.3 pereonnel working on target 
8ry 
Inter-atoll shot barge and other move- 

mente; support for underwater ehota, 
Bfkini boat poole, off atoll. ship8 
rotated to provide 2 In E W at all 
times 

Inter-atoll and off-atoll support 
Support Project 6.7, mine alearancte 
ALOTO #444. Inter-atoll cargo eer- 

vice. * On long term loan to AEC 
(H&N) 

TG 7.3 boat pool 
TG 7.3 boat pool 

3, Requirement not known at the time. 
-* Requirement of indirect or no interest to TO 7.1 at the time. 



USS Boxer and USNS Ai~worth proceeded to their urigned area8 of opera- 

tion approximately 30 mile8 south of Enyu. cOmmuaicaUo~ were thoroughly 
token evacuation of personnel wa8 directed and carried out. 

t”ayY Cn -4 da , Joint Tark Force Seven held a rehearsal of Umbrella, 

inc 

Ying 

positioniag of ah&~, lowering the dummy device, token evaouation 

fro ehipr of the target amy, aad a complete te8t of communications. Thi8 

~os~the lad full male rehearsal at the EPG. 

In preparation for each shot, Task Group 7.1 held numerous dry run8 

of the timiztg adLSHtig aytiemr. The ZWUY WeHJ n0~?118~y COndUCted h~iC8 

a day or more oft8n until res~lk were 8otirfaCtory, then once a daythrough 
shot time or portpoMment. At lea8t on8 full power dry run and 0M ‘hot” 

dry run, when appropriate, were conducted prior to eaoh 8hot. At Entwetok, 

there were 88 ruch run8 during a typical month of the firing period. 

In addition, projects, progrrmr, and hsk mtita conducted maay m- 
hamrsrrla of opexationm of particular importance to them, especially where 

there wa8 Borne question of 8afeQ, feuibility, best technique, stand-by meth- 
od8, ad length of time required if time wa8 critical. The CommaxIer, 

TG 7.1, al80 held many communication8 aM frequency interference checb. 

There signal run8, project reh8ar8al8, and CommunlcatioM check8 were 

of the utmolrt importance to CTG 7.1 and to the 8~oe8&ul completion of the 

scientific mi88i0M. 

3.4 MOVEMENT TO THE FORWARD AREA 

Pbraonnel. The major portion of the admini8tration amd coordination 

for orderly movement of indivldual8 from the numerou8 duty 8tatiOM and 

place8 of employment to the EPG wa8 accompliehed by the Adjutant General’8 

Section and the liaieon officer8 at Travie and Bick8.m Air Force Haaer. 

All military and Department of DefeMe civilian personnel (except DOD 

contract civilians) were moved commercially to Travis Air Force Hase, and 

by Military Air Transport Service from Travie through Hickam to Eniwetok. 

ExceptioM to this ‘were the movement of a few ‘of these individuals by Mili- 

tary Sea Transport vessel8 axI the authorization for use of commercial air 

to Hawaii by Naval Heeearch Laboratory DOD civilians. All AEC and DOD 

contnrct civiliana normally traveled commercially to Hawaii and entered the 

MATS or MSTS system at that point. 

During Operation Hardtack, a portion of the travel Order ieauing re- 

sponeibility was separated from the Adjutant General at the Headquarters, 

Task Group 7.1, and delegated to Aueietant Adjutants at the University of 

California Radiation Laboratory (TU-2) and the WeapoM Effect8 Test Division, 
Sandia Base (TU-3). Th8ee Mlri8tJLtLt adjutant8 were responsible for writing 

orders and making nece88ary arrangementa for the movement over88a8 of 
the personnel of these two major Task Unite. Thie decreased conelderably 

the work load at the headquarters, where the Adjutant General continued the 

order-i88ulng support of Task Unit8 1, 4, 5, and 6 and the Headquarters. 
The number of travel orders ieeued during the operation is ae followe: 

_ 

ISSuing OffiCe 

Adjutant General 

Headquarter8 

Task Group 7.1 

L08 A1am08, N. M. 

Number 

543 
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l Adjutant General 
Task Unit 2 
(UCRL, Livermore, Calif.) 

230 

Adjutant General 
Task Unit 3 
(WETD, Sandia Base) 
Albuquerque, New Meldco 

a.-’ 
Adj utsnt Generals 
Forward Areas 
(APO’s 195 and 437) 

542 

190 

Total travel orders issued 1505 (covering 2666 
individuals) 

A new system for MATS Veservations I( was initiated during Bardtack 
which greatly simplified the flow of personnel through the ports of embarka- 
tion (Travls and Bickam) and decreased the time losses experienced during 
past operations. Individual reservations were made by telephone to the liai- 
son officer at Travis, or by wire message to the liaison officer at Hickam, 
and each individual was given the reporting time snd departure schedule with 
his travel order brochure. 

Task Group 7.1 Administrative Plan No. l-67 was published on Novem- 
ber 1, 1957, and its subsequent distribution to all AEC, Contractor, and DOD 
agencies who were to participate in Hardtack provided the necessary admin- 
istrative procedures required of the individual srni the organization for move- 
ment into the Forward Area. In addition, a pamphlet titled %structions and 
Information for Personnel departing for the EPG” was published and attached 
to each set of travel orders. Several of the participating agencies published 
additional instructions which covered their own institutional procedures. 

Organizationally, the participating units, in compliance with procedures 
outlined in the Administrative Plan, submitted to the appropriate Adjutant 
General for each individual a Bequest for Civilian Travel Orders, or a Be- 
quest for Overseas Travel Orders, a Badge Request Form, an Identification 
Card Request Form, and a certificate of personnel clearance under the pro- 
visions of CinCPac Serial 020. The complete packet of orders and allied 
papers was duplicated and distributed by the cognizant adjutant and returned 
to the individual or agency. 

All arrivals at Eniwetok Atoll (Eniwetok Island for air passengers, in- 
dividual ships for surface passengers) were met by J-l representatives. 
Security badges, liquor ration cards, and radiological safety film badges were 
issued at those points, and contraband certificates were signed. 

Efficiency of the Task Group 7.1 port of embarkation operation at Eni- 
wetok Island was greatly improved during Hardtack. Incoming passengers 
were processed expeditiously and were on site within Eniwetok Atoll, enroute 
to Bikini, or billeted overnight, if necessary, for further transportation to 
Bikini Atoll within 2 hours. This one element of the operation, previously 
marred by lengthy, repetitious security briefings and baggage checks for 
contraband, considerably eased inter-Task Group relations after the long and 
exhausting trip from the home station. 

Equipment . The movement of Task Group 7.1 equipment from conti- 
nental United States was accomplished through the facilities of MSTS, the 
U.S. Navy, and MATS. 
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Aa the monthly progrerr report8 were received from the variou8 proj- 
ecti, the ahfppfng requirementa were projected and nrbmftted to the Task 
Force. Projectr were kept advised when rhipa would be on berth at Oakland, 
embUng the project people to move their equipment to the port in time to 
meet sailing date8 with a miz&num waiting period. The J-4 liafeon officer 
at &kla& kept the J-4 office informed regardin@ the receipt and movement 
of cargo at the port. 

Equipment be qn_.arrlving at the Naval Supply Center, Gakland, in No- 
vember 1957. &xlm ApB ately 18,300 measurement tone of cargo were moved 
to the Eniwetok Proving Growi by MSTS vessels. All cargo veeeele were 
dtacharged and loaded at the deep water pier at Parry Wand. Cargo was 
lifted on reeferr, regular cargo vesrele, and in ow lnatance a commercial 
cargo ahip. Three tripe were made by the Brortrom, a C-4 type cargo 
ship which is ideally euited for the type of cargo that Trrrrk Group 7.1 ships, 
which conairtr primarily of large acientlfic trailer vans. The Brortrom ar- 
rived at the EW aa followa: January 23, February 25, ami April 2. 1958. 
Gver 170 heavy lifta were made to the Proving Ground, of which there were 
117 Van of over 2000 cu ft each. In addltion there were approximately 46 
smaller tratlerr end truck vplu that did not meet the 2000-cu ft criterion 
of a large van. The peak of water rhipmenta was during the months of 
February and March 1958. 

WATER SHIPMENTS - 21 TO EPO 

MO&h Number M/T M/T 

November , 0 0 80 
December 2 2 366 
J-W 38 2273 945 
February 72 4809 2578 
March 49 4427 2280 
Aprfl 1 62 83 

&Y 0 0 60 
June 1 94 66 
JOY 0 0 176 

Total 163 11,667 6634 

General Cargo 

In addition to trailers lifted to the EPG by MSTS vessels, there were 
2 vana and 11 helium tube bank tratlers lifted on the USS Boxer in February 
1958. 

In order to support the Newlrreel phase of Hardtack, the bulk of the 
equipment involved was shipped from the EPG to Johnston Island by means 
of LST and LSD, since facilities for unloading heavy lifts from regular cargo 
ahipa do not exist at Johnston Island. 
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WATER SHIPMENTS - EPG TO 

VIUU 

Month Number 

MaY 50 
June 8 
JU&_ 0 

Total 58 

JOHNSTON ISLAND 

General cargo 

M/T M/T 

3386 2164 
533 518 

0 40 

3919 2722 

In addltlon, equipment was shipped from continental united States to 
Honolulu for tram-shipment by LST and barge to John&m Island as well as 
for use by projects at Honolulu aad Maui. The total tonnage was small but 
is reported to complete the shipping picture. 

WATER SHIPMENTS - ZI TO HONOLULU FOR JOHNSTON ISLAND 

oaklprd to Holmlulu, tnmei-shipped to Johnston - 554 M/T 

Oaklalxi to Honolulu, usedatHonoiulu-854/T 

aaklami to Honolulu, tram-shipped to Maui - 10 M/T 

Air shipment8 of cargo for the EPG were all consigned to Eniwetok 
and, if necessary, .fomazxied to Bildnt on C-54 “veflector” flight& Air cargo 
for Johnston Island was usually scheduled on MATS flights stopping there 
enroute from Honolulu to Eniwetok or vice versa. On April 1 a weekly 
C-54 flight was established between Eniwetok ami John&m. On July 12 a 
C-54 shuttle was established between Johnston and Hickam and operated on 
an as-needed basis. Both of these flighta carried cargo and personnel. 

Following is a tabulation of MATS cargo shipments, excluding weapons, 
lifted oh SAM flights: 

AIR SHIPMENTS (MATS) - ZI TO EPG 

JanuOrY 7,963 
February 41,758 
March 171,772 
April 135,110 

May 32,975 
June 43,747 

JOY 69,120 

Total 502,445 lb 

AIR SHIPMENTS (MATS) - EPG TO ZI 

April 21,572 
MaY 40,316 
June 52,337 

JOY 105,550 
August 38,000 (8St. ) 

TON 257,775 lb 
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AIR SHIPMENTS (MATS) -- EPQ TO JOHNSTON IS- 

WY 329 
June 31,985 

July 17,664 

Total 49,988 lb 
a f” 

In addition two special MATS flight8 were completed between Newburgh, 
New York, and EPO carrying 46,000 lb of IBM equipment. This equipment 
was returned from EPG to Albuquerque, New Mexico, in the 8ame manner. 

R wa8 ascertained that it would be too expensive to rehabilltata the 
liquid nitrogen plant in the CMR Cornpod and hire trained perroxmel to 
operate it, 80 in older to 8upply liquid nitrogen to the scientific group6 u8ing 
thir item, a 6000-liter dewar tr8iler partly filled wa8 8hipped on the Broetom 
to Parry. Thir large 8torage dewar wa8 kept filled by semiweekly rhipmentr 
from Honolulu by str in 5009liter dewar trailers. Thirteen thou84 liter8 
of liquid nitrogen wefl) purcha8ed by LASL from Ga8pro in Honolulu for air 
8hipment to Parry. 

The liquid hydrogen plant wa8 mt put into operation for the 8une rea- 
8on8. To meet the requirement for tbir item one 6000-liter dewar trailer 
of liquid hydrogen wa8 8hipped by water to Eniwetok Just before it wa8 need- 
ed. b8Upp15' Of thi8 item wO8 lWt l%quiX'Od. 

3.5 MOVEMENT OF DEVICES AND CObtPONENTS 

Device8 and component8 were moved to the Forward Area by MATS 
special air mieeions, with the exception ‘of 
on the USS Boxer. 

The 
were chipped 

the AEC to San Diego for loading on the USS Boxer in 

which were shipped 

by Task Unit 4 and 
mid-February 1958. 

The weapon8 were stowed in a hangar deck 8hop and in the ship’ 8 weapon 
magazine8. Stowage space wa8 guarded by USMC gua.rd8. The USS Boxer 
Prrived at the Eniwetok Proving Ground on March 3, 1958. An additional 

were flown to the EPG on a SAM C-124 which arrived 
at the EPG March 13, 1958. 

For Operation NeW8teel it wa8 neceaeary t0 fly the 
,from Eniwetok to the Waikele branch of NAD, Oahu, by SAM C-124’8 

a8 follows: June 15, 1958, unite 1 and 4; June 20, 1958, unit8 2 and 5; June 
25, 1958, unit 3, plue 5000 lb of gear. 

The experimental device8 from LASL were moved in eeveral way8 from 
the Laboratory to Travle AFB, which wa8 the aerial port for shipment of 
weapon8. As a rule emall weapon8 were moved )v Carco C-54 from the 
Santa Fe Airport, but if total load did not exceed they were flclwn 
from the Lo8 Alamo8 airstrip by C-47. Weapon8 exceeaing the capability 
of the C-54 were flown out of 9anta Fe by C-124 and in the ca8e of Pinon 
(UN ehot never fired), from Kirtland, on the SAM C-124 which flew the weap- 
on to the EPG via Travie and Btckam. 

Experimental device8 from UCRL were moved from Livermore to 
Travis by truck, with the exception of Poplar, Sycamore, and Pine, which 
were picked up at Knoxville, Term., by SAM C-12418. UCRL preferred to 
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have its smaller devices moved on C-97 aircra21. 
In Severai instances small shipment8 of device components such a~ 

M-103 carrying caSee were made on regularly Scheduled MATS cargo fligbte 

: under the surveillance of in armed courier. 
Special Air Miseione for Laboratory devices were 89 followe. 

Fir 
Butternut 
cactus 
Koa 
Sycamore 
Poplar 
Magnolia 
Holly ’ 
Elder 
Yellowwood 
Nutmeg 
Rose 
Tobacco 
walnut 
Aspen 
Maple 
Linden 
ASpid 

Walnut’ 
Poplar’ 
walnut2 
Aspen2 
But ke ye 
Redwood 
Cedar 
Hickory 
Sequoia 

Dogwood 
Juniper 
Poplar2 
Pinon 
Buckeyes 
Scaevola 
Pieonia 
Olive 
Pine 
Quince 
PillOIl 

Fig 

Departure 

April 12 
April 14 
April 17 
April 17 
April 18 
Aprii 18 
April 22 

*April 22 
my 1 
WY 1 
May 15 
May 15 
May 15 
May 16 
May 22 
May is 
June 3 
June 4 
June 5 
June 7 
June 8 
June 11 
June 13 
June 14 
June 19 
June 20 
June 20 
June 20 
June 26 
July 2 
July 3 ’ 
July 4 
July 8 
July 10 
July 14 
July 18 

July 22 
August 2 
August 5 
August 12 

mint of 

Orfgin 

Travis 
Santa Fe 
Travis 
TIUvfS 
TIXlviS 
TravfS 
Travis 
Travis 
8anta Fe 
Ssnta Fe 
TI%tiS 
Tl%vtS 
TrSviS 
TratiS 
TraviS 
Tratie 
Tl=aviS 
Enfwetok 
‘Eniwetok 
Eniwetok 
TI%viS 
Travis 
Travis 
Travis 
Travis 
Travis 
Travis 
Travis 
TI?%viS 
Travis 
Knoxville 
Iartland 
Eniwetok 
Kirtiand 
Travis 
TI?MS 
Travis 
TratiS 
Eniwetok 
TnrviS 

Cargo 
Weight, lb Aircraft 

c-97 
C-124 

c-97 

c-97 

C-124 

c-124 

C-124 

C-124 

C-124 

c-124 

c-97 

c-124 
I. C-124 

C-124 

c-97 

c-97 

c-97 

c-97 

CL97 

C-124 

c-97 

C-124 

c-97 

c-97 

c-97 

c-97 

C-124 

C-124 

c-97 

c-97 

C-124 

C-124 

c-97 

c-97 

c-97 

c-97 

C-124 

c-124/c-97 

C-124 

c-97 

‘Returned to ZI for modification. 
2Returned to EPG following modification. 
‘Returned to ZI, canceled. 
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The Redstone missiles were originally scheduled to be shipped from 
Huntsville, Ala., to Enfwetok on seven SAbI C-12-4’s between March 4 snd 
April 4 but were rescheduled when the Teak and Orange firing eite was 
changed to Johnston Island. Movement of the Bedstone gear to the Forward 
Area and return of unused components was accomplished by C-124 flights 
fro& June to September. 

There were no unsolvable problems connected wfth the movement of 
the weapons or devices, aud it is believed that MATS provided outstanding 
service’ fn this, rerpst when called upon to move thfs most sensitive cargo. 

3.6 FORWARD ABEA OPERATIONS 

General. luring Operation Eardtack, as in Operation Bedwing, Task 
Group 7.1 had its main base of operatfons on Parry Island at Eniwetok Atoll. 
command and Staff Sections, Task Units, Programs, and Projects agaln pro- 
vided sufficient qualified personnel to man offices at both atolls, Enfwetok 
snd Bikini, and later at Johnston Island. Each atoll mnintafned an independent 
firias capability. 

Thfs operation found LASL devices detonated at Enfwetok Atoll snd 
most of the UCBL devfces detouated at Bfldnf. Some UCRL devices were 
detonated at Eniwstok later in the operatfon. Thfs was dow prfncfpally be- 
cause of the more favorable flrfng weather at that atoll. 

The Task Group Staff Sections moved to the EFG well in advance of 
the first planned seady date in order to orient new stsff persomel, to be- 
come acqushted with their counterparts in the other Task Groups, to work 
out the final details of the p&n of operations, and to expedite all matters of 
construction, transportation, and services which would enable the Laboratories 
to meet the first ready dates. * 

In coordfuation with the other Task Groups present, standing operating 
procedures snd schedules were drawn up for the different modes of trans- 
portation. The principal change from the original concept of trsnsportation 
control was the delegation to J-l of the staff responsibility for booking pas- 
sengers on reflector flights between Eniwetok and Bikfni snd to the off-atoll 
sites. 

Of all of the scheduled events for Bardtack, Teak and Orange had the 
greatest impact on operations in the EPG. To meet advanced ready dates 
for the launching of the Redstone missiles from Bikfni Island, priorities on 
construction, transportation, and communications were given to this effort. 
When the decision was made to transfer these two shots to Johnston Island, 
au evaluation was made of the capabilities to support both operations with 
personae1 and equipment from resources available in the EPG. In addition, 
an all-out effort was directed towards the dismantling of the launch tower 
and other ABMA facilities on BfMni Island for shipment to Johuston Island 
prior to the first large UCBL shot. Prolonged bad weather delayed this 
first shot, aud the island was evacuated completely without difficulty. Johns- 
ton Island operatfons will be dfscussed later. 

Experience in the evacuation of Bikfnf Atoll gained from previous oper- 
ations was put to good use during this operation. The evacuations conducted 
were all accomplished with no serious delays. 

The TG 7.1 J-3 Section published Operatfosal Letters for each shot 
outlining prediction of effects and operational plaming factors, ready date 
and shot times, evacuation and re-entry check list, and organization and 
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movement of the arming team. In addition, many of the early evento which 
had heavy paMcfpation by the scientific projects required operational letters 
outlining the rcientific frequency allocation and the plan for the movement 
and positioning of the device from the weapon compound to the aero site area. 

: rt was originally intended that the calculations for blast and thermal 
3 

effectr would be performed by a staff section of JTF 7 (the Fallout Predlc- 
tion Unit). However, it did not arrive in the area until around April 10, snd 
it became operational several day8 after that date. In view of the early 
planned r&y dates for some of the shots, it was necessary that computa- 
tions be performed for Teak, Grange, and other events. These were per- 
formed by the J-3 Section. After FOPU became operational, assistance in 
determining blast and thermal data for several shots was provided the J-3 
Section, but for the moat part it was a case of verfftcation of the compila- 
tion of predictions. In future operations it would be well to define clearly 
who or what agency ia responsible for the calculating of predictions. If it 
is to be the J-3 Section, assurance must be had that a qualified atomic 
weapon staff officer be included in the section. 

Operations at Johnston Islamf differed from &hose at Eniwetok and 
Bikini in that Task Force h- rs assumed more de*%iled contmi of 
all facets of the operation. Although thir phase of the operation was suc- 
cessful and most of the objectivea wore achieved, technical participants 
questioned the need for such detailed control. 

Additional problems arose early in the operational phase because of a 
division of the final planning effort, part being done at Eniwetok, while the 
major part was being undertaken at Johnston. Gnco the entire Task Force 
closed in, this problem ceased to exist and important decisions were more 
readily available. 

Test Facilities. Criteria for the design and construction of test facili- 
ties and estimates of labor and equipment support required by TG 7.1 were 
collected from the various Task Unit Commanders, Program Directors, and 
Project Gfficers by the J-6 Section. Conflicts were resolved, locations as- 
signed, completion dates established, and the total requirement passed to 
TO 7.5 for execution. In addftion to the foregoing basic responsibility, J-6 
also prepared the work orders necessary for the actual support of the vari- 
ous projects: operated a machine shop for the convenience of the experi- 
menters: and assigned tent, trailer, and laboratory space as required. 

J-6 was basically composed of 7 men augmented locally by 4 men from 
TU-1, 6 from TU-2, 6 from TU-3, 4 from TU-4, and 3 from TU-5. At 
times, personnel from the Task Units were designated to officially represent 
J-6 at Bildni, Johnston Island, and Hawaii. 

From February 1958 until the close of the operation, J-6 personnel 
from Task Units 1, 2, and 3 were present at every camp site and zero area 
continuously. On islands other than Elmer and Nan, the J-6 representatives 
frequently assisted other agencies in accomplishing the over-all mission of 
the Task Group. 

During the summer and fall of 1957, the bssic pattern of operations 
was established and some flzm criteria furnished to the AEC. Unfortunately, 
the AEC did not receive its FY 58 budget money until late October. As a 
consequence, much permanent accountable construction was delayed until it 
interfered with some of the scientific construction. However, most of the 
scientific requirements were submitted late also. Construction lagged con- 
siderably behind planned dates, this being mainly the effect of nondelivery 
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of necessary material8 to the jobsite. The final result of the delay in re- 
ceipt of money, the late submission of criteria, axxi the late conetruction 
was that, again, exgmrimenters were pressed for time to prepare their sta- 
tions. The early shots, however, were delayed only briefly by the coMtruc- 
tfjm delays. 

The construction required by revisions to the firing schedule, starting 
with the Teak and Orange move snd ending with the Quince move from Bildni 
to Eniwetok, was handled entirely in the field. Its accomplishment was made 
porsible by the atisl overstocking of equipment for shot barges and WI 
boat hulls and by the great cooperation of the contractor’s conatructfon 
forces. On April 1 the contractor estimated that to move Teak and Grange 
aml supporting experimentation to Johnston Island uould require over 6 
months. Three months later, on July 7, all Johnston Island coMtruction had 
been completed. After the operation was well under way, conetruction for 
13 new shot sites, including 5 BC type barges, 5 T boat hulls (one a Pinex 
type), Fig snd Quince ground shots, md a new Teak/Grange site, was ini- 
tiated. CoMtiucUon on each of these was accomplished within the time set 
when it began. 

The work order system in effect during Eardtaok makes it impossible 
to estimate the number of work orders axi speoific tasks laid upon the 
contractors. The operation required the comtruction ad support of a total 
Of 1155 StatiOM. Nearly 5500 man-hours of machinist time were expended 
in the J-6 shop in support of the TO mission. 

Intra-atoll Airlift. Intra-atoll airlift at Eniwetok was provided by CTG 
7.4 usfng 9 H-21 arsi 6 E-19 helicopters augmented by 6 L-20 liaison air- 
craft. At Bikfni CTG 7.3 provided 15 USMC H-19 Qpe helicopters aug- 
mented, by 3 of CTG 7.4’6 liaison aircraft. 

At Eniwetok, the airlift requirement was at a sustained maxlmum from 
the beginning of the operational period in March through the month of June. 
Helicopters flew an average of 760 hr per month, carrying almost 6000 pas- 
sengers and 70,000 lb of cargo each month. The L-20’ 8 averaged 350 flying 
hours, carrying 2200 passengers snd 10,000 lb of cargo each month. gh.ip- 
ments of small, urgently needed pieces of equipment on J-4 manffest totaled 
2106 lb for the operation. 

The bssic 7.1 evacuation and recovery requirement involving intra-atoll 
flights at Eniwetok was to obtain immediate support of emergency scientific 
needs created during dry rum and postshot surveys. On the flrst -1 day, 
it became evident that the reaction time for laying on support missions was 
excessive when the sircraft and the Transport Control Agent were on Fred 
while the users were on Elmer. Thereafter, it became the practice that, at 
least on -1 aud D-days, the aircraft and a 7.4 Operations Officer were ata- 
tioned on Elmer. This, combined with maximum utilization of fixed schedule 
airlift, ultimately led to an optimized arrangement which culminated on the 
last D-day in 23 precisely timed takeoffs on very critical recovery missions, 
all of which were completed in less than the allotted time. 

since there may be an extended interval before the next operation, it 
should be recorded that H-21 aircrsft, because of their ability to carry 
greater loads, wers used to sustain the scheduled airlift, while the H-19’s 
were used for photo missions because of their greater stability, and for rad- 
safe and sample recovery missions because their engine position reduced the 
radiation hazard to the pilots. 

At Bikini, the total traffic was considerably less than at Eniwetok, 
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thw aircraft uti~atlon w88 br below the p rogmmmed capability. Thir 
should not be wed a8 a bari for reducing pir support in rubwquent w 
tests, however, since movement of tbs Teak 8nd Orange event8 to Johrurton 
Ibland greatly reduced the number of per8onnel the airlift had been com- 
mitted to eupport. Cargo carried for J-4 totaled 986 lb. 

The major recurring problem8 that aro8e resulted from the night and 
over-water flying restrictions which applied to Toek Group 7.4 helicopters. 
Although M problem8 were never ratiafactorily resolved, they were avoid- 
ed on the second underwater 8hot by wing USMC helicopter8 from Biklnl, 
which did not have the same operational limitation. 

Inter-atoll Airlift. Cargo lift tirn Eniwetok to Bildni wa8 accom~&M& 
by mean8 of a morning and Pftsrnoon C-54 flight from Fred to Nan. Cargo 
arriving at Fred via MATS marked for Bikini wa8 segregated ami booked on 
the C-54 reflector flight, without being firrt sent to Parry a8 on previou8 
op8ration8. This procedure saved valuable time and cut down on the wear 
aad tear on cargo due to additional handling. ,Thi8 service wa8 performed 
by a H&N air cargo man stationed permanently at Fred. 

Air cargo for Bikini orlgimM.ng at mry wa8 documented by J-4 for 
movement through the H&N Shipping Section. Tbi8 8yrtem worked quite Well, 
with very little time lost in movement of tbia Qpe of air cargo. 

Air cargo excluding weapon movements was am followr: 

CARGO AIRLIFT, ENIWETOK TO BIXINI, EXCLUDING DEVICES 

February 3.176 
March 40,318 
April 45,535 
May 30,275 
June 32,283 
JOY 8,151 

Total 159,733 lb 

Cargo airlifted from Bikini to Eniwetok during the entire operation amounted 
to 102,306 pounda. 

Initial planning implemented at the 8tart Of the Operation wa8 baeed 
on the Eniwetok Airlift Mice - Transportation Control Agent concept. This 

required each Task Group to deefgnate a TCA, who wa8 responeible for con- 
solidating all requirement8 for airlift for hi8 Task Group snd forwarding the 
total requirement to the JTF 7 Air Priorlties Agent, who wa8 located in the 
EAO. The APA consolidated the requfrements of all the Task Group8 and 
made the necessary arrangement8 for adquate airiift support with TG 7.4. 
Task Group 7.1 appointed two TCA’ 8: one from J-l to handle all paeeenger 
requirement8 and one from J-4 to handle cargo requiremente. 

During the early et8ge of the operation, one fifght daily wa8 made be- 
tween Eniwetok and BIM AtOll8. Thl8 was later increased to three flight8 
daily (except for Sundays, when ,there wa8 only one flight) durjng the peak 
period of the build-up phase, April 8 through May 7. 

C-54 aircraft wer8 utilized on the Eniwetok-Bikini shuttle. Theee air- 
craft replaced the twin-engine C-47 trrureporte u8ed on FMwing and lmmenee- 
ly improved the shuttle service, since they could carry more paeeengers 
and were more comfortable. 
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T-k Grwp 7.1 utilization of paare-t alrllft tieen Eniwetok and 
mnni wall as foilowr: 

February 1Sl JuaS 456 

tm 614 JW 431 
April 9S2 Augwt l-11 15 

-Jr 662 

Off-atoll Air% Pmoedurer used in booking pa88engera for off-atoll 
transportation west& MXW aa those umed on the Enfw8tok-Bildni shuttle. 
G8mrally, SA-16 alrcraft were used ln off4toil flight8, except that C-54’s 
were ti at locationa that had air rtrlm large enough to handle t.Mr lyp8 
of aircraft. 

Task Group 7.1 uMon of off4tdl fli&ta d~rfng th8 opsratfon wu 

aa followr: 

site Much Aprfl &Y - P - 
Wotho 4 14 22 
Knpineamoftngt 0 0 5 
Nalll=l+ 0 4 6 
Utirik 7 2 0 
Kueaie 4 6 19 
mngehp 9 21 10 
Tarawa’ 0 0 7 
Ul8lane 4 . 2 0 
John&on Island’ 0 7 8 
Kwajalefa 0 8 3 
Wake 0 3 2’ 
GUam’ 0 2 1 

lLocationa where C-54 aircraft were used. 

June 

0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

16 
13 
0 
3 

July Auguet 
2 0 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
2 0 
3 0 
0 0 
0 0 
8 6 
5 0 
0 0 
6 0 

B8cauee of operational requir8mentu it wa8 occasionally necessary to 
set up special flights between Eniwetok and Bikini or to off-atoll locations. 
Th888 flights W8r8 handl8d on an individual basis and flIl8mtiy did not cause 
any S8I’iOUS problems. 

hltra-atoll &%t 68rrriC8. Task Group 7.5 did an outstanding job of sup- 
porting Gperation Hardtack by 8Ud,C8 Craft. Throu&out th8 entire period 
they satisfied requirementa a8 they arose. Dur@g the early part of the 
operation regularly scheduled boat rune were made to up-island sites at both 
atolls. bdr, aa th8 need for up-ieland traffic diminished, th8 trip8 were 
made on an as-needed heir. The J-3 Section of TO 7.1 Controlled all special 
tripe made for 7 .l by TG 7.5 boata. All tripe w81w dispatched by the H&N 
Marine Dispatcher, with requitementcl made through the J-3. This system 
greatly facilitated Control, and expeditiow use of the boats. 

Equipment was ehuttl8d between the i&tnds of the two atolls on LCU’ 8. 
The J-4 Section booked the cargo with E&N, which actually moved the tonnage. 
During the operation 8907 M/T were carried at Eniwetok and 3320 M/T at 
BMni. 

During Wahoo and UmbrelIa eventa the T’G 7.5 boat6 were augmented 
by use of the TG 7.3 Boat Pool Detachment, which made scheduled runs to 
the target arrays. 
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As of July 1, TO 7.5 boats were assigned as follows: 

Eniwetok Bikini 

16 - LCM 
12 -DUKW 
3 - Water Taxis 
1 4&M Pusher 

9 - LCU 12 - LCM 
3 - Houseboats (LCU) 12 -DUKW 
2 - YTL (Tugs) 8 - LCU 

1 - Houseboat 

Houseboat8 were LCUs that were espeofaily co&gured to supply 
messing and sleeping facilities for arming team members and other project 
personnel who were working at or in the vicinity of the barge aero sites. 
Having such facilities immediately available at the zero site often expedited 
work that had to be done on a crash basis. Continued use of these boats in 
future operations is strongly recommended. 

Water taxis were again available at Eniwetok Atoll. This greatly eased 
the up-island travel problem, particularly when the temporary camps at 
Yvonne and Janet were in operation. The w and Firing Coordinator 
made good use of the water taxis by utilizing them for transportation to the 
zero sites in the event of margind weather. He would ovlit until the 2200 
weather briefing, and then proceed to the zero site if the shot was still 
scheduled. Regular scheduled water taxi service between Barry and Eniwetok 
was maintained throughout. the operation. 

The complete cooperation afforded TO 7.1 by the TG 7.5 Marine Depart- 
ment ensured that there never were any problems in obtaining boat service. 
There were few days when all boats were not in operation. 

Especially good use was made of the MK-8 LCM in cases of quick 
movement or evacuation. More use of this type craft is definitely recom- 
mended for future operations because of its size and. speed. 

Inter-atoll Water Lift. As in the last operation, surface lift between 
the two atolls was normally accomplished by two MSTS LST’ s. In addition, 
the M. V. Aloto was under the operational control of the TG 7.5 Supply De- 
partment . 

Water cargo for TO 7.1 destined for Bikini Atoll was trans-shipped ’ 

from Barry Island utilizing the following craft: LSM, LSD, and LST. Cargo 
for TG 7.1 was handled through the J-4 Shipping and Receiving Section, which 
arranged for the actual movement by the H&N Supply Department. Passengers 
by water were few in number and were booked by J-l. The total amount 
trans-shipped to Bikini, including trailers and general cargo, was as follows: 

WATER LIFT FROM ENIWETOK TO BIKINI 

JiIUlUI~ 1,132 
February 4,942 
March 4,279 
April 837 

MaY 206 
June 48 

JOY 121 

Total 11,565 M/T 
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Water lift from Bfkmf to Entwetok for the entire oper8Uon totaled 
8355 bd/T. 

Motor Vehfcle Tmportatfoa. Motor vehicler for Task Group 7.1 ar- 
rlped at the EPG on January 28 and February 7, lBS8, in time for procsrring 
anddiarue. Procerring required approximately 2 weeka; all requested vehicles 
except 35 weapoaa carriers were issued to Task Unite by March 1. 

In January 1958 the Ta8k Force allocated 306 vehfcler for TO 7.1 use. 
Theee were dradm TG 7.2 by J-4 on memorandum receipt. Following 
Is a breakdown of vehiclee isrued by type and number. Table 3.3 indfcatea 
their anrigament ad location on June 1, 1958. 

. Truck, utility, &on, M38Al 
Truck, pickup, wn 
Truck, cargo, a-ton, M-37 
Truck, stake body, 14-n 
Truck, cargo, 2-n. M-35 
Truck, tractor, 5_ton, M-62 
Truck, decontamination, 2-n 
Trailer, cargo, t-ton, M-100 
Trailer, water tank, l+ton, MlO7A2 

145 
53 
70 
4 

17 
3. 
4 
3 
6 

The following vehicles were shipped from Enfwetok to John&on Islsnd 
for use during Newsreel: 

Truck, cargo, Z#on 5 
Truck, etake body, l&ton 2 
Truck, pickup, Han 21 
Truck, utility, kton 2 

Between June 11, 1958, and July 31, ae vehicles became excess they 
were turned back to J-4 for prooeesfng and return to Task Group 7.2. They 
were as follows: 

Truck, utility, &ton 
TNCk, pickup, &-ton 

Truck, cargo, #--ton 
Trailer, water tank, l&on 

50 
17 
35 
5 

On final roll-up all vehicles still fn the possession of Task Group 7.1 
were turned over to H&N for procesring and shipment as directed by the 
Task Group 7.2 Ordnance Offlcer. 

Maintenance of TG 7.1 vehicles was in accordance with a maintenance 
sgreement executed on June 11, 1954 between TG 7.2 and TG 7.5. This 
agreement did not outline in sufficient detail the responsibilities of TG 7.5. 
The term *‘organIzational maintenance** was not clear to TG 7.5 and should 
have been spelled out in detail. This resulted in vehicle8 being scheduled 
through TG 7.5 shops every 2 weeks for what amounted to a lubrication job. 
No syutem was employed nt this time. 

Vehicles on various irlande of Bikini and Enfwetok were maintained in 
sfmilar manner by portable unite. Temporary camp ritir were in existence 
at Yvonne and Janet at Entwetok Atoll, and Oboe axxi How at Bikini Atoll. 

Some problems in the maintenance of vehicles developed when It be- 
came difficult to get project personnel to bring vehicles to the maintenance 
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b 
t 

Vehicle 

#ton utility truck 

kton plckup truck 

I-ton weapon8 carrier 

If-ton truck 

2htoo truck (6x6) 

5-ton tractor 

SOO-gal water trailer 

&ton trailer 

2&ton decontamination trucks 

Total’ 

TABLE 3.3 

VEHICLE BREAKDOWN BY LOCATION, JUNE 1968 

TU_1 _ TU-2 
E B E B 

21 1 4 31 

I - 3 8 

8 - 3 s 

_ - _ _ 

_ - _ _ 

_ _ _ _ 

_ _ _ _ 

_ - _ - 

TU-3 TU-4 TU-S TU-6 
B ii---B ii---b 

8Lpff 
E B E B E 

27 3 6 

s- - 

22 2 4 

_ - 

2- - 

_ - 

_ - 

_ _ 

- - 

4 106 -- 12 I 

1 3 3 3 3 4 1 
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fkciUtier as requested. A tighter control of vehicles should be exercised 
in order to get the maximum utillsatlon out of all vehicles. 

Although the Task Group requested 47 vehicles for use on Johnston, 
o& 8 were assigned full time. A few more were avsflable from a TG 7.5 
central motor pool on a daily flrat-come-ffraherve hair. A bur line u8bg 
two 12-passenger “Toonervillel units circled the small lrlnrd on a 15 round 
trip schedule. ~ayrtexn fell far short of meeting vehicle transportation 
requirements. 

Aa the build-up increased, the insdequscy of this truuportatfoo system 
became more apparent. A request for more bus service was disapproved 
because of the inability to get full utilisation at all hours of the day of the 
vehicles that were dispatched from the pool. The problem wss finally over- 
come by having H&N hire additional drivers to operate a taxl system. 

A somewhat rimlIar problem occured at Hfckam Air Force Bases when 
vehicles promised to the TG 7.1 projects were not provided. That problem 
was solved by task units rentfng cars .from the Herts system. 

Although the Johnston Island phase of tbe operation was successfully 
accomplished with a drsstically redwed number of vehicles, the sdministra- 
t&e attention required as well ss frustrationa of rad harmmnenta to both 
staff and technical personnel seemed to outweigh say of the hoped-for 
SdVantSgSt3. 

Gff-atoll Operations. Although the CTG 7.1 report for Operation Red- 
wing recommended that plans for off-atoll stations in future operations be 
finalized prior to movement to the EPQ, thir wu still not accomplished In 
some instances in this operation. 

off-atoll sites were operated at Walw tlaxxl, Rongelsp, Utfrfk, Ujelsng 
snd Wotho Atolls, and Kwajalein Island. They were serviced by SA-16 air- 
craft and surface runs by the M.V. Aloto. 

For the Newsreel events there were 11 manned stations located on 
Johnston .snd Sand Isis&s, 10 for scientific purposes and 1 for support needs 
&refighting crews, etc. ). Outlying TG 7.1 scientific stations included a max- 
imum of five stations afloat (USS Boxer and Belle Grove, and the Dehaven, 
and Cogswell until replaced by the Eppsrson, Lansing, and Hitchiti), 10 air- 
borne scientific stations, snd units on top of Mount Haleakala on Maui, Wheel- 
er Field and Lualualei on Oshu, ~IXI French Frigate Shoals. 

Test Rockets. Extensive rocket firing tests were characteristic of the 
Teak and Orange operation at Johnston Island. A total of 37 firings wers 
accomplished between July 10 snd August 12, 1958. These included five types 
of rockets: The Nike-Cajun, Niks-Asp, Deacon-Arrow, Viper-Arrow, snd the 
Modified Lacrosse. 

The operation at Johnston Island was basically affected by: (1) the 
proximity of the inhabited area to the launchers, (2) the sir traffic conges- 
tion through the Johnston Island atr space, and (3) the location of the Navy ship 
support anchorage in the firing lanes. These features were in wide variance 
with the conditions that erdsted at Bikini Atoll. 

Joint Task Force Seven decided that the firing conditions at Johnston 
Island required a central control sgency for firings which had the authority 
to: 

1. Dispatch CM **Notices to Aifmenn (NOTAMS) to air traffic influeno- 
ing the complete Pacific air traffic system throughout the Hawaiian/Johnston 
airways system. 
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2. Dispatch orders to the TG 7.3 shipe m boat movement at 
designated times. 

3. Bequest security personnel and material for zoning danger areas 
: amI maintaining them over extended periods of time. 

4. Xnstall a system of communications with count-down interconnecting 
fLring bunkers, control tower, MP roving stations, instrumented b%IDGT sta- 
tions, bf&&~tations and others into a centralized control agency of JTF 7, 
with the code name %Uaska,~* all of which was not required for the operation 
at BMni. 

Detailed control of the arming and firing was exercised by JTF 7, 
Alaska. 

The J-3 Section, TO 7.1, publfdwd weekly rcheduler which were for- 
warded to JTF 7 for approval and necessary support adiOn. This action 
COMihd Of: (1) Noted INIfdy 8iOtiCem (2) ah tdfb CO&O1 der% (3) 

Navy boat movement from the snchorage, (4) MP nt8tiOM being manned for 
local safety precaution8, and (6) siren alert signals to the local population 
th8t a firing was &out to be conducted. 

3.7 EVACUATION, BECOVEBY, AND BE-ENTBY P-G 

Planning for this aspect of the operation took place in three phases. 
1. Early in 1957 the basic concepts and general plans of evacuation 

were determined. Based upon thi8, requirement8 for ahipe, boatr, and alr- 
craft were determined and submitted to JTF 7. 

2. Later, as projectr began to submit their monthly status reports, more 
detailed information was compiled in the J-3 Section of the Task Group. 
This was published early in February 1958 in an abbreviated form in the two. 
atoll event booklets as appendixes to the Task Group Operation Plan l-58. 

3. Final detailed plsnning took place at the Proving Ground,when each 
task unit, one to two weeks before each shot, submitted its project’s evacua- 
tion and re-entry cards to the J-3 Section on Bfldni and Eniwetok Atolls. 
With these data a detailed check list, arranged chronologically, was prepared 
for each shot and given wide distribution to other Task Groups so that ade- 
quate support could be scheduled. 

Although evacuation and re-entry problems for Hardtack were similar 
to those encountered during Bedwing, rocket sampling of the radioactive 
clouds added a new recovery problem. Nose cones were designed to pass 
through the clouds snd parachute to earth, Their points of impact varied 
with their trajectories, so that sometimes they landed in the lagoons, but 
more often several miles at sea. 

Two nose cone recovery tests were conducted: one at Salton Sea and 
the other off the Southern California coast. 

The evacuation and re-entry operation at Johnston Island bad none of 
the complexities that were present at Bikini Atoll, since it involved a simple 
direct evacuation and re-entry from a single camp to the ships at anchorage. 

A most important problem arose, however, in determining the loading 
technique to be used in rough waters at the ship’ s anchorage. Prior to the 
Teak event various methods such as loading platforms and loading nets were 
tried, all of which proved UneaUsfactory. Finally, it was decided to build a 
loading cage. This railed platform was approximately 10 by 10 ft with a 
protective roof. It was capable of lifting 40 to 50 people at one time, but 
was limited to 35 for safety reasons. A single lifting lug was welded at the 
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center point to recei.fe the snatch block hook from the ship’s boom. Four 
ropea were tisd to the corners and used to steady the cage during lifting and 
lowering operations. On the whole, the technique worked quite satisfactorily. 

I The primary evacuation and re-entry vehicle8 were LCU’s, which were 
schiduled at various times. Helicopters (II-19’6) were used to load priority 
personnel, late evacuees, and early re-entry personnel. 

Joint Task Force Seven appointed an Evacuation Officer for this opera- 
tion, through whoHe task groups coordinated their requirements. Muster, 
manned stations, boat loading, helicopter, and priority re-entry personnel 
lists were published as a bssis for Task Group transportation requirements 
and forwarded to JTF 7 for coordination and necessary 8ction. 

l%e innexibility of the personnel movement schsdule mads chsnges for 
technical reasons very difficult to accomplish. Durinq the re-entxy phase, 
the lack of command control and coordination of movement of priority per- 
sonnel, helicopters, and ships caused abnormal delays snd loss of some data. 
The loss of neutron data from a rocket nose cons was the direct result of 
VIP’s receiving helicopter priority over the objects to be recovered. 

This underlines the importaDce of recovery operations to the complete 
success of a nuclear experiment, which is such that all actions and move- 
ments not directly connected with data recovery must receive low priority. 

The need for one person with commsnd authority to move ships, air- 
craft, and people in the recovery operations again became apparent during 
the Grange event. This indiviaual must have complete appreciation of the 
type of data to bs recovered and Iti importance relative to other, similar, 
data. 

3.8 PERSONNEL MUSTER AND EVACUATION 

Musters. On April 8, 1958, the TO 7.1 plan for the conduct of sight- 
musters in the EPG was published. This plan established a Task Group 
Muster Gfficer, and two Atoll Muster officers, for Eniwetok and Bikini Atolls, 
respectively. The plan also provided Muster Officers to represent Headquar- 
ters and each of the various Task Units. 

Muster rosters were prepared by J-l, TG 7.1, at varying times, de- 
pending upon the number of changes occasioned by arrivals and departures 
from the EPG.. During Hardtack a new system was initiated for compiling 
these muster rosters. An IBM c_ard was punched for each individual in TG 
7.1 participating in the operation. When an individual arrived at the EPG, 
his card was placed in the active file; cards of departed personnel were held 
in an inactive file. The active file, which included anticipated arrivals, was 
used by the IBM 704 Computing Section to prepare the rosters on IBM equip- 
ment . This new method of preparing rosters saved many man-hours of work 
previously required to type dittos and assembly rosters. 

The first muster was conducted on April 11 and 12, 1958, as a ‘Leak 
rehearsal, and the last one on August 18, 1958, for Fig. Musters were nor- 
mally conducted on D-l or D-day in order to minimize false starts, The 
shot site and the time of H-hour determined the commoncement time of the 
muster and the details of operation. Therefore, the following is a discussion 
of only the most commonly used procedures. 

a. shots at Eniwetok and/or Bikini Atoll 
1. Muster of personnel at both Eniwetok epd Bikini commenced 

at 1800 on D-l. 
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2. Task Unit Muster Gfficers mustered all personnel of their unftr 
present in the EPG at either Eniwetok or Bikfni Atolls, resolved any dis- 
crepnncies in reported locations, and reported by name to the Atoll Muster 
Oificer only those personnel of their organizations who were in the danger 
area (normally all islands in Enfwetok Atoll except Barry and Eniwetok and 
all islands in Bikini Atoll except Enyu). In addition, Task Unit Muster Of- 
ficers repo.$ed the movements of all of their personnel who moved either 
into or 6% of the danger area. When all personnel of the Tssk Group were 
out of the danger area. a report of the completion of the muster was sub- 
mitted to CJTF 7 by the TO Muster Gfficer. 

b. Shots at Bikini Atoll Bequiring Evacuation to Ships 
1. Muster at both atolls commenced at 1800 on D-l. 
2. All personnel at Bfkini Atoll were considered to be in the 

danger area: therefore, Task Units reported all of their personnel at Bildni 
Atoll by name to the Atoll Muster Officer. This muster was conducted and 
completed prior to evacuation, snd its purpose was to 8a19UW that all persons 
listed on the J-l records as being at Bllrfnt Atoll were accounted for. 

3. TG 7.1 had J-l representatives aboti the USS Boxer, USS 
Monticello, and the USN8 Ainsworth. Each member of TG 7 .l was mustered 
upon boarding. When all personnel llsted on the pre-evacuatfon muster list 
were aboard a ship, the muter wa8 completed,aad the flap1 muster report 
was then submitted by the Task Group Muster Officer to GJTF 7. 

c. Shots at Johnston &land 
1. Due to the limited ports of entry, the small land area, and the 

small number of TG personnel present, muster of personnel for shots at 
Johnston Island was a relatively simple matter and was handled differently 
from the muster of personnel at Eniwetok and Bikini Atolls. A muster plan 
for the conduct of sight-musters at Johnston, Island was published July 20, 
1958. This plan was very similar to the plan used in the EPG, in that It 
established a Task Group Muster Officer, Task Unit Muster Officers, etc. 

2. A pre-evacuation muster of personnel at Johnston was made 
as described in b.1 and b.2 above, except that the muster commenced at 
1300 on D-l and was limited to only those personnel on Johnston Island. 
The muster was checked against the J-l records and any discrepancies were 
resolved prior to evacuation. 

3. Task Group 7.1 had J-l representatives aboard the USS Boxer, 
and when all personnel to be evacuated were aboard ship the evacuation was 
complete and an evacuation report was submitted by the Task Group Muster 
Officer to GJTF 7. A Muster Officer was also appointed for each ship other 
than the Boxer. This Muster Officer reported all TG 7.1 personnel aboard 
a specific ship by radio to the TG 7.1 Muster Officer aboard the Boxer. 

4. Since a large number of TG personnel remained at Johnston 
Island in manned stations, it was necessary to appoint a Muster Officer for 
each of these locations. A Manned Station Muster Officer located in the 
Command Post was responsible for coordinating the muster of all manned 
stations ashore and reporting to CTG 7.1 when ail TG personnel were in 
safe locations. 

d. Postponements 
When a shot was postponed after the muster was completed, an 

attempt was made to retain the validity of the muster if the delay was for 
less than 12 hr. Generally if the delay was 12 hr or more a new muster 
was conducted. 
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From the experience gained during this operation it ir believed that 
the complete’ right-murter at both atolle i6 no longer an operational neceeeity. 
A muster at the atoll where a shot is achedufed ie eufflcient to amm eafbty 
oi all personnel. 

Evacuation. The extent of personnel evacuation at Eniwetok and BUdni 
Atolls depended on the magnitude of the shot. The maximum at Eniwetok 
Atoll involved withdrawal of ail personnel from the upper islanda to Japtan, 
Parry, and Eniek, with a limited number of project personnel permitted 
on Aptyaanii. 

At Bikfni personnel were generally evacuated to Enyu Island; however, 
on large shots all personnel (except the arming party, which was located in 
Station 70 on Enyu Italand) were evacuated aboard ship. When in a D-l 
atatua, the average evacuation time at Bfldrrf, following the evenfng weather 
briefing, was 5 to 6 hr. 

In general, afloat houeing at Bildni was assigned aa follows: 
USS Boxer (CVS-21) - Joint Task Force Seven, TG 7.3, TG 7.4, and 

TO 7.5 Commanders and Staff& TG 7.1 Command and Staff Sections, key 
scientific personnel, Bad-Safe team, and persona scheduled for early re-entry 
and recovery by helicopter. The USS Montioello (LSD-35) was substituted 
for the Boxer in July and August, when the Boxer wan at Johnston Ialand. 

USNS Ainsworth (TAP-181) - J-l and J-3 reprewntativea, project per- 
aonnel, and Holmes 

Assignment of 
and Namer. 
berthbg apace (cabin and troop) was as follows: 

=iP 

USS Boxer 
USNS Ainaworth 
Other ships 

Aeency AfakM 
Berthing Assignments 

J-l BikM 
Same as above 
Representative of 
Ship I a Captain 

When Berthing 
Aaeignmenta Were Made 

DS 
Sameaaabove 
Upon embarkation 

For the Teak and Grange events at Johnston Island, all personnel ex- 
cept those reqtired fn manned stationa ashore were evacuated aboard ship. 
The USS Boxer was the primary ahip used for evacuation, but there were a 
small number of imiividuala on varloua project ahipa. The evacuation pro- 
cedures used were the same as those at Bikini. 

The number of personnel evacuated to ahipe at Bikini Atoll andJohnston 
Island varied with project participation. The peak number of_-gonnel evac 
uated was 178 officer grade personnel and 67 ehiisted grade personnel ior 
the Teak event. Numbers ~vaZunte?I to ships were substantially lower r,6&1 
would have been required if it had been necessary to operate from ship for 
prolonged periods. Except for the carrier, which was badly overcrowded, 
billeting facilities afloat were adequate. For Teak and Grange, cots were 
placed on the hangar deck of the carrier to handle the overflow of personnel 
when all cabin spaces were filled. Utilizing the hangar deck for this pur- 
pose is satisfactory for billeting personnel overnight, or for emergencies, 
but it would not have been satisfactory if it had been neceaaary to operate 
from afloat for an extended period of time. 

Task Groups 7.3 and 7.5 maintained a capability to evacuate all per- 
sonnel at Eniwetok, Bikini, and Johnston Island aboard vessel8 in event of 
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ewere Mlout or other emergency. Thi8 cap8biW provided 8tanding room 
onlp and would be ueed only to proted life and health from extraordinary 
hazard8. 

3.9 PROPERTY EVACUATION 

3@44 Section made pre-8hot survey8 to en8ure that all exce86 equip- 
ment ti material had been evacuated from the 8hot Wand and tho8.e area6 
subject to significant effectr. J-4 rrrsisted Ii&N in lifting material to the 
beacher and in relocating it when it WM received on the bare frrlamb. 

Vehicler, trailem, and other equipment which were no longer required 
at BWni 8fter a particulu ehot wem turned over to J-4 prior t-c the shot 
bar return shipment to Eniwetok. 

The shot pha8e evacuation of ecientific trailer8 involved the regu&r 
user8 ad in addition J-3, J-4, J-6, 8nd H&N. In general, the Procedure 
wa8 for J-3 to determine when the 8clentlfic u8er8 could afford to release 
the trailers, particularly there 8board houreboat8, and al80 to determine the 
facilitier required during evacuation and re-entry, such a8 power for de- 
humidifier8 and air conditlonerr, and water for Photo Lpb tank8. The actual 
movement of the trailer8 were accomplished by B&N perronnel under J-4 
8Upervi8iOn. 

3.10 OPERATIONS AFLOAT, RECOVERY, AND BE-ENTRY 

Operationa Afloat. 8lnce the hoe camp at Enyu, Elkhi Atoll, was not 
contaminated by any shot, su8tained operatlon8 afloat were not nece88ary. 
Complete evacuatfon wa8 made for the Sycamore and Poplar event8. 

For the Sycamore shot the USNS Mnaworth (TAP-Ml) and the USS 
Boxer (CVS-21) were utilized. In generrrl, the majority of TG 7.1 personnel 
were evacuated to the Ainaworth, with personnel eeaential to maintaining the 
operational capability of the Task Group evacuating aboard the Boxer. All 
Bikini-baeed helicopters were al80 evacuated to the Boxer 80 that recovery 
mieaiona could be initiated from sfloat. 

Evacuation to ahip on -1 day8 wa8 carried out on three ocCasiOn8, be- 
cause the ehot wa8 postponed twice after the Task Force had embarked. 
Embarkation proceeded emoothly on all occasions, but a minor delay was 
experienced during debarkation wause of the time necessary to begin opera- 
tion of the boat pool. 

Tack Group 7.1 communications aboard the Boxer, in addition to ship’s 
telephonee, consisted of Command Net and Administrative Net radios, ciphony 
telephone and AN/TBC telephone. Primary communication8 requirements 
were contact between the Task Force Headquarter8 afloat and CTG 7.1 at 
Station 70 on Enyu and CJTF 7 at Eniwetok. Communication8 were general- 
ly satiefactory. 

For the Poplar event the USS Monticello (LSD) was substituted for the 
USS Boxer, since the Boxer had departed to participate in the Johnston Island 
Operation. Basically the etiuation and operation8 afloat were the same as 
for the Sycamore event. Helicopter8 were evacuated to the USS Monticellq 
but since it was a daylight 8hot L-20 aircraft were flown and orbited in an 
area approximately 20 mile8 8011th of Enyu for the detonation. 

Eniwetok Recovery and Be-entry. The operational phase of Hardtack 
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began with two temporary camps in operation: at Yvonne a camp was estab- 
lished in support of the Cactus event, and at Janet a camp was established 
and operated in support of the Koa event. The permanent base camp for 
scientific operations was established at Parry. Personnel having primary 
interest in the early Eniwetok events, particularly Cactus and Koa, lived at 
the temporary camp sites. 

All recovery and re-entry operations were controlled from the base 
camp at Parry.+%e normal re-entry - recovery operation was as follows: 

1. Requirements for re-entry -recovery operations were submitted 
by project personnel on special cards designed specifically for this purpose. 

2. After cards were edited, they were published as an annex to the 
evacuation and re-entry letter which served as the Task Group operation 
order for the event. 

3. After publishing the evacuation aad re-entry letter, changes were 
posted to a master copy in the J-3 C$fice. On -2 day all project personnel 
who had established requirements for the event were queried to reaffirm the 
requirement. This procedure was repeated on -1 day to firm up the shot 
day requirements and thereafter as often as -1 days occurred. 

4. Initially it was decided that the rad-safe survey would commence 
at H+3 hr with a survey of the critical recovery areas to be followed by a 
more detailed survey at H+5 hr to specifically delfn88te the Radex arena. 
However, it was determined after the first two events that a survey time of 
H+l hr was more realistic and provided a much better working period for 
the early recovery operations. With the exception of Cactus and Koa, two 
surface bursts, radiation levels were seldom of an intensity to prevent early 
recovery of critical scientific data. Critical recoveries were normally com- 
pleted on shot days, although the radiation levels did force a delay or post- 
ponement at times. A predawn detonation favors recovery operations, and, 
all other factors being equal, should be sought as the optimum condition. 

5. Following the radiological survey of the contaminated areas, re- 
covery teams were immediately dispatched to their respective stations to 
effect recovery if the radiation dose was suitable for the individual and the 
stay time involved. 

Several unique recovery operations were undertaken during Operation 
Hardtack. These included the recovery of floating coracles, film packs, and 
activated Pfnex samples. Another recovery method effectively employed on 
Hardtack was to effect early recovery of fallout by grappling containers from 
their location on the funnels of the YC’s by helicopter. On Umbrella, rad- 
them analysis was started on some samples at H+40 min. 

ASP rockets were used to evaluate their effectiveness as cloud sam- 
pling vehicles . Despite the extensive efforts put forth in air-sea combined 
operations to effect their recovery, only a small percentage were located 
and retrieved. It was later determined that the roc!ets were not acting 
properly upon entry into the water and were sinking before recovery opera- 
tions were organized. The most valuable experience gained from the rocket 
recovery was the requirement to have an organized sea-air team with common 
communications and centralized contml. 

The main camps at Elmer and Fred were not evacuated for any of the 
shots, although extensive shoring operations were performed on weaker struc- 
tures prior to shot Oak. Helicopters and light aircraft were evacuated from 
Elmer to Fred on those events where overpressures were expected to be in 
the neighborhood of 0.3 psi. For shot Oak, helicopters and light aircraft 
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werq evacuated to sea by the USS Boxer. 
BfIdnf Recovery and Re-entry. B&c precept8 of recovery - re-entry 

were established as follows: 
: 1. Recovery miseioms did not depart until after the initial rad-safe 

damage survey had determined the radiation levels. 
2. ‘Ikro rad-safe mission8 were flown concurrently - one to the north- 

era iala+ and one to the routhern islands. 
3. Bamd on data radioed back by these survey parties, CTG 7,l gave 

permission for recovery patties to proceed as he4 deemed appropriate. 
On the Sycamore shot the rad-safe surveys and film recovery parties 

of TU-2 and TU-5 were launched by helicopter from the Boxer. Since Enyu 
was cleared for re-entry before recoveries were completed, the helicopters 
returned to Enyu upon completion of the missions. 

Recovery operations for the other shotr varied, depexxbng on shot loca- 
tion ti project participation. However, early recoveries were the same for 
all shots, being recovery of TU-2 film from Station 2200 on Reere and Sta- 
tion 2300 on Afruldraru, and recovery of TU-5 fflm from Chfeerete and BM- 
nf. No problems were encountered in maIdng these recoveries during the 
flrst 2 to 3 hr after detonation. 

Re-entry at Bikini was ditided Into two general categories: re-entry 
to the atoll when the Task Force was afloat, ami re-entry to the Airukiiji 
camp when possible after the ahota flred from Eninnan. For re-entry to 
the atoll the ships entered the lagoon after 8 P2V ahraft h8d made a radio- 
logical sweep of the area. As the shipe entered, the rad-safe surveys were 
launched, and by the time the shipe anchored Enyu was declati open to re- 
entry. The Airuldiji camp was ret-entered by boat oad aircrait from Enyu 
as the radiological situation permitted. 

Johnston Island Nose Cone Recovery. Generally, the nose cone re- 
covery operation was successful on both the Teak and Orange events. The 
majority of test vehicles were recovered. 

The search plan utilized a P2V aircraft, the USS L+ansing, the USS 
Safeguard, and the USS Belle Grove. The ships were stationed at an approxi- 
mate distance of 25 to 30 miles from Johnston Island and directed to the 
search area immediately after the detonation. The P2V was airborne from 
Johnston Island at about H+30 min. 

The following is a summary of recoveries for both events: 

Event 

Teak 

Oranse 

Project IANt 

8.6 0 1 
32.5 0 2 
32.6 2 4 

8.6 1 0 
32.5 0 4 
32.6 1 6 

Recovered 

pod 
rad-chem samplers 
instrumented rockets 
pod 
rad-chem ssmplers 
instrumented rockets 

Although the recoveries were generally successful, certain aspects Of 
the operation can be fmproved upon. Principal problems were: (1) the dif- 
ficulty in communications between the shore snd search/recovery vessels; 
(2) the timely return of recovered nose cones from distant sea areas to 
Johnston Island: (3) insufficient coordination between the search vessels, the 
control ship, and the helicopters during the helicopter sweeps of the impgct 
area. 
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On futuzp operationa it would appear that the uee of an LSD with a heli- 
copter platform working in conjunction with the DD1 EI ami a carrier would en- 
able recovered no88 cone8 to be rapidly returned to shore. A8 an alternate 
pl& the projects might well mount their counting trailer8 on recovery ahips 
80~ that critical data can be analyzed promptly. 

3.11 SAMPLE lu#T%RNs 

The eample return program wm rupported by MATS in an outstanding 
manner. The cooperation of all conoerned enabled the flyaway mireiona on 
Hardtack to be accomplished faster than on any previous ovemeaa operation. 

Prior to the operation it was estimated that approximatily two aircrait 
would be required on most shot& and a proguun wan developed by the JTF 7 
Sample Return Director in coordination with MAT8 axI J-3 and J-4 of TG 7.1 
which provided for three C-97’ I to support each ahot aa follows: one each 
for Flyawayr 1 and 2, and a third aircraft for back-up. When two rhoto 
were rcheduled for the 8-e or consecutive dayr, a fourth C-W was com- 
mitted. Therre aircraft normally urlved at Prod 36 hr before echeduied 
ohot time. 

Aftar ehot dates were more 5rmly etiliahed, it hecame spprvent that 
careful preplanning and proper poritioning of 5yaway aircraft would allow 
com4olidation of oamples and therefore reduce this requirement considerably, 
and it WM poaoible to satimfy aLl requirementa of a 32 shot schedule with 42 
nyaway aircraft. 

Flyaway 1 aircraft for UCBL shota were routed Entwetok-El&am-Ala- 
meda, axl for LASL shots, Eniwetok-Hickam-KiMand to minimfze enroute 
time to the Laboratory having primary interest in the cloud eaxnples aboard. 
Flyaway 2 requirement8 were combined with other 5yaways whenever possible, 
and routing was determined on the Bahia of the relative urgency of the sam- 
plea aboard. All 5ights terminated at Trade. 

Under normal wind condItiona the C-97 aircraft are capable of making 
the Eniwetok-Eirtland flight within 22 hr, and the flight to Alameda in 20 to 
21 hr. Average flight time to Eirtland on Hardtack was 25 hr, and to Ala- 
meda, 21 hr. Routing through Alameda to Eirtland added lees than 2 hr to 
total flight time. This excellent enroute time was, to a large extent, made 
possible through the efforts of the LNO personnel and MATS at Hickam AFB. 
On arrival of a flyaway from Eniwetok. a second C-97 was waiting with crew 
aboard and engines running. Sampler were transferred to this aircraft, which 
completed the mission. In many instancee ground time was reduced to 5 min. 
MATS also provided back-up aircraft at Travis to support flyawaye routed to 
both Alameda and Kirtland. 

The TO 7.1 CperaUon Plan, Annex G, placed reaponalbility for handling 
flyaways on J-4 in coordination with J-3 and J-l. The working arrangements 
which evolved were that J-3 determined which eamples each Task Unit had 
to return, desired departure time, routing, and couriers, and informed J-4, 
which ordered sample return aircraft through JTF 7, operated the sample 
return compound on Fred, assured that eamplee were properly packed and 
marked, delivered them to the aircraft, and released it to the JTF 7 Sample 
Return Director. Although use of flyawaya to move passengers wag dis- 
couraged, J-l handled any requeetrr for transportation of personnel for urgent 
official or personal reaeona. 
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E@ch flyaway aircraft was aseigned a military courier by the J-4 See- 
Uon of JTF 7 who wae responsible for delivery of alI aample to the appro- 

: priate laboratory or its repreeeatatives. All samples were manifested by 
I the J-4 Sample Return Gfficer, who in turn provided the military courier 

with three copies of each mantfeet: one for U.S. Customa at Rickam, one to 
be mailed back to J-4, TG7.1, after delivery of the eamplee, and one for 
the militr;lb--l?ouriert II file. Reeidee receiving a copy of each manifest at 
Iii&am, U.S. Customs cleared each flyaway aircraft at Eniwetok. 

In addition to carrying sampler to the ZI, flyaway aircraft returned 
one device (Buckeye) on Flyaway 2 for the Dcgwocd ahot. Also, in one in- 
stance (Redwood aml Elder) flrin# timer enabled aamples from two shots to 
be dispatched on one aircraft. 

Because of the large number of flyaway aircraft provided to satisfy the 
shot schedule, the reduction in enroute time, axai the adequate back-up eup- 
port provided at all times by J-4, JTF 7, the combined flyaway program wae~ 
considered one of the most ruccesrful ever conducted. 

A requirement of three flyaway aircraft was ached&d for the Teak 
event. However, requirementa did not materialize for Plyaway 1 to Rickam. 
The Flyaway 2 C-97 departed Johnston for Eickam at 0203302 Augud and 
terminated at Hickam AFB. A third flyaway C-64 for Eniwetok with film for 
TU-6 aborted. The film and ita courier were phed ahonrd the Hickam fly- 
away and flew from Rickam to Eniwetok on a MATS scheduled flight on Au- 
gust 2. 

Thir section doea not include flyawaya for the Fig rrad Grange events. 

3.12 ARMING AND FIRING 

The Arming and Firing organization was concerned with the following 
responsibilitiee: 

1. Supervieion of tests to assure reliability and readiness of the com- 
plete arming and firing system. 

2. Safety in relation to the firing eyetern components during dry m 
after installation at the zerc areas. 

3. Making final connections of the device to the firing system. 
4. Performing disarm operations. 
The arming and firing personnel worked closely with the LASL, UCRL, 

EG&G, SC, and DOD organizations that were connected with firing activities. 
All tests were conducted jointly with representatives of the agencies respon- 
sible for the components under test. 

The arm and fire activities were conducted in steps as outlined: 
1. Xnitial planning and study of the requirements for the individual 

shots was carried out with the organizations concerned, and further coordina- 
tion to aaf3ure that components and circuitry were adequate to meet all re- 
quirements . 

2. Compatibility checks were conducted on the firing equipment to as- 
sure an adequate and reliable system prior to installation at the zero site. 

3. Manual runs were often held locally at the zero site for calibration 
ami preparation of equipment for dry runa. 

4. Dry runa were observed in order to ascertain that the fire com- 
ponents and associated monitors operated properly while connected in the 
shot arrangement. 
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5. The. arming party made final prepmtion8 at the aero area and 
connected the device to the firing system when directed by the Task Group 
Commander. 

6. mearming WBB accomplished by disconnecting the device from the 
firing system and returning the zero area to normal dry run COtitiOn8. 
These function8 were carried out whenever the event was delayed for period8 
requiring acce88.w danger areas by other personnel. 

I)urfng the Hardtack operation all ehot8 were armed and detonated 
successfully, although diearmtng wa8 required many time8 when the weather 
forced delay of shot crrd one time due to a technical failure at -15 min to 
zero time. 

Arming booka were prepared on each shot aml will be available for 
reference purpose8 in the Hardtack 7.1 files in the Record8 Man8gement 
Section at LASL. These data book8 contafn check 8heet8, pictures, and a 
dry nm log. 

1. The check sheet8 are for the compatability teat, interlock teet, and 
arming proceduree. 

2. The picture8 show the layout at the zero site of the device and ae- 
eociated firing equipment immediately prior to the departure of the arming 
party. 

3. The dry run log provides a record of the number of dry run8 for 
each even& and the checka, caifbration, and repaIr of the firing component8 
through the f&al run. 

Bseed on the experience during Hardtack, the following recommemiations 
are worth noting: 

1. The Pinex barge weapon cab8 did not provide eufacient space to 
comfortably accommodate the 8hot component8 ami the working per8onnel. If 
tht8 tyPe Of barge i8 utilized in the future, it i8 Suggested that more space 
be provided for working room and equipent installation. 

2. In consideration of reliability ti shot preparation time, an attempt 
should be made by the organization8 concerned to further standardize the 
arming and firing compcaeats. 

3. Every effort should be made to limit the number of personnel pres- 
eat at the zero &tee, especially during initial setup and dry run periods. 

4. Personnel were sometime8 called upon to work long, exhausting 
hour8 under adverse conditions. The poseible gain should be carefully weighed 
against personnel safety and well-being, and the u8e of such practices should 
be minimized. 

3.13 COMMUNICATIONS 

Task Group 7.1 wa8 assigned the following communication8 responsibil- 
ities by CJTF 7 for Operation Hardtack. 

1. Provide, operate, and maintain special communications - electronic 
equipment required for conduct of scientific te8t programe. 

2. Initiate the voice time br08.dCa8t.s for all element8 of the Task 
Force. 

3. Coordinate special communication8 requirement8 orlginatlng by sub- 
ordinate task units. 

4. Prepare a TG 7.1 telephone directory for the EPG and Johaaton 
Island. 
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Teletype and Mail Service. On February 2, 1958, the Task Group 7.1 
Mail and Records Section for Operation Hardtack opened at Parry Island, 
Eniwetok. On February 15, 1958, a branch office was opened at Enyu Xsland, 
BW. ti_Iune 15, 1958, another office was opened at Sohn8ton Ieland. 
Civilim &d military permmel were umd to man the three offices. The 
maximum etrength at Parry Wand warn nine: at Enyu Xslmxi it wacl two: aud 
at Johneton Island it was five. The Barry Island office was open 24 hr a 
day, seven days a week throughout the operation, ami the other two office8 
were open from 0700 until 2400 hr seven days a week. 

Teletype service was furnished at all locations for the entire Task 
Group snd accounted for the greatest portion of the total work load. During 
Bardtack, the following listed teletype traffic wu procereed by tlm three 
officer: 

Claorified Gutgoing 1,261 
ClalaeKied IacomLnq 3,293 
mclamified Gutgoing 6,306 
Unclamified xlmmiag 12,272 

Tatal 23,132 

The Task Group b@ii and &cords Section normally handled official cor- 
respondence only for LAEL. Bowever, aexvice wu provided for non-LA8L 
units until these organizations had their mail rystem in operation. Personal 
mail was handled in a eimilar manner. 

A daily pouch was sent between the mail rocnns at Eniwetok arui Bikini 
Atolls. This service was available to all units of the Task Group and pro- 
vided an expeditious meana of trmmitting unclaseified and claaeified (up to 
and including Secret RI)) correspondence between sitee. A similar service 
was provided between Eniwetok Atoll and Johnston Island on the weekly re- 
flector flight and on the MATS flight which stopped there once a week. 

A Task Group Beading File was maintained by the Pa- Island office. 
This file consisted of copies of outgoing correspondence and teletypes and 
was circulated among the headquarters staff sections. 

Communications at Enfwetok Proving Ground. The Commander of TG 
7.5 provided TG 7.1 with all the long and short range communications includ- 
ing cryptographic service. The individual projects were responsible for in- 
stallation, maintenance, and operation of all scientific electronic equipment. 

Task Group 7.1 had approximately 13 voice nets including the Eniwetok- 
Bikini-Boxer ciphony system. The primary net was the Command Net, which 
was used by the Staff SectIons and Task Unit Commanders. In addition, each 
Task Unit had its own individual net. Two nets were reserved for calibra- 
tion purposes and proved to be of great value. 

The major nets were serviced by a repeater station which was located 
on towers at 150-ft levels at each atoll. The installation of antennas began 
in early February 1958 and radio set8 were installed upon the users’ request 
after arrival in March 1958. 

The JTF 7 Wenther DeMcbment provided communications to the follow- 
ing off-atoll scientific sites: Kusaie, Kwajalein, Range&p, Utirik, Ujelsng, 
snd Wotho. Wake Island was serviced by the CM at Wake. In addttion, the 
respective off-atoll projects provided their own communications links between 
their respective sites. Drill messages were sent in April 1958 to provide 
training to all off-atoll sites. 

A radio silence requirement during all shot times was established by 
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CJTF 7 upon the request of CTG 7.1. This silence consisted of 5 mfn, from 
H-3 to H+2 min~ami was enforced for the protection of scientific equipment 
and data during all events. In addition, a daily radio silence period was 
established at 1OOM and 1500M for the scheduled daily dry runs. The dry 
run schedule was not always consistent with the above mentioned pian: there- 
fore, the requirement for daily radio silence was deleted during the middle 
of the operation. 

The greate$&blem that developed during the entire operation was 
that of interference to the diagnostic telemetering projects sponsored by 
UCRL and Project 34.1 (Sandfa). Project 34.1 experienced serious interfer- 
ence by local radar radiation originating primarily from the U.S. Naval ves- 
sels present. JTF 7 directed TO 7.3 to observe complete radar silence on 
all vessels while at anchor fn port. Clotse cooxdfnation between the rwspec- 
tive TG communications officers was required in order to eliminate the 
electronic interference. 

The installation of a 600 automatic dial telephone system by CTG 7.5 
on Elmer with integration of the Fred system provided excellent telephone 
service at Eniwetok Atoll. The Emwetok-Hawaii-Conus Radio Phone Circuit 
was considered satisfactory and a great improvement over the Bedwing opera- 
tion . 

The installation of the TROPO system by CTG 7.5 between Eniwetok 
and Bikini was a great improvement. This system provided adequate voice 
telephone lines, hot lines, ciphony, and count-down requtrements to this Task 
Group. 

CJTF SEVEN provided CTG 7.1 one ciphony channel, which was main- 
tained and operated by NSA trained enlisted personnel assigned to CTG 7.5. 
The KY-5 equipment selected was cleared for Secret RD. It provided excel- 
lent service and is recommended for future operations. 

Approximately 135 frequencies were assigned to TG 7.1 for scientific 
use. Early assignments of the frequencies is highly desirabie in order that 
participating activities can advise their respective contractors to purchase the 
required equipment. 

Task Unit 5 (EC&G) provided the voice count-down broadcasts over 
153.89 and 243.0 MC for all elements of the Task Force. The voice count- 
down broadcast was capable of patching into the major nets, thereby reducing 
the requirement for additional voice count-down receivers. This proved to 
be very beneficial to all the Task Units and projects concerned. 

The CJTF 7 originally ruled that additional amateur radio stations 
would not be authorized because of the five stations permanently operating 
in the EPG. However, during the middle of the operation this order was 
rescinded, thereby opening the door to all task units. Four additional stations 
were fInally authorized by CJTF 7. The procedures for obtaining call signs 
and licenses from the High Commissfoner of the Trust Territory conflicted 
on several occasions and created a large volume of unnecessary correspond- 
ence. The additional amateur radio stations were of great morale value and 
did not cause any interference problems. 

The success of communications provided during operatioa Hardtack can 
in part be attributed to the frequent communications conferences between 
Task Force Communications Officers during the interim and build-up period. 
These conferences are deemed necessary in order to obtain close coordina- 
tion and a working agreement between the respective Task Groups. 

Communications at Johnston Island. Hadio communications during News- 
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reel were held down to a bare minimum, with maximum utilization being 
placed-on hard-wire circuits. At Johnston Island this was extremely practi- 
cal because of its else and the concentration of the sclentlflc stations. A 
special hard-wire circuit was established from the bunker (J-70) switchboard 
to all manned statlons for muster and coordination of the scientific effort. 
This circuit proved to be an extremely valuable adjunct to the installed dial 
system. 

In&~rence with scientific instruments from all sources was a con- 
tinuing problem throughout Hardtack. Interference sources were determined 
by means of ECM equipment, logic, visual and audible recognition, and the 
%ut and try*’ method. The ECM solutlon, was of course, the most reliable 
ln that, bearing could be determined and equtpment identlfled by pulse analy- 
zatlon, but was least effective either due to equipment malfunction or lnher- 
ent equlpment design llmitatlons. As a rule normal ECM equipment sensitiv- 
ity was far below that of the sclentlfic receivers. The solution to this prob- 
lem was to make the ECM center mobile and “sample” the interference with 
a probe from the scientific receivers themselves. Thls approach was tried 
during the Newsreel phase of the operation and proved tc be a valid concept. 

For future operations involving large scale radio telemetry, the mobile 
ECM concept should be continued, and the equipment should be of the latest 
design that can be procured on a loan basis. Further, spare parts should 
be available ln advance to provide maximum flexiblllty. A source of inde- 
pendent power should also be provided on a mobile mount. 

In order to transmit the count-down to ail projects over long distances, 
it was necessary to install medium high frequency single side-band equip- 
ment for the Teak and Orange events. This communlcatlons system provided 
a more rapid means of notifying the distant stations of delays or holds using 
WWV time base. 

The single-side band equipment was installed on Sand Island by Task 
Group 7.5 and operated by Task Unlt 5 in the 7 and 14 MC bands. These 
frequencies gave extremely good coverage throughout the Pacific, and unof- 
ff cial reports from amateur operators in Honolulu indicate that the trans- 
missions were received in Alaska, Australia, and throughout the U.S. Due 
to the variety and types of receivers being used by projects to copy the 
count-down it was found necessary to instigate a calibration count -down 
starting at H-4 hr to enable the users to have their receivers properly 
tuned. This requirement did not exist before with the VHF count-down equip- 
ment as these receivers were crystal-controlled and no calibration or tuning 
count-down was required. 

3.14 SECURITY 

As during previous operations, the security activities of Task Groups 
7.1 and 7.5 were joint responsibilities. Within TG 7.1, coordination and 
establishment of security policies was effected by the Classification Officer, 
while personnel security functions were delegated to the Military Executive, 
J-l. Personnel security responsibilities were redelegated to cover the three 
major groups of participants: Los Alamos (LASL, Sandla, EG&G, and 1st 
RSSU), Livermore (UCRL), and Sandla Base @WET). 

Joint Task Force Seven SOP’s 205-l through 205-9, establishing the 
security policies for Hardtack, were published between October 14 and ,Uo- 
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vember 25, 1957. The8e nine documents were reproduced by J-1, TO 7.1, 
together with TC‘ 7.1 implementing instructions ti dietributed to the staff 
and subordinate units on December 13, 1957. This file constituted the CTG 
7.i recurity policy for the operation. 

Predeparture Security Indoctrination. A joint Security Indoctrination 
Letter for Task Groups 7.1 and 7.5 was published on December 23, 1957. 
This letter estahI&sd the procedures to be used in the instructfon of per- 
sonnel planning to participcrte fn the operatfon. It was issued with the con- 
currence of CJTF 7 and incorporated both the requirements of the AEC Se- 
curity Manual, Vol. 2000, and JTF 7 SOP 205-2, “Basic Security Indoctrina- 
tion. ” 

Each Bardtack participant was required to acknowledge in writ&~ that 
he had read the indoctrination letter. A certificate to this effect was for- 
warded with his request for travel order8, and the signed copy was required 
before travel orders were issued. All statements were filed in the Cogniaant 
Adjutant General’s off&x. 

Transmission of Classified Documents in arsonal Custody of Individ- 
uals. With JTF Seven SOP 205-4, Wourier Instructionir, 1’ as a guide, an 
G&i!x to an annex of the Administrative Plan No, l-57 was published on 
November 1, 1957. This appendix incorporated all courier instructions for 
traxmmission of documents and material between EFG ad other locations, 
and within the EPG. Although procedures were not alway followed in that 
written authority was not alwayr obtained prior to couriering clas8ifled doc- 
uments, no security violations were observed. 

The problems present durinE part operationa in the shipment of bulky 
classified materials throu@ the mail were not evident during Hardtack. 
This resulted from adequate planning and coordination with Customs by TG 
7.5 prior to the operational period. 

Access to Restricted Data. Joint Task Force Seven SOP 205-3, “Se- 
curity Clearances, ‘1 specified prerequisite8 for access to Restricted Data. 
The exchange of RD between military and civilian personnel of DOD and AEC 
personnel (including personnel of AEC contractors) required certification of 
each DOD individual possessing a military clearance. No travel orders were 
iSSUed on these individual8 until proper certification wa8 on file with TG 7.5. 
Two certifying areas were established: Certffying officer8 at Lo8 Alamo8 
processed headquarter8 and Task Unite 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6; certifying officers 
at FC, AFSWP, Sandta Base, processed TU-3. During Castle all TG 7.1 
personnel requiring access had been certified, with the concurrence of CTG 
7.1, by CJTF 7. During Redwing ard Hardtack this responsibility was del- 
egated to the Military Executive, J-1, and to FC, AFSWP, with a minimum 
number of alternates, which resulted in a vast improvement over the JTF 
7 certification in efficiency, facility, and control. 

Exclusion Areas. Joint Task Force Seven SOP 205-6 directed the es- 
tablishment of policies and procedure8 on exclusion areas. Access was pred- 
icated on the Sigma category indicated on the security badge and on the 
%eed to know. ‘1 Access lists for each exclusion area were published, and 
exchange badge8 were maintained for each individual requiring continuing 
lLCCe88. Certain individual8 were authorized to grant temporary access. 

The system utilized was generally satisfactory, except that it often be- 
came unwieldy because of numerous changes. Initially, task unite submitted 
the names of their personnel who required access to exclusion areas. Cpera- 
tiOnd and Other requirement8 and frequent personnel 8ubStitutiOnS increased 
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the ~rklotL& and many exchange bad&or were prepared in advance which 
were Iyver used. 

Clearances. Joint Task Force Seven SOP 205-3, “Security Clearances, 1) 
required each TO 7.1 participant to possess a Secret or Top Secret military 
clearance, or an active Q clearance. Verification of these clearances was 
required by J-l before travel orders authorizing entry into the EPG could be 
i86Ued. Thfs verification wu obtained from three areas: 

r”‘- AEC Contractor Personnel: Q-cleared personnel were indicated on 
the status reports emsnatlng from the subordinate organizations. There lists 
were compiled at intervals and forwarded to TO 7.5 to be confirmed. Task 
Group 7.5 then notified the Military Executive, J-l, of the confirmation. 

2. Military and DOD Civilfan Personnel: The Military Executive, J-l, 
was responsible for the verification of clearance8 on all DOD personnel as- 
signed to TG 7.1 except for those umber the operaUonal control of TU-3. 
This verification was obtained from the co@zsnt security officer. As a 
member of J-2 of JTF 7, the Mlitary Executive, J-l, also had the authority 
to grant military clearances in certain instanter. Clearances grsnted by the 
b%ilitary Executive totaled 37, two of them crypto clearances. 

3. TU-3 Military, DOD Civilian, and DOD Contractor Personnel: Per- 
sonnel under the operational control of Task Unit 3 were certified for access 
to RD by FC, AFSWP. Since this organisation was responsible for the issu- 
ance of its own overseas travel orders, verification of clearances was ac- 
complished by the unit. 

Badge &quests. Joint Task Force Seven SOP 205-6 outlined procedures 
to be followed for badging. The procerdng of badge8 was a simple opera- 
tion except for numerous changes and resubmissions, and no major problems 
were encountered. Occasionally an individual arrived at the EPG before his 
badge request did: in these cases an OUO message was sent and a badge re- 
quest form was prepared on the site. 

Photographs were provided by the subordinate units, and badges were 
fabricated at EPG from the badge request information.’ 

Compliance with CINCPAC Serial 020. CINCPAC Serial 020, dated April 
1, 1952, “Eniwetok Atoll: Security Instructions, 19 defines the general security 
requirements for entry into the EPG. All TG 7.1 personnel had to be certi- 
fied, under the provisions of paragraph 4, as mcgood security risks. ‘1 This 
determination was based on certification that each individual was mentally 
and emotionally stable: that he posseseed the integrity, discretion, and re- 
sponsibility essential to the security of classified information: that his repu- 
tation and records revealed no information which tended to indicate any degree 
of disloyalty to the United States: and that he had been thoroughly indoctri- 
nated in existing instructions for the security of classified military information. 

Each individual was certified by immediate superiors to Los Alamos, 
to TU-3, or to Livermore under the provisions of the letter. Compiled lists 
were submitted periodically to JTF 7, CINCPAC, the TG 7.1 LNO’s, and 
to TG 7.2. When the time element demanded, wire messages were sent. 
Each travel order published by TG 7.1 also certified each individual as re- 
quired. During Hardtack a total of 2374 certifications were submitted by 
roster, and 340 by wire message. 

Although the procedures in we during the operations were repetitious 
and frequently ponderous, no particular problems were posed, and in no case 
was entry denied as a result of a breakdown in the system. 

Paragraph 4c of the letter defined items claeeffled as contraband mate- 
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rial. Each individual war thoroughly indoctrinated on the eubject, and viols- 
tions were limit& to four in TU-2 and eleven in TU-3 The majority of vi- 
olations resulted from misinter+etations about storage facilities in Bswaii. 

: Security Briefings. Security briefings held during past operations by 
TG 7.2 for all TG 7 .l personnel arriving in the EPG were eliminated at the 
insistence of CTG 7.1. The individual background of experience in stringent 
security environments at all operating locations in the United States and the 
Security Indoctrindk)$ letter were considered adequate. In Maroh 1058 the 
baggage search for all officers and officer-grade civilians was also eliminated 
exce# for spot checks. A certificate was substituted. 

Securitv Posters. Prior to Eardtack security postars were requested 
from JTF 7 by TG 7.1. These were placed at advantageous locations through- 
out sites and buildings utflised by TG 7.1. However, the system did not ap- 
pear to be entirely satisfactory, and could be improved by giving this ret- 
eponsibility to TG 7.2 for Eniwetok Is-, a& to TG 7.5 for other locations. 

Security violations. Security violations were quite minor to the over- 
all effort, the most serious having been safe files left open. 

violation EJq. TU-1 TU-2 TU-3 TU-4 TU-5 -p--e 

File Safes Open 6 1 13 4 3 4 
Documents Adrift 0 4 4 2 1 1 
Contraband Offenses 0 0 4 11 0 0 
Badge Offenses 7 11 9 9 3 12 

Total 13 16 30 26 7 17 

3.15 CLASSIFICATION 

TIT-6 

0 
0 
0 
4 

4 

The Task Group Classification Office worked very closely with the Task 
Force Classification Officer. Except at the beginning of Operation Hardtack, 
however, there were not many problems for the Classification office, which 
indicated that the guide was adequate and most personnel knew how to use it, 
Because of the reduced need for the services of classification people, it is 
suggested that on the next operation one person can handle both 7.1 and JTF 
7 headquarters responsibilities. 

There was very little in the present guide to find fault with. It is sug- 
gested, however, that operation plans (stating shot time) for the shots be per- 
mitted to be issued as unclassified at least 2 weeks before the shot instead 
of the present 3 days. There is nothing magic about 3 days, and from an 
operation point of view, 2 weeks is logical provided there is no other reason 
to classify the information. Also, it is suggested that a general classification 
policy be accepted that what is visible to the general population of an atoll 
be considered unclassified. 

3.16 TECHNICAL REPORTS 

Annex E to the Task Group 7.1 Administrative Order delineated the pro- 
cedures and responsibilities for formal reporting of the experimental work 
of the scientific programs. Briefly, Task Unit Commanders are responsible 
for seeing that reports are prepared within a reasonable time, that they are 
technically competent, that they are reviewed for classification considerations, 
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and that they are printed and distributed in accordance with exlrting AEC-ND 
agreemgnt8. 

3.17 SAFETY 

Reparation. The Task Group 7.1 Admini8trative Plan for Operation 
Hardtack eetablished safety a8 a commend reeponefbflfty and assigned a 
Safety Advisor to Headquarters TG 7.1 for coneuitation on all matters per- 
taining t@&ident prevention. 

The Safety Advisor spoke to the Project GfYfcer8 at a meeting in Albu- 
querque in the fall of 1957 on the 8ubject of “Safety Problems in the Forward 
Area. ” Individual Project meetinga held in Lo8 Alamo8 in December 1957 
were attended by member8 of the safety group to acquaint per8onnel with the 
8afety problem8 associated with the projecb and recommend 8afe practices. 

Two papers on health and safety con8iderationa at the Eniwetok Roving 
Ground were distributed to all pemonnel before their arrival at the test site. 

Close lfaiSOn Wa8 maWabed with J-4 on the packaging, chipping, han- 
dling, and storage of hazardou8 material8 ard devicer. Two member8 of the 
group attended a JTF 7 meeting held in San Wego in January 1958 on the 
problem8 ae8ociated with handUng pad 8hippfng devfcer from their point of 
origin to the test site. The SafeQ Advi8or px~pared a paper on safety prob- 
lem8 and emergency action connected with the tert devices. This paper wa8 
made the Safety Annex to the JTF 7 Shipping Plan. 

In ~On8ultaUOn with J-6, pia118 and IpeCffiCaUOM for te8t site fSCiBUeS 
and 8tNCtIWe8 were examined for #!a&@ con8ideraUone. 

Pereonnel._ The staff function of Safety Advirror to tbe Commander, 
Ta8k Group 7.1, wa8 aeeigned to the Safety Director of the Lo8 Alamo8 
Scientific Laboratory. In addition, the poet wa8 filled by five Staff Member8 
from LASL. Safety Advfsore were present at Bfkini and Enlwetok Atoll8 
from February 16 to the end of the operation, and at Johnston Ieland from 
June 29 to Augu8t 19, 1958. 

operation8 . The movement of all hazardoue materials, including teet 
devices, into and out of the EPO and between and within atoll8 wa8 carried 
out with procedures advised upon by the Safety Advisor, who wa8 in attend- 
ance at one stage or another during euch movements. 

Project stations, towers, tower elevator8 and stations, zero point barges, 
facilities and equipment, boat8 and vehicles, and recreational activities were 
surveyed and examined for safety. Robleme of mutual interest were coor- 
dinated with safety personnel of other Task GrOUp8. 

Accident report8 and form8 were completed on all disabling and serious 
injuries. Forms were distributed to the home offices of the employees in- 
volved and to the Bureau of Employee Compensation at ftts office in Honolulu, 
T. H. 

Safety informaUon wa8 published in the Information Bulletins issued by 
the Adjutant General’s office, J-l. 

In connection with test rocket firing8 from Johnston Wand, the Safety 
Officer was appointed Rocket Bange Safety Officer to coordinate safety mat- 
ters with the JTF 7 Control Point. Procedures were developed to assure 
the safety of personnel involved in test rocket firings: danger zone8 and 
water, air, and ground exclusion area8 were established; axxi warning signals 
were installed to alert the general population. Routine inspections of scientif- 
ic stations were carried out, and special attention was given to small boat 
activities and personnel evacuation. 
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Safety bulletins were issued for the guidance of personnel in viewing 
the Teak and. Grange events. All stations were given a final check during a 
5 day period after the last event. 

, . . Unusual Incidents and Special Problems. Several helicopter crashes 
occurred during the operation, one resulted in the death of a TG 7.1 scientist. 
That accident is discussed in the Accident Summary and a complete report 
is on file in the office of the Safety Advisor. Other crashes resulted in 
minor injuries. 4”b’ 

Use of motor vehicles continued to be a problem. There were several 
instances of abuse to government vehicles, driving in an unsafe manner, too 
fast for road conditions axl vehicle design, and overload&g vehicles. (One 
observer reported 11 men riding in or on one jeep.) Greater disciplinary 
action appears to be indicated. Part of the problem lies in the difficulty of 
identifying the personnel involved. Several incidents occurred at night snd 
the vehicles were damaged snd abandoned. 

At the request of JTF 7, shark nets were installed around the ewimming 
areas at Parry, Eniwetok, ad Japtan Islads at Eniwetok Atoll and at Enyu 
Island at Bikini Atoll. These were dsmaged by rough seas and by wave ac- 
tion following detonation of deviceo. They were intact less than 3 months. 
There were no reports during the operation of injury to perrormel of TO 7.1 
or other Task Groups from attacks by sea life. Gne TO 7.5 employee stepped 
on a stonefish in the swimming area off Eniwetok IsW and wa8 disabled 
for a few days. 

Accident Summary. Gne fatality occurred to TG 7.1 personnel: Mark 
M. Mills, a UCRL senior scientist, was drowned when a helicopter went down 
in the water off Bojoa Island, Eniwetok Atoll, during a rain squall on a night 
flfght on April 7, 1958. Barry B. Keller was a paseenger in the same craft 
and was hospitalized for 3 days. Keller had stopped breathing and was re- 
vived by means of artificial respiration applied by Col. Ernest A. Binson, 
another passenger, and the crew. 

The ratio of disabling injuries and diseases to minor injuries appears 
to be high. Gut of 77 injuries and diseases reported to the dispensaries, 19 
resulted in time lost from work. Gf the 19 disabling injuries, 9 originated 
in recreational activities and 9 were occupational. Other than the death of 
Mark Mills and the potentially serious injury of Barry Keller, none of the 
accidents were serious: none resulted in a time loss of more than 3 days. 

Briefly, lost-time occupational injuries were as follows: two back in- 
juries resulting from lifting cylinders and while working on a rocket launcher, 
tip of finger amputated while operating hoist, fragments from blasting cap 
imbedded in shoulder, injured thigh when equipment shifted on deck of ship, 
dislocated elbow when employee slipped on greasy deck of ship, fungus in- 
fection on leg. 

The recreational accidents were as follows: fractured ankle while play- 
ing basketball, dislocated thumb while playing softball, dislocated knee cap 
while playing volleyball, infected eye when hit by coconut being tossed, prob- 
able insect bite while on beach, laceration from rusty metal on beach, injured 
back when employee slipped on rock on beach, 3 days lost due to sunburn, 
and broken ankle when employee slipped, probably while intoxfcated. Another 
employee was disabled at Eniwetok from sunburn received in Honolulu prior 
to arrival at Eniwetok. 

A preliminary examination shows the following injuries reported to dis- 
pensaries at Johnston Island: occupational, 16; recreational, 7. The recrea- 
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tional injuries were mainly from volleyball, tennis, and water eports. *- 

cugm~tional injuries were mostly from strildng stationary objects, the use of 
hand tdols, and falls. 

Six men suffered minor injuries in four vehicle incidents. There were 
no fires in TG 7.1 facilities or equipment during the operation. 

Special Comment, A recommendation from a previous report 1s re- 
peated: In future operations consideration should be given to using safety 
personn&from major participating laboratories, integrating them with in- 
dividuals who have had previous test operation experience. Such integration 
should be complete enough to function for the benefit of all elements of the 
Scientific Task Group without excessive duplication of personnel and efforts. 

participating organizations should select test personnel with the proper 
physical qualifications to meet the demands of the test site environment. 
The specifications of the Administrative Plan medfcal requirements are strict 
enough if interpreted properly. 

New test personnel should be thoroughly indoctrinated and oriented with 
respect to the peculiar hazards axl different environment of the test site. 

A new magazine area should be built on the north end of Parry Island 
to accommodate the small quantities of hasardous materials and explosives 
used by TG 7.1. Separate buildings should be constructed in order to store 
incompatible materials properly. The area should be surrounded by a fence 
to enclose loaded trailers of hazardous materials. 

All plans for new structures and facilities should be examined for per- 
sonnel safety. Safety considerations have been particularly lacking in struc- 
tures designed for housing personnel. 

It should be realized by test site personnel that proper driving practices 
and reasonable care of Government motor vehicles are the responsibilities 
of the individual, and paticularly of his supervisor. In the past these re- 
sponsibilities have been taken lightly by some people. Disciplinary action 
should be instituted against those who drive in an unsafe manner and those 
who negligently abuse Government equipment. 

Consideration should be given to assigning a Safety Advisor to the Staff 
of the Joint Task Force. This individual could coordinate the various safety 
activities and resolve the conflicts that sometime exist between regulations 
established by different organizations. This Safety Advisor should have a 
broad background in varied safety work, stature in the field, and previous 
test site experience. 

The Safety Officers report a completely cooperative response in deal- 
ings with Task Group 7.1 personnel at Johnston Island. 

3.18 DISPOSITION OF FORCES (ROLL-UP) 

Personnel of the Task Group began to be gradually redeployed from the 
EPG to the ZI during the last 2 weeks of April. This redeployment followed 
the decision to move the Teak and Orange events to Johnston Island and con- 
tinued through the middle of August 1958. Following the detonation of Fig 
(the last event) on August 18, 1958, the remaining personnel phased out 
rapidly. 

Phase-out of Personnel. Personnel phase-out estimates were obtained 
from the status reports submitted by various elements of the Task Group 
during the planning phase of the operation, beginning in July of 1957 and 
ending in February 1958, with the submission of the last status report. How- 
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ever, it was necessary to revise these estimates continuously throughout the 
operational per&xi because of changes in the schedule and pstponements of 
ahote. 

. As shown in Fig. 3.3, there were 1351 TG Ll personnel in the EFG 
on April 24, 1958. This figure dropped to 1300 shortly after de Tmxa uv&int 
(tne first snot at the series) snd had declined to 890 a few days sfter the 
Umbrella event. By the time the last event was fired there were only 350 
TG 7.1 personneWT& in the EPG. Most of the remsining personnel left 
during the last two weeks in August. 

The J-l Travel Section on Barry Island handled the necessary arrange- 
ments for each individual’s depz%ure. This Set&on took reservations, main- 
tained the priority list for each MATS flight, made AdAT8 reservations, noti- 
fled Holmes and Narver in Honolulu about desired hotel reservations in 
Hawaii and commercial reservations for those perso- traveling to the main- 
land via commercial carrier, ami accepted the clearsnce sheets from depart- 
ing personnel. 

Arrangements were msde with JTF 7 for Task Group 7.1 to have an 
allocauon of a specific number of seats on each scheduled MATS plane. 
Reservations from the EPG to Homlulu generally were availsble when desired. 
The JTF 7 Air Transportation section provided excellent assistsnce in obtain- 
ing the required airlift to move personnel from the EBG to Honolulu. 

Most Task Group personnel were airlifted by MATS to Iiicksm AFB. 
Military person& and most government civilian employees proceeded on to 
Travis AFB by MATS, whereas most of the AEC and civilian contractor per- 
sonnel traveled via commercial carrier from Eonolulu. A few Task Group 
personnel returned to the United Sates by MST& commercial ship, or naval 
vessel. 

Property Roll-Up. Property roll-up for Hardtack csn be broken down 
into three phases as follows: Bikini roll-up, Eniwetok roll-up, and Johnston 
Island roll-up. 

Bikini Boll-up -- Final roll-up took place after the detonation of Juni- 
per on July 22. Prior to that date, however, a number of projects with no 
further participation, principally DOD, closed down their activities at Bildni 
and transferred their equipment to Barry for return to the 21 or use at 
Eniwetok or Johnston. 

On July 23, roll-up began in earnest snd was completed by September 
4, 1958. In many instances final packing of traflers and crated cargo was 
accomplished at Bikini; however, a certain amount of equipment was returned 
to Eniwetok for processing and documentation for ZI shipment. The J-4 Sec- 
tion arranged with H&N for the usual carpentry and rigger service, and pro- 
vided rubberized hair, kimpak, silica gel, etc., from J-4 stock for packing 
equipment for movement by water and sir to Eniwetok. 

Eniwetok Boll-up -- Partial roll-up was a continuing process that bs- 
gan early in June and continued at a varying pace up until final roll-up. On 
July 18, completion of TU-1 shots brought on a surge of roll-up activity and 
sgain another surge was brought about by tbs roll-up of activities at Bikini. 
Beginning with a shipment on the Baiti ,Victory, which sailed on June 12, 1958, 
J-4 shipped trailers snd general cargo on sll vessels returning to the ZI or 
Honolulu. Various weapon components, such as smre parts, HE, snd gas 
bottles were returned on sample return @ways to the appropriate Laboratory. 
The Brostrom was the final roll-up ship, which departed on September 3, 
1958 with 2296 M/T of cargo for TG 7.1. 
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Because of the late closing date of Hanitack stud the impending opera- 
tion at the Nevada Test Site, it was =essary to return an unusually large 
amoudof electronic gear by air for TU-2 and TU-5. Approximately 143 
tons of cargo was shipped by air from Eniwetok to the 21 during the last 
half of August and early September. 

The IBM 704 computer was shut down August 6, 1958 snd returned to 
the 21 on two SAM C-124’s on August 14, 1958. 

-1 Roll-up - Beoause of the mzertainty of whether there would 
be a third shot in this p&ase of the operation, roll-up got under way slowly. 
When it was determined that the second shot was the last, it progressed 
rapidly and smoothly. Air shipment of 56 tons of cargo and water lift on 
three ships, as listed below, completed the movement of retrograde cargo 
from Johnston Island to the 21 via Pearl Harbor. 

August 19, LSD Belle Grove 1820 M/T 
August 24, LSD Monticello 2964 M/T 
August 26, LST 618 1624 M/T 

Manifest8 were flown to the Task Group 7.1, J-4 Liaison Officer at 
Hickam, and he in turn prebooked this cargo for movement to the P on 
avallable MSTS or commercial vessels. 

Arrangements were made for Task Group 7.2 to have an ordnance team 
at Johnston for receipt of Task Group 7.1 vehicles and to process them there 
for return to the appropriate ordnance depot. 

J-4 provided the normal roll-up services of furnishing packing material 
from stock, carpenters, and labor, and either documented or assisted in docu- 
menting cargo. 

Headquarters Roll-up. Forty-five boxes of classified records of the 
Task Group were returned to home stations by air on August 15, 1956. The 
Forward Area Headquarters of TG 7.1 closed as of 2400 hr. August 29, 1958 
(Eniwetok time and date). 

All AEC and DOD equipment was shipped to the appropriate locations 
in the United States. Furniture snd other office equipment on loan from 
Holmes and Narver and TG 7.2 were returned to their warehouses or left 
in place. 

3.19 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

General. Sites and Scheduling - The separation of weapon laboratory 
activities into two sites as well as establishment of multiple capabilities at 
each site proved to be one of the primary means by which the operation was 
accomplished on a reasonable time scale. It is recommended that future 
operations follow the same pattern, although substitution of Taongi for Bikini 
could prove to be extremely advantageous due to the more favorable weather 
situation at Taongi. The development of techniques for conducting open sea 
firings for limited diagnostic proof tests should also be vigorously pursued 
because of their many operational advantages. 

It appears that it would be advantageous to separate weapon development 
tests from effects tests in time and/or location. In general, effects tests 
require a great deal more support, have many more operational limitations, 
and interpose schedule interferences with development teats. 

Organization - The fact that Hardtack, which was larger than all of the 
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other Pacific opera.tioaa combined, waa conducted on virtually the same ume 
scale aa earliertaata -cater that deapite problems the organiaation func- 
tioned efficiently. 

: rdoet of the problems which aroae during tha course of the operation 
originated because of the split responsibility mtua of Project Of&era and 
senior Laboratory repreaentativea (Task Unit Commanders). The Project Gf- 
fleer or Taak Unit C@nmander ia charged by hia home organiaatioa with the 
reaponaibility of 8%kylng out an aaa@md acientif!ic task. This lndividurl~ a 
career progreaaioa dependa to some extent on how well this taak is accom- 
plished. Gn the other ha&the same individual ia alao a member of the 
Taak Force, and therefore is subject to the titlon of Taak Group and Task 
Force command elementa. There directiona are not alw8ya compatible with 
those received from the Laboratory or home agency. Problema which arose 
from such causes wera subjected to on-the-spat arbitrary aolutiona in the 
interest of ~getting the job done. I* Theae aolutioru were not neceaaarilythe 
moat aatiafactory from the standpoint of thoae concerned. It ia recommended 
that prior to the fleld phaae of future operatlona clear-cut undaratandinga be 
reached between the Laboratory or agency management axl Taak Group or 
Taak Force command element8 reqardhg dlvlaion of authority and chnnnnla 
of communication to field peraonnal. It la not entirely clear that the Eaxd- 
tack organization offer8 the beat poaaible solution to the conduct of a Pacif- 
ic teat operation. Prior to another operation ths entire organization picture 
ahould be fully explored by all participating agencies. 

Gperational Limitationa - Becauaa of the fallout difficulty of firing 
ahota of large yield, operational limitationa impoaad by experimental programa 
can seriously Jeopardize an entire teat schedule. Special attention should be 
devoted ‘in technical planning to meana for reducing or eUminaUng aa many 
factors aa possible which could impose limitationa aa to when, how, or where 
a shot can be fired. 

Radiochemical sampling by aircraft imposes more non-fallout aaaoci- 
ated operational limitationa on the firing of average developmental ahota than 
doea any other experiment or program. In addition, it imposes a heavy aup- 
port load on Task Force or supporting elements. It ia recommended that 
the development of. a simple, reliable, inexpensive rocket or drone sampling 
system be vigorously puraued. 

Personnel and Morale - Experienced and skilled scientific personnel 
are the moat valuable single aaaet aaaociated with the nuclear testing capa- 
bility . Iu general, less money ia apeat for attention devoted to these peraon- 
nel than is devoted to the maintenance, shipment, aad protection of the equip- 
ment they design. A great many of these people have participated in many 
consecutive test series, and each participation involves a considerable aacri- 
fice in personal comfort and family life. The akille and talents that these 
people possess are in considerable demand in other fielda of endeavor, and 
the end of each operation finda a not i~igniflcant number realizing that they 
can find an equally interesting and probably more lucrative job which doea 
not require the personal aacriflcea ard discomfort of nuclear testing. 

When compared to those available to moat of these people in any part 
of the United Statea, quartera and recreational facilities at EPG are entirely 
substandard. Moat peraonnel have no objectiona to living under such co&i- 
tiona for relatively short perioda of time, but when thia ia stretched to aev- 
eral months or many consecutive operationa, such facilities become unaatia- 
factory. It is recommended in future operationa either that provieiona be 
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made to provide for frequent rotation of pereonnel at all levels to home lab- 
oratoriet or WOM, or that a marked and extensive impxvvement be made 
in living and recreational facilities at EW. 

J-1 Section, Personnel and Administration. Setcurity - The Joint &J- 
curity Ixloctrination Letter for Task Groupa 7 .l and 7.5 was ierued on 
December 23, 1957, for Hardtack. It fr tvtrongly recommended that such a 
document, aa well aa other security procedure% be irrwd no later than 
Septembalwzcbf the year preceding a spring operation to allow time for dir- 
tribution and uoe of the letter before personnel depart for overseaa. 

Aa in prevloua operatlonr, many military personnel assigned to Task 
Group 7.1 reported for duty without eecurity clearancea. Since thew per- 
M)IU could not Benin work without clearance, many man&ye were wasted, 
and the over-all effort was retarded. Cnly peroonnel with current Secret or 
Top Secret military clearances should be aarigned to TG 7.1. 

For Redwing and Hardtack, the TO 7.1 bIilitary Executive performed 
additional duty a~ Security Cfficer. It ir recommemled that a full-time Se- 
curity Officer be ascdgned for future operationo, preferably a civilian with 
experience in AEC eectity procedure& 

CINCPAC Serial 020 continued to create confusion, delay, and irrita- 
tion. It ia strongly recommended that the need for thir directive be reviewed 
on at leaat two counta: (1) Since TG 7.1 personnel have either military or 
AEC clearance8 before being ordered to EFG, it Beam8 reduxlant to declare 
them “good eecurity risks, *I ti (2) the list of contraband items should be 
reviewed and either eliminated, or shortened and clarified. 

:V- Transportation - MATS performed itr primary miesion of moving peir- 
eonnel and cargo in a satisfactory manner. However, abort8 and late depar- 
tures of C-97 aircraft continued durtng Hardtack to the extent that the MATS 
flight to and from EFG was regarded by a number of people aa the worst 
feature of the tour of duty. The use of C-118’s during the later phases con- 
siderably alleviated this problem. It is recommended that efforta continue 
toward improving the convenience and reliability of MATS transportation. 

The inter-atoll transportation by C-54 aircraft was an improvement 
over past operations and was appreciated by all personnel. 

Morale - In general the small camps on shot ialande were adequate 
in size and space was available upon arrival of personnel. The base camps 
on Eniwetok and Parry Islands, however, were inadequate in moat respects. 
On Parry, quarters were still being constructed on a crash basis when the 
population neared its peak, and it wa8 necessary to move some personnel 
several times aa new buildings became available. It is again recommended 
that camp construction be accomplished between operations when it can be 
done conveniently and economically. Other facilities on Parry, such as the 
mess hall, camp store, and movie theatre, were also inadequate. All such 
facilities, which are important to comfort and morale, ehould be designed 
and constructed to take care of the operational population before another 
teat series is undertaken. 

The amateur radio station at EPG improved morale by facilitating 
frequent and inexpensive conversations between persona at Eniwetok and their 
families aml frienda in the United States. Although widespread use of radio- 
telephone for personal conversaU0n.a present8 a certain security hazard, ex- 
pansion of amateur radio service at EFG should be encouraged for ite obvi- 
oua effect on morale. IxMructiona covering amateur station licensing, etc., 
similar to JTF 7 SC1 10-13, should be published several months prior to the 
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overseas phase of the next operation. 
The re&st.ionsi facilities and supplies of recreational equipment such 

as fishing gear, equipment for tennis, handball, and water skiing, all appear 
equate during an operational period. If it is not possible to increase the 
supplies of such items maintained by TG 7.5, JTF 7 should allocate funds to 
augment the supply of recreational gear during operational periods or sub- 
ordinate units shoui&trrsnge to supply their own personnel. 

During R&&g and Bardtack a few persons from TG 7.1 were per- 
mitted to visit other islands in the Marshall, Gilbert, and Caroline groups 
as psssengers on official trips to project sites, These visits were highly 
regarded as a welcome change from life at the EPG. It is urged that in 
future operations the opportunities for such trips be expanded so that most 
persons on extended tours may be able to leave the site for a few days of 
recreation. 

J-3 Sectioa, Plans ami Operations. Communicationa - For future 
operatfo~, it is recommended that the base COnSOle (2O-watt trsnsceivers 
with line termination equipment) for the major nets be installed in one cen- 
tral location at each respective site. Ixxreased us8ga of %3mote’* units 
from the base consoles should be made in lieu of base trsnsoeivers when- 
ever possible. The consolidation of base console stations will assist the 
mPintensnce and security problems. 

The switchboard operators at Enfwetok Md BM.nf Atolls contmlled 
the ciphony calls satisfactorily during normal opsrations. However, it is rec- 
ommended that an additional small switchboa& be fnstalled in Building 204 
on Nan to handle the special ciphony calls during an evacuation phase. 

The use of 9nobile09 radios was very slight. It is recommended for 
future operations that portable pack sets be used whenever the need arises 
instead of installing %obile” b all vehicles. 

In order to protect scientific electronic equipment, it is recommended 
that modern mobile electronic countermeasure equipment with specially 
trained operators be provided at each atoll of operation. 

Air Operations 
1. Conclusions: 

a. The airlift provided was adequate to support the scientific 
mission. 

b. Administrative devices such as the TCA imposed unwieldy 
procedures on a purely operational requirement for airlift between scientific 
stations. 

c. Control and dispatch of aircraft supporting the scientific mis- 
sion is most effectively executed at the place where the mission requirement 
is generated. 

d. Maximum use of scheduled airlift provides the most satlsfac- 
tory service. 

2. Recommendations: 
a. Inter-island airlift at Eniwetok should be considered as an 

operational matter and should be arranged by normal staff action between 
operating and using headquarters. The TCA should not be concerned with 
operational requirements for helicopter missiolre any more than he is with 
requirements for B-36 missions. 

b. The TG 7.4 operations personnel and TG 7.5 dispatch per- 
sonnel with proper facilities for control and dispatch of aircraft supporting 
inter-island airlift should be at Elmer. Since they are there on -1 and 
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D-days, using a different procedure by operating from Fred between ehots 
la no&praotioal. 

c. Regularly scheduled flighta to the scientific stations should 
be maintained through all -1 days and should be resumed sgain on shot days 
as soon as the Fad-safe survey and recovery missions are completed. 

d. The operational limitations of the agency providing light air- 
craft and_$licopter support should be established prior to the operation. 
Then tb@opexation should be planned within the limitations of the support 
agency or snother agency should be selected which csn provide the support 
required. 

8. The using agency should not be required to justify its re- 
quirements to the supporting agency. If justification is required, then re- 
quests for support should be routed through JTF 7, which should make the 
approved requests directive on the supporting agency. 

Motor Vehicles - All details on the maintenance of vehicles, including 
spare per&, should be worked out between TO 7.2 and TG 7.5 prior to the 
&art of the operation. Spare parts should be on hand and available for use 
no later than the arrival of vehicles at the proving ground. 

J-4 Section, Logistics and Supply. The following r8commendatio~ 
ax-8 mad8 by J-4 as a result of occurrences in Operotlon Hardtack. L3ome 
attention ami correction along the lfIler indicated would improve future opera- 
tione . 

It is felt that the appointment of an APA with contacts in each Task 
Group did not improve the system in effeot on previous operations. Actually 
it placed one more layer of administration b8tween th8 usem of a necessary 
service and the operators of that service. It is strongly recommended that 
the APA offlce be eliminated entirely and that authorized people from 7.1 and 
other goups contact the Air Force directly for the services coordinated on 
Hardtack by the APA 

The cargo service on MATS was very bad during the formative stage 
of the operation. It certainly improved after the inoident of the C-124 that 
sat on Johnston Island for a week, but it should be possible to get better 
service throughout the operation without having to wait for a near calamity 
to occur before the necessary steps are taken to ensure the kind of service 
needed. 

After the many difficulties encountered in connection with purchases 
through ship’s stores made by individuals who expected to be in the Forward 
Area, it would appear that such purchasing practices should be discontinued. 
Furthermore, it is apparent that some of the people who expected to be at 
Eniwetok during the operation did not get there, yet took advantage of pur- 
chases through ship’s stores even though they had not qualified themselves 
to make such imports. The actual cases of difficulty came about in receipt, 
storage, and disposition of the materials received with possible ensuing fi- 
nancial liabilities, also by obvious and flagrant disregard for customs regu- 
lations in having materials imported for people who had not been sn integral 
part of the Pacific operation. 
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Chapter 4 

. 

SUMMARY OF TASK UNIT ACTIVITIES 

4.1 TASK UNIT 1, LASL PROGRAMS 

The function of TU-1 was to carry out experiments designed to measure 
certain properties of the LASL-designed weapons and nuclear devices, to 
measure certain physical quantities of fundamental importance to weapon de- 
sign, and to study the physics underlying certain effects produced by nuclear 
weapons or devices. The techniques used to maks the measurements are 
outlined briefly in Sec. 2.2. They are described in more detail in the pre- 
operational and technical reports of the various programs. 

The use of barges as firing points for most of the LASL shots, to- 
gether with the capability of using two firing sites concurrently, made pos- 
sible a speed-up in the firing schedule over previous operation6 and greatly 
simplified operational problems. 

For the more remote land sites and- barge operations,. the flexibility 
provided to experimental groups by the use of houseboats proved very advan- 
tageous . Helicopter and boat transportation were generally good. 

The radiation safety problem was well handled and caused little lncon- 
venience to the scientific. personnel during the operation. 

Radio and telephone communications were generally good, and senrice 
was very prompt when units became defective. 

The high speed computing facility was very useful to TU-1 experiment- 
ers and theoreticians. It was a marked advsntage to be able to reduce data 
promptly in the field without laborious hand calculations and to recompute 
problems as new data became available. Adequate time was available on the 
machine for TU-1 purposes. 

It was very satisfactory to have an engineering group available in the 
field to reconcile and coordinate individual experimental construction re- 
quirements up to shot time. The J-7 unit was particularly useful when new 
shots were added during the serieB. 

The photographic requirements of TU-1 were efficiently handled, and, 
in addition, Graphic Arts was able to assist other task units on specfal prob- 
lems . 

It is recommended that the J-1, J-3, J-4, and J-6 Sections of TG 7.1 
continue to handle the requirements of TU-1 directly rather than duplicate 
their functions in the TU-1 organization. 
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A eyetem to allow dry run tests of shot w equipment at the Parry 
barge. &ip would allow still further aoceleration of the shot schedules with- 
out decreasing the reliability of the firing 8y8tem. 

Seqaratlon of the LASL arul Livermore laboratory efforts on two atolls 
made possible better coordinrtion of the irk at eaah efte and should be re- 
talwd in the future if possible. 

In order to maintain morale and improve coordlnaflon with the home 
laborato#?t is deelrable to rotate people between fleld and the P more 
frequently. This is especially important if it is desired to maintain the 
capacity to add new devices to the ahot schedule during the operation. 

4.2 TASK UNIT 2, UCRL PRGGRAMS 

Task Untt 2 was organized to field UCRL-derfgned weapons and nuolear 
devices rrnd to carry out diagnostic experiments designed to measure certain 
of their properties. The techniques used to obtain tbe varioue me~uremente 
are outlined briefly In Sec. 2.3. They are aleo deacrlbed in greater detail 
fn the preoperationd aad tmdmkd reportr of the varfoue programs. 

The concept of UCRL aad LASL limiting their actlvitiee to separate 
atolla was introduced for the first time in Eardtack. It proved to be a very 
satisfactory arrangement for the major portion of the operation, although a 
combination of factors resulted in the necessity of shKtfng several UCRL 
ahotr to Eniwetok during the latter stages of the program. Chief among the 
factom requiring UCRL to shift devicer to Eniwetok was the tight production 
schedules encountered In the fabrication of devices ax3 the inherently poorer 
shooting weather encountered at Bikini when compared to Eniwetok. Much of 
the diagnostic support required at Enlwetok wae provided by EGDG; without 
this support the two-atoll operation ~uld not have been possible. 

The operation was very successful on all counts. It is recommended 
that the policy of concentrating an individual laboratory’ e major effort on 
one atoll should be continued. 

Multiple shot sites should be prepared at each atoll. This makes it 
possible to fire several devices during a short period of favorable weather. 

A small number of the support craft should be equipped with radios 
which would permit personnel aboard to communicate directly with their Task 
Unit headquarters. This could be limited to one LCM, LCU, and helicopter. 

Teletype and telephone service cleared through Secret Restricted Data 
should be available to any complex or ialand on the atoll that is the site of 
a major camp. 

Each shot within an atoll should have a completely independent timing 
and firing system, making it possible to dry run one device while another is 
in a ready state. 

The Task Unit Commander should have dfrect communications from the 
CP to the sample control aircraft at all times. 

4.3 TASK UNIT 3. DOD PRCGRAMS 

Task Unit 3 was activated in the EPG on March 15, 1958, and was or- 
ganized to conduct approved weapon effects tests under the operational control 
of CTG 7.1 and the technical direction of the Chief, Armed Forces Special 
Weapons Project. Since activities involved vast areas of the Pacific region, 
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the organization was broken into three operating units with Task Unit 3 Head- 
quarters and a wty for Eniwetok, where, until the 36th of June, the major- 
ity of projects were based, and Forward Area Commands at Bikini and 
Joh&ston Island. The Bikini staff was reduced to one officer and one enlisted 
man after shot Yucca, since only one active project remained there after re- 
moval of launch site for Teak and Orange to Johnston Island. Most of the 
personnel thus reiievetd, along with a small number of personnel from Eniwe- 
tok, formed the J&ton eta& which after July 1 became the principal scene 
of DOD operations. 

The Commander, Task Unit 3, Enlwetok, supported by a small staff, 
supervised the activities of the directors of 7 programs and 51 projects 
grouped under them in the EPG. ‘-During t&is phase of the operation, approxi- 
mately. 80 Task Unit 3 staff personnel and 900 project personnel participated. 
The peak strength was reached on April 12, when 665 TU-3 personnel were 
present in the EPG. After July 1, the Eniwetok staff and project personnel 
were appreciably reduced, leaving only those participating in the subkiloton 
shots, Quince and Fig. These offices were closed on Augnst 26 with the com- 
pletion of the roll-up. 

Task Unit 3 staff members began arriving at Johnston Island on June 1 
for this phase of Hardtack. The largest build-up of personnel occurred in 
early July. Thirty-one TU-3 staff members snd approximately 230 project 
personnel were involved for the two shots at Johnston. TU-3 offices were 
closed on August 23, 12 days after the final shot, Orange. 

Staff personnel for both phases of Hardtack were furnished by Field 
Command, Armed Forces Special Weapons mject, with a small number of 
augmentation personnel furnished by Headquarters, AFSWP. and from the 
various Armed Services upon the request of the Chief, AFSWP. Project per- 
sonnel came from the agencies listed in Table 3.1. .The Programs under- 
taken were comprehensive, including maximum efforts on five DOD shots 
(Yucca, Wahoo, Umbrella, Teak,, and Orange), extensive activities on four 
development shots and participation by one 
or more projects on 

Unfortunately, command transmitter failure on shot Yucca caused loss 
of all significant data from the canister array. Aircraft instrumentation was 
very successful, however. Failure of ship’s power on two target destroyers 
prior to the Wahoo event resulted in some data loss. Aside from these two 
failures, the objectives outlined in Sec. 1.3 were attained, although some 
projects participating on development shots had to repeat their experiments 
or change their activities to other shots due to schedule or yield changes of 
some devices. 

The Task Unit 3 mission was accomplished with but one major opera- 
tional difficulty . The move of the launch site for Teak and Orange from 
Bikini to Johnston after completion of construction and the arrival of most 
of the personnel and equipment presented a formidable problem. It was not 
insurmountable, however, and JTF 7, Holmes and Narver. and TU-3 agencies 
successfully met the first new ready date for firing on July 31. The short- 
age of real estate was a hindrance to some agencies. 

Careful management of manpower was necessary to properly maintain 
Task Unit 3 staffs at all operating locations. Although minor problems were 
presented throughout the operation, satisfactory solutions were found for all, 
often with the assistance of Task Group 7.1 staff agencies. Special problems 
were presented by the projects, with 41 personnel, stationed at considerable 
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dirtances from the principal site8. In many instances, the excellent cooper- 
atio~~a&ather governmental agencies, particularly the Air Weather Service 
and the CM, made the final accomplishment of the mission possible. 

4.4 TASK UNIT 4, SC ACTIVITIES 

T&%&on of Task Unit 4 wa6 to organize and field Programs 32 and 
34, which performed tasks for and provided information of interest to the 
AEC snd DOD. These programs were supported by TU-4 staff services, 
consisting of Photo Support, Construction Liairon personnel, and the Task 
Unit counterparts of J-1, J-3, and J-4. 

All service projects being performed by Sandfa Corporation for AFSWP, 
LASL, and UCRL were orgsnized into a single program with Sandia project 
numbers and a Sandia Program Director. This method of organization proved 
to be highly effective, as it not only provided better rervlce to the organtza- 
tion placing the requirement but allowed closer administrative control over 
Sandia personnel connected with these projects. 

Staff elements of TU-4 arrived in ths Forward Area in January and 
February, and personnel attached to Program 32 arrived in March. By 
April 1 most of the personnel attached to Program 34 bad arrived. The 
first personnel peak was shed in April, when 111 SC men were present 
at EPG. The second peak occurred in July, when 128 SC personnel were 
present. Over all, a total bf 200 SC pereonnel participted in Operation 
Hardtack in the Pacific area. 

In early April the decision was made to fire Teak sad Orange at 
Johnston Island. Although this put a considerable strain on supplying staff 
elements technical equipment, and qualified personnel, readiness at Johnston 
was accomplished well ahead of schedule without interfering or delayine oper- 
ations at Bikini and Eniwetok. 

A major objective in TU4 planning was to do all possible to keep the 
morale of the participating personnel high. This was accomplished by pro- 
viding the following: 

1. A firm date for departing for home. This was normally after a 
a-month period. 

2. Amateur radio “Phone Patch” service to the United States. 
3. Boats and motors for water skiing and fishing. 
4. Indoor and outdoor sport equipment such as table tennis, tennis, 

volleyball, and fishing poles. 
5. Taps recorders. These were used for playing music and taped 

messages from home, and for sending taped messages home. 
An evaluation of early test data shows that the technical phases of 

TU4 participation in the Hardtack operation were highly successful. These 
successes were achieved, to a great extent, by action on the following recom- 
mendations made by Task Unit 4 on Operation Redwing: more extensive use 
of prefabrication and trailermounted instrumentation, use of ECM equipment 
to locate interference, better recreational facilities and equipment, better 
communication facilfties. 

The amateur radio phone patch service provided by TU4 was by 
far the outstanding contributor to high morale in the Forward Area. Even 
with delays and extensions of the operation, Task Unit 4 morale remained 
high. 
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It is recommended that the orgsnizing of all service projecta perfometj 
by SC into a *le program be continued on future operations. 

Amateur radio stations should be encouraged to operate in the Forward 
Ar$a. The decided improvement of morale due to phone patch service home 
cannot be ignored. 

On future operations a real effort should be made in the early planning 
stage to provide .a,_ ce realistic shot schedule and estimate of the length 
of the operation. +?ir this could be done, it would permit greater economy 
in the preparation of components and utilization of manpower. 

The shortage of vehicles on Johnston Island caused real delsys and 
unnecessary hardships to TU4 personnel. 

4.5 TASK UNIT 5, EG&G ACTMTIES 

Timing and Firing, Communications. Thetiminsandfirlngpmgram 
conducted by TU-5 had two principal objectives: (I) to provide reliable 
systems for arming, monitoring, snd firing the devices, and (2) to provide 
experimental users with a precise seqwnae of signals with respect to sero 
time in each event. 

Associated with these prime objectives were the determination of zero 
time with respect to world time, provision of a voice count transmission 
net synchronized to the timing signals, and determination of preDmiasry 
yield, where applicable, by use of Bhangmeters. 

Because of the complexity of the firing schedule, operation on two 
atolls, and removal of the’ missile shots to Johnston Island, a tatal of seven 
independent firing systems were required. The control point on Enyu was 
originally scheduled to house three systems: however, with the relocation 
of the DCD/ABMA effort to Johnston Island, one complete system was re- 
moved to that site, leaving two on Bikini Atoll. The control point on plvry 
Island consisted of three distinct systems: one for the DOD underwater pro- 
gram, one for the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory large yield devices, and 
one for the Laboratory’s low yield devices. The USS Boxer contained a 
timing system for coordinstion of experimental programs with the Sandis 
firing system on high altitude experiment Yucca. For distribution of signals 
at the individual sites, a total of 13 distribution stations were used. 

The timing system requirements for Hardtack necessitated a revision 
of the standard system used on previous operations. To provide this, a 
coder-decoder system was employed which greatly increased the flexibility 
of the systems. All minus time signals were transmitted on a single pair 
of hardwires and interpreted by the decoder at the pertinent timing station. 
A patching system was used whereby a signal series would be selected for 
a specific shot. The signsis available were at h-min intervals from -60 
min to -2 min. and at each half-second interval from -2 min to a desired 
plus time. Twenty-four independent times could be selected for any event. 

To supplement the hardwire system, two radio tone timing signal sys- 
tems were employed at each atoll. In addition to this, a radio controlled 
firing system was implemented on the, two undelwater events at Eniwetok, 
and the provision for a remote control capability of operation of the Enyu 
control point from the USS Boxer. 

The voice count transmission was provided on two separate frequencies 
and the ability to patch in the broadcast to the various command nets through 
their base transmitters was maintained. 
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““iero racka were provided for each rurf8ce and underwater experiment. 
A total of 32 rack8 were used. 

On four experlxnent.8, TIT-6 fnet8lled awi operated a recording system 
to monitor temperature and humidity at the zero point. 

At the Barry and Enyu control points, TU-5 employed a new world 
Ume 4kr+-tecur~te to a 0.1 m8ec and a eerier of Nekra to record 
preliminary yield information. There piece8 of equipment were triggered by 
light from the explorion. At each control point a weather radar eyekm was 
employed to a8aure good line of sight to the diagnortic 8tatiOM. 

The timing and firing sy8tems successfully detonated 32 surface and 
undelwrrbr shots. Ths BIMnl ey8tem wa8 used on 10 UCRL shots. The Eni- 
wetok system8 were used to detonate 15 Lo8 Alamo8 Scientific Laboratory 
expeMment8, 2 DOD underwater events, ard 5 UCBL experiments. The Boxer 
ayet%= 8ynchronized timing with the Samiia ryrtem. The Joh~ton system 
synchronf8ed experimental signal requirement8 with the ABMA mirrile eystem. 

World time was recorded on 29 surface shot8. Light to minimum 
record8, which gave sn early approximaU on of yieldg were obtained on 27 
r&ace ahot8. 

Approxhately 4200 eignalr were tramnitted. The timing rydan 
functioned propemly on all eventr. Two postponement8 were expedemed on 
Bikini Atoll due to rigcal cable failurer. A ship’ a vr failure on event 
wahao caumd 1088 of borne erperlmental data. 

Technical Photography TU-5 performed technical #Mqraphy of the 
virible a8pect8 of all &tom&on8 a8 a eervice to the Lo8 Ahnor &ientific 

Laboratory, the Livermore laboratory, and the Department of Defense. The 
major taek8 on Laboratory event8 were to photograph fireball growth for 
determination of yield ami to record cloud growth and motion. DOD pxoplects 
entailed much more detailed photography of epecific underwater and high 
altitude phenomena. 

For the Laboratory shots, camera station8 were located on B1ldn.f and 
Eniwetok Atolls. A total of 10 station8 were activated. At least two sta- 
tions were used on each detonation to provide accurate determination of 
fireball growth and cloud formation. To maintain dual capability, the major 
station8 were outfitted to cover at least two zero sitee. Thi8 wa8 attained 
by providing two independent eyeterns of camefas at each of six locations. 
For AEC requirement8 Eastman High Speed, Mitchell Iiigh Speed, Triad, 
Fastax, and Bapatronic camerae were used. 

Photographic commitments for the DOD necessitated the outfitting of 
23 separate stationa. These stations were on land, lagoon barges, shipboard, 
and in aircxaft. 

All photo station were completely automatic, being initiated by hard- 
wire or radio signals a& controlled discrete timers. Film recoveries were 
made a8 soon a8 possible after each event and processed in the trailer fa- 
Cffltie8 on Parryl8lad. 

Approximately 150,000 ft of photographic film was exposed in the course 
of Bardtack. Preliminary analysis wa8 performed in the Forward Area on 
all fireball record8. Reports on fireball yield calculation8 were ieeued in 
the field on all but the loet shot, Fig. 

Alpha Mersurements . On Bardtack TU-5 Wa8 scheduled to perform 
reaction history measurements on all Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory ex- 
periments. These mealrurements included alpha vs time thmughout the re- 
quired portion of measurable history, boost mea8urement8, and peak level 
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and half width of peak measurements of secondary reactions. When required, 
both primary an@recondary coverage was provided. 

To accomplish this, four alpha stations were activated. The complexity 
of measuring systems varied from experiment to experiment, depending on 
speoific requirements for a given device. Except for surface shots Cactus, 
Koa, Quince, ami Fig, sll devices on which alpha was measured were detonated 
from barge locatlo~,, On seven tests, detectors were mounted at zero site 
a& recorded the complete reaction history. To obtain at the detectors a 
signal representative of the neutron signal, it was advisable to limit the 
emerging gammas by an aperture near the device. 

In addltion, collimation at the detectors was accomplished by mesns of 
pipes which extended through the thickness of the blockhouse wall at the 
alpha station. Inside the detector room were adjustable baffle walls contain- 
ing collimating holes which were spaced for alignment. In some cases at- 
tenuators were provided to reduce the gamma signal. 

Three basic oscilloscope systems were employed for recording the 
alpha signal: a lOO-ohm three stops system, a lOO_ohm two scope system, 
and a 12O-ohm two scope system. Three types of presentation were recordbd 
on the scope faces: Rossi, linear, and creep-Rossi. 

Having initially planned on nine LASL experiments, TU-5 was hard 
pressed in extending coverage to the increased program. Reaction history 
measurements wers made on a total of 19 shots, 14 LASL ti 5 UCRL shots. 
Gscilloscope traces were analyzed by means of precision comparators on each 
shot. These data were then reported on an IBM 704 EDPM computer. A 
shot report was issued, usually within 3 days follow@ the event. 

General Administration. A total of 320 Edgerton, Germeshausen, 8 Grier 
employees contributed to the successful completion of Tu-5’~ effort in the 
Forward Area. Equipment installation began in early February, and a peak 
wor%ing force of 149 men was in the field on about the first of May. The 
average stay in the Forward Area was 8 weeks. A total of 180. tons of 
equipment was shipped to the Forward Area. Central warehousing was 
maintained on Parry Island in approximately 1200 sq ft of existing buildings 
in the old CMR compound. The last TU-5 crews departed from the Forward 
Area on September 1. 

Johnston Island Activities. The primary objective of TU-5 at Johnston 
Island was to supply experimenters with an accurate sequence of timing sig- 
nals, related to burst time, for the purpose of starting and stopping their 
equipment on both the Teak ami Orange events. Gther objectives were (1) 
to determine the time of burst with respect to WWVH, and (2) to provide a 
system of radio links to experimental stations over which voice-time announce- 
ments synchronized to the timing system could be transmitted. 

Early in 1957 preliminary planning for a timing system to meet the 
special requirements of Teak and Orange was begun. As planning progressed, 
it became apparent that the regular sequence timing system planned for the 
surface shots on Hardtack would not meet the special requirements of these 
shots. A new sequence timing system patterned sfter the air drop system 
used on Plumbbob for the John event was developed in the EG&G Boston 
laboratory. This system was integrated into the Bikini hardwire timing sys- 
tem for Hardtack. 

The timing system was assembled and operationally tested under simu- 
lated field conditions in Boston prior to its shipment to the Forward Area. 
In February 1958 the equipment was shipped to the Forward Area and installed 
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88 an irltegral part of the Bikini timing system. The Lnstauation wan com- 
pleted and operationally checked out in preparatfon for the scheduled Teak 
rrrd orange events. With the cancellation of the Teak and Orange events 
from w schedule, it was necessary to remove that part of the timing 
system from the Bikini InstaUation. A rdesign of this equipment to provide 
for its independent operation was accomplished in the Forward Area, utilizing 
the spare components of the BUni snd Enfwetok timing systems. The eys- 
tern was operationally checked out at Enlwetok prior to its shipment to 
Johnston Isluni. 

Late in June 1958 a group of field personnel was sent to Johnston Island 
to start field fnstallation of the tfmfng system, which was -tailed at Station 
70 in Buudlng 6002. Preliminary dry runs started on July 10. Dry runs 
snd special rehearsal tests were continued throughout the Teak sxi Orange 
series . 

A world time mok identlcsl to that used at EW on the Hardtack series 
was included in the design of the Johnston timing system to record actual 
sero time with respect to WWVB. This measurement was obtained through 
the use of a lo-kc oscUator, driving the world time clock, synchrontzed to 
WWVE saxi located in the control room. The initial flash of the detonation 
trlggersdafiduclslmarkerontherwfoftheCP. Thisinturnstopped 
the clock and produced a photographic record of the clock face at zero time. 

Voice-time annouements were made from a script by the timing syr- 
tern control operator, referencing the timing sequence indicators. These 
announcements were transmitted to the remote stations on 153.89 MC. 243 MO, 
7411 kc, and 1468 kc. 

In order to transmit timing signals to the two RB-36 experimenter 
stations, a radio timing system was provided. This system was synchronized 
to the master timing system and transmitted various tone frequencies to 
radio receivers located aboard the RB-36’ 8, which in turn activated equip- 
ment at the station. 

Both ac ami dc type Blue Boxes were used on both events to provide 
experimsnters with a zero signal of mUsecond accuracy. 

The following timing signal sequence was provided for the Task and 
Orange events: 

Teak Orange 

-60 min 
-30 miIl 
-15 min 
-5 min 
-170.3 set, 
-165.0 set 
-151.4 set 
-137.2 set 
-131.6 set 
-76.2 set 
-70.0 set 
-66.6 set 
-60.0 set 
-57.8 set 
-51.4 set 

lift off 

-60 min 
-30 min 
-15 mfn 
-5 min 
-153.8 set, lift off 
-145.0 set 
-110.0 aec 
-98.0 set 
-95.5 set 
-66.6 set 
-60.0 set 
-43.0 set 
-40.6 set 
-15.0 aec 
-5.0 set 
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-46.8 ret 
-*wc 
-15.0 8ec 
-5.0 set 
-25 8ec 
-1.0 set 

-2.5 aec 
-1.5 Iec 
-1.0 Iec 
0 Te& 
cl2 8ec, cutoff 

The timing system provided by TU-5 proved, on the whole, to be both 
reliable and satisfactory. Approximately 150 hardwlre tfming aignalo were 
delivered on both the Teak snd Grange event& ~IKI 14 r&to tone aignal8 
were delivered to the two BB-36’ a. 

4.6 TASK UNIT 6, RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY 

The mireion of TU-6 was aa followr: 
1, Perform ail grouxI cud aerial monitoring rervicer a8eociated with 

the scientific miredon except thou, in conj~tion with aircraft atxl airborne 
collection of scientific dota; aarist TO 7.5 rad& organization during the 
operational phase. 

2. Provide laboratory and technical asrirtance to all task groupr. 
3. Provide all off!lcial dorlmetry servicer for JTF-7. 
4. MainWn and laoue monitorfng Wtruments and protective clothing 

aa required. 
5. Provide decontaminati on facllltlee for pereo~1, vehicler curd equip- 

ment. 
The necessity of maintatning a capebility for flrfng at both Bildnl and 

Eniwetok Atolls at the same time required that TUd provide two complete 
and independent rad-safe organizations. Over-all control over the two. or- 
ganizations was maintaIned by CTU-6. In addition, full rad-safe support 
was provided for the operations conducted at Johnston Island. Each organi- 
zation contained the followlog sections: 

1. Monitoring section for providing all monitoring services and man- 
ning checkpoints. 

2. Plotting and brief@ section for conducting all aerial surveys and 
briefing all personnel going into radlological exclusion areas. 

3. Supply section for maintenance of rad-safe supplies, including 
laundry (facilities furnished by TO 7.5). 

4. Instrument repair eecllon for maintenance of rad-safe instruments. 
5. Laboratory eection for determining the amount of activity contained 

in soil, water and urine eamples. 
6. Decontamination section for operating facilities for personnel and 

equipment decontamination. 
7. Photodoeimetry eectfon for providing personnel dosage information. 
Control over the official doeimetry and recorde was maintained direct- 

ly by CTU-6. All personnel in JTF 7 were issued f&n badges. Badges 
were exchanged after miealone in radex axeu; petiodlc exchange was ef- 
fected at 604ay intervals. Badger were proceased by photodosimetry sec- 
tions located on both Bfkinf and Enlwetok Atolla, and complete current dosage 
record files were maintained on a daily basis. A master record file for all 
personnel in JTF 7 was maintained at Eniwetok. 
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~raomml for m TU-9 were obt&nd from the Anny, Navy, a& 
AIE-e. WL Health Wvl8ion per8onnel were utlli~& 88 8dvi8orr to 
CTu-6. The majority were o&lliwd from the U.S. Army FllM Badlologlcal 
?3afety support unit, a Chemlori Corp8 unit wtiomd at Ft. xcClella& Al& 
Ilufollowfngirrbxx&down of personnel Wed to TUd: 

1. Army - 9S ofticem 8ad e&Wed men. 
2. Navy - 8 ofXlcer8 8nd enli8ted men. 
WaHMr Force - 12 oillcerr 8nd enii8ted men. 
4. LASL - 4 civilun be&h physlci8tr aI advlrorr. 
5. UCIU - 3 oivilian be8itb phyricirtr 88 advflorr. 
Soienu& pro)eot per8onael ia TG 7.1 and co-r pmonael in 

m 7.6 were XWqUO8t43d t0 plWi& tbb OIlll ~OILitCW8 fOr -rYa 
OoMWwtfon mirrionr . A 4-&y 8oiWo1m8 Opel’8ted rt E#) 8peOffiody to 
trrin8Whmooitor8. Th48obW~wUdoUXitobe~~~~Ercto~ff- 
r8aganent. 

III 8upoOrt of TO 7.1 md 7.5 8t both Bikini rrd Eniwatok, cheek pointa 
woreeatab~edurequired. b¶8lndmokpoiat8utlU8datalltlme8at 
boLhrbllrnvrsl~~~~rtrdtrp~er'8omoe~~Mllas~. 
AU per8onne1 e&erlng or ntprning from a xmdex are8 were proce88ed 
tluoq#timdmkpolnta. Anamwuconmidmred’Wr8dex”lfthegrm~ 
radi8Uon ileld excaeubd 100 mr/hr. Full protective olothinq ww required 
borentryht08fullm&xare8. Ltmfted r8dex are88 werm e8tabhhed 

wwtP== radi8th field exoeeded 10 mr/hr but w88 1888 than 100 
mr/hr. Clothing requirement8 vuYed with the 8itU8tioI& in the limited mdex 
M. ~usrinuhichtbsOrmnu~On~ldwule88thonlO~~ 
wu considered non-mdex. 

The fouowiIl# 18 a 8ummlrJI of rad-89fe pl’oCe88iag: 
1. A tOti Of about 6200 person8 w8m processed through the Eniwetok 

check poLnt8 from May 1, 1958, to Augut 20, 1968: 2700 penson were proc- 
er8ed at Bikini tram May 15, 1958, to August 5, 1958. 

2. The pemonnel’ decontamination 8tatloa at Eniwetok handled a total 
of 860 individuale, and +e facility at Bikini processed about 1200. 

3. The following equipment was decontaminated: 

Eniwetok Bikini 

Vehfcle8 56 28 
PM88 of equipment 611 19s 
Aircraft (including helicopters) 9 4 
Heavy equipment 100 70 

The majority of the rad-ufe surveys of both atolls were conducted by 
helicopter. Normal operation8 tiluded a pre-ntry survey with CTG 7.1 at 
H + 1 to 4 hr, followed by detailed eurveyo at ii + 6 to 8 hr, axni mornings 
of D + 1, 2, axi 3 days. Additiond aimeya were made 88 required. In&u- 
meti used in the rurvey8 were AN/PDR49’e converted to read to 500 r/br. 
Gerund rurvepr of irlrndrr ln the atoil8 were conducted when required. 

F8llout from the Fir deivloe wa8 evident at both atoll8. Peak activity 
at Enhetok wu 20 to 2S mr/hr, at Bikini 12 mr/br. b4ixn activity w88 
Observed following Other r&t8 fn the 8erie8 but totai dO8e reCelVed ~88 in- 

sigaiilcant. It l8 e8timat8d that the average personnel dose due to f&lout 
in the llvlng area8 at Eniwetok wa8 1200 to 1500 mr, that at Bikini 300 M. 
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A total of approximately 765 soil, water, snd food samples were taken 
by laborato son&. An arbitrary limit of 600,000 d/m per liter of 
water was shed as the tolerance level for swimming. 

A single film badge system was used during the operation, with ex- 
&es scheduled each 60 days or when personnel returned from full radex 
areas. Total dosage records were kept current daily by the use of IBM 
equipment, which included a 704 EDPM, 526 Summary Punch, 062 Sorter, 
519 Beproduce~~Intsrpreter, and 066 Data Transceiver. The Eberline 
FS-3 Film Badge Evaluation System, developed for JTF 7 and AEC use, 
was used for reading all film and automatically preparing IBM cards for 
the 704. The Data Transceivers were used for daily exchange of informa- 
tion between Bikini and Eniwetok as all data processing was done at the 
IBM center at Eniwetok. 

TU-6 assumed responsibility for personnel dosimetry on April 1, 1968 
and the program was continued until August 20, 1958. During this period 
approximately 62,000 badges were issued to approximately 18,000 individuals. 
The msximum permissible dosage was established as 3.75 r for any 13-week 
period, 5 r for the entire operation. As of August 20, 1958, only six peopie 
exceeded the 5-r maximum permissible dose. 

The Eberllne FS-3 Film Badge Evaluation System, in conjunction with 
the IBM installation, enabled the dosimetry section to operate efficiently with 
less than half the personnel required for previous operations. The rigid 
polyvinyl chloride encased film badges were highly successful because they 
were not affected by heat, moisture, or humidity. The ceresin wax coating 
on the film packet was extremely satisfactory snd did not interfere with the 
film processing. 

The use of barges as zero points reduced the on-site radiological con- 
tamination significantly over previous operations and enabled the operation 
to proceed without delay due to excessive contamination at key locations. 

4.7 WEAPON ASSEMBLY 

LASL. The weapon assembly group was responsible for preparation 
of the various devices for firing. They assembled and checked out all bomb 
components, installed the device at its firing site, and operated a system 
for telemetering information essential to the readiness of the device for 
firing. 

The use of barges as zero sites plus the high degree of efficiency 
reached by the assembly personnel enabled two devices to be placed on shot 
barges and fired within 24 hr. In one instance an unassembled two-stage 
device was received at the site, assembled, aml fired within a 48-hr period. 

The weapon assembly group functioned on every LASL shot, and, in 
addition, assembled the LASL-furnished primary on oae Livermore shot. 

UCRL. Program A was responsible for the field assembly of the 
large devices. Each assembly team was headed by a Project Physicist and 
a Project Engineer thoroughly familiar with the theory, design, fabrication, 
and assembly of their device. 

Prior to shipment each device was completely trial-assembled except 
that dummy primaries were used. All devices wers; 

delivered to the shot site without incident. 
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The following device8 were all assembled for testing at EPG: 

“mB@ 

Fir 
sgcrmom 
&pen 
Maple 

Remarka 

Firedi.nBiktnilllgcmn 
Fired ln BMni lagoon 
Fired in Bildni lagoon 
Fired in Bildni lagoon 
Not tested because the 

poplar 
Olive 
Pine’ 

requirement8 
Fired in Bildni lagoon 
FiredlnBildnilsgoon 
Fired In Enfwetok lagoon 
FiredlnBMnilagoon 
Fired tn Eniwetok lagoon 
Fired in Eniwetok lagoon 

The function of Pmgram B was the field assembly of small &vices. 
rn general, personnel were organized and devices handled as described under 
Program A. Much advance experience in assembly was obtained during the 
extensive hydrodynamic progmun required to develop the designs flelded. 
9evices were never completely assembled prior to shipment because of 
&ety limitaUo~, but components and subassemblies were prefltted wher- 
vet possible. 

In addition to the devices listed below, were pro- 
vided for Aspen, Maple, Bedwood,andDogwoodandI for 
Fir. Acceseorles (e.g., milkweed) wem fielded foi I’ll evente. 

Nutmeg ’ 

Remarks 

Fired in Bildni lagoon 

Hickory Fired in Bikini lagoon 

Juniper 
Bui=e 
Fig 

Fired in Bikini lagoon 
Fired on Runit 
Fired on Runit 

Sandia. Assembly of the devices for the DOD-sponsored shots (Yucca, 
Nahoo, Umbrella, Teak, ad Orange) was the respoasfbfltty of San&a Fer- 
sonnel. Activities for shot8 fired in the EPG are described fn Chap. 2. 
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